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FOREWORD

The Guidance System Operations Plan (GSOP) for Program Skylark 1 is
published in five sections as separate volumes.

2, Data Links
3. Digital Autopilots
4. Operational Modes

5. Guidance Equations
7. Erasable Programs

Since the information in Section 1 of the Colossus 2E GSOP is also appli-
cable to the Skylark Program, Section 1 will not be republished for Skytark. The
reader is referred, therefore, to R577 Colossus 2E GSOP, Section 1, Revision 2,

January 1970. Also, Section 6 will not be published for Skylark.

The changes made to this Skylark GSOP Section 5 are enough to warrant its
consideration as a ne\¡/ document. For that reason, it is not being treated as a revi-
sio¡¡ of Colossus 3 GSOP 5. Major deletions, additions, and editorial changes have
been made to reflect the scope of the new program. paragraphs b.1.3, 5.1.5.8, b.1.b.4,
5.2.4, 5.5.L2' 5.6.11, 5.6.16, and 5.6.17 have been deleted and so indicated in the
Table of Contents ancl throughout the document. Also deletec.l and so indicated in text
are a number of equations that do not pertain to the Skylark Program. Subsectj.ons 5.4
and 5.8 andparagraphs 5.1.1, 5.t.2, 5,6.1 through 5.6.7.S, b.6.14, 5.6.9, and b.9.1
have heen rewritten. Appendix A, containing a list of pcRs and pcNs, whose
implementation is reflected in this issue, has been added. The rest of the docu-
ment has undergone extensive editorial changes in the hope of making it more use-
ful to the reader. At the same time, the basic form of the Colossus GSOp 5 has
been retained to facilitate comparison with earlier GSOps.

The volume is published as a control document governing the basic design
for the guidance and navigation computations of Skylark 1 and supersedes M. I. T. -
DL Section-5 memos pubtished earlier. Revisions constituting changes to the
Skylark Program require NASA approval.
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SECTION 5

GUIDANCE EQUATIONS

5. 1 INTRODUCTION

5. 1. 1 General Comments

Section 5 of the Guidance System Operations Plan (GSOP) presents the
guidance and navigation computation routines for the CSM Skylark program.
These routines are utilized by the programs outlined in Section 4, in which astro-
naut and other subsystem interface and operational requirements are described.
The guidance and navigation equations and procedures presented are primarily
concerned with mission programs reflecting the current CSM GNCS computer
(CMC) capability. A limited number of CMC service-program operations
involving computations are also included.

This section presents the equations for the Skylab mission in the six
functional categories listed below. Each category constltutes a subsection of
this document.

Coasting Ftight Navigation

Powered Flight Navigation and Guidance

Targeting

Basic Subroutines

General Service R,outines

Entry Guidance

subsection

sub se ction

subsection

sub se ction

subsection

subsection

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5,7

In addition, subsection 5. 1 presents general information to help the

reader understand the Skylark program. (For example, paragraph 5. 1.2 is
a cross reference of GSOP Sections 4 and 5 relating the program numbers and
titles of Section 4 to the paragraphs that describe them in Section 5; paragraph
5. 1.4 explains the coordinate systems used in the document. ) Subsection 5. B

lists the guidance-equation parameters required for program initialization
and operation. These selected parameters are stored in the CMC erasable
memory. Finally, subsection 5. 9 presents those fixed-memory constants-
which have not been specified elsewhere -that are used in the equations

throughout the document.

5.1-1



IThe principal contributing authors are listed below

C. M. Beals
P. M. Kachmar
G. M. Levine
R. E. Phillips

W. M. Robertson

W. H. Tempelman
R. L. White

Technical writing and publications coordination for the document were performed

by H. D. Nayar.

5.1.2 Sections 4 and 5 Cross Reference

Paragraph 5.1.2 provides the reader a comelation between the pro-

grams and routines of Section 4 and the specification data of Section 5. The

programs are arranged according to mission phases to further provide the

reader with a structure for understanding the Skylab mission. Programs and

routines are treated as discrete units in Section 4. Because of the arrangement

of material in Section 5, however, it is not always possible to reference a spe-

cific paragraph for each program or routine. In these cases, either a paragraph

that generally describes that program or routine is referenced, or no reference

is given.

SECTION 4

Mission Phase-Program
SECTION 5

Principal Paragraph

Prelaunch and Service

CMC Idling

Initialization

Gyro Compassing

Optical Verification of Gyro

Compassing

CMC Power Down

System Test

5.6. t2P00

P01

P02

P03

Title

Earth Orbit Insertion Monitor

P06

P07

Boost

P11

5. 1-2

5.3.5
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SECTION 4

Mission Phase-Program

Ço."qt

P20

P2L

P25

P27

P29

Prethrusting

P30

P31

P32

P33

P34

P35

P36

P37

P38

Thrusting

P40

P41

I,47

P48

Alignment

P50

P51

Title

Universal Tracking

Ground Track Determination

Contingency VHF Range Rate

CMC Update

Time of Longitude

External Delta V

NC1 Targeting

NC2 Targeting

NCC Targeting

NSR Targeting

TPI Targeting

TPM Targeting

Rendezvous Final Phase

Plane Change Targeting

SPS Thrusting

RCS Thrusting'

Thrust Monitor

Rendezvous Thrust Monitor

ATM Orientation Deter-
mination

IMU Orientation Deter-
mination

IMU Realign
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5. 6.5

5.6.6

5.5.15

5.3.3.3. 1

5. 4.2

6.4.3

6.4.4

5.4.5

5.4.6

5.4,7

5.4. B

5. 3.3

5. 3.3

5.3.4

5.3. 4

5.6.2.5

5.6.2.1

P52
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SECTION 4

Mis s ion .Phas e - Prggram

Alignment (conttd)

P53

P54

P55

Entry

P61

P62

P63

P64

P65

P66

P67

Post-thrustinq

P77

Titie

Backup IMU Orientation
Determination

Backup IMU ReaLign

ATM Star Tracker Gimbal
Angle

Entry Preparation

CM-SM Separation and Pre-
entry Maneuver

Entry Initialization

Post 0.05G

Up Control

Ballistic

Final Phase

CSM Velocity Vector Update
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rl SECTION 4

Routine

R00

R01

R02

R03

R04

RO?

R08

R21

F"22

R23

P"27

R30

R31

R34

R36

R40

R41

R50

R52

Title

Final Automatic Request

Terminate

Erasable and Channel
Modifícation

IMU Status Check

CSM DAP Data Load

Docked DAP Data Load

MINKEY Controller

VHF Range Read

Rendezvous Tracking
Sighting Mark

Rendezvorls Tracking Data
Processing

Rendezvous Backup Sighting
Mark

VHF Range Rate Mark
Processing

Orbital Parameters Display

Rendezvous Parameter
Display No. 1

Rendezvous Parameter
Display No. 2

Rende z vous Out- of - Plane
DÍsplay

SPS Thrust Fail

State Vector Integration
(MID TQ AVE)

'Coarse Align

Arrtomatic Optics Positioning
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5.2,5. t

5.2.5.2

5.2.5, I

5.6. 6

5. 6. 10. 1

5.6.7.1

5. 6.7 . 2.

5.6.7.4

5.3: 3. 6

5.3.3.3.4

5. 6.2.2

5.6.B
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SECTION 4

Routine

R53

R54

R55

R56

R60

R61

R62

R63

R64

R6?

Title

Sighting Mark

Sighting Data Display

Gyro Torquing

Alternate LOS Sighting

Mark

Attitude Maneuver

Tracking Attitude

Crew-defined Maneuver

Rendezvous Final Attitude

Optics Angles Transform

Rotation

SECTION 5

Principal Parapraph

5,6,2,1,5.6.2.2

5. 6. 2.2
)

5.6.2.2

5.6.2.3, 5.6.2.4

5.2.5. L

5.6.7.3

5.6. I

5.2.5.1.3

5,1.3 Paragraph 5. 1.3 has been deleted from Skylark.

5,1.4 Coordinate Systems

Six major coordinate systems are used in the navigation and guidance

programs for Skylark. These six coordinate systems are defined individually
ìn the following descriptions and referenced to control- specifications of

paragraph 5" 9.2 where applicable. Any other coordinate system used in a
specific CMC program is defined in the subsection or paragraph describing that

program.

5. 1.4. 1 Basic Reference Coordinate System

The Basic Reference Coordinate System is an orthogonal inertial
coordinate system whose origin is located at the earth center of mass. The

orlentation of this coordinate system is defined by the line of intersection of the

rnean earth equatorial plane and the mean orbit of the earth (the ecliptic) at the

beginning of the Besselian year that starts January 0. 9233573, 1950, E. T. The

X-axis (U"r) is along this intersection with the positive sense in the direction of

the ascending node of the ecliptic on the equator (the equinox); the Z-axis (grr)
is along the mean earth north pole; and the Y-axis (uy1) completes the right-
handed triad. The Basic Reference Coordinate System is presented in reference

2 of paragraph 5. 9. 2 as the Ephemeris Coordinate System. Navigation stars and

)
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the solar ephemeris are referenced to this coordinate system; vehicle state
yectors are also referenced to this system.

5. 1.4. ? IMU Stable Member or Platform Coordinate System

The orthogonal inertial coordinate system defined by the GNCS inertial
measurement unit (IMU) is dependent upon the current IMU alignment. Many
alignments are possible during a mission, but the primary IMU alignment
orientations are described in paragraph 5. 6. 3. 3, are summarized below, and

are designated by the subscript sM. The origin of the IMU stable Member
Coordinate System is the center of the IMU stable member.

1. Preferred Alignment

lxSnn = UNIT (xB)

lySl,f = UNIT (gXSU * 
")*

lzsu=oxsvtxSysu

(1. 4. 1)

( t.4.21

where:

IMU stable member coordinate unit vectors
referenced to the Basic Reference Coordinate
System

= vehicle or body X-axis at the preferred
vehicle attitude for ignition

r = position vector at ignition

Z. Nominal Alignment ( Local Vertical )

lxsnn

lvsvt

lzsvt

xp

T--I"F41 if the magnitude of the cross product is tqs^s than 216 meters or in P40 if
the magnitude oi U XSMXUNIT g is iess than 2-12 radians,then gyg¡y¡ = UNIT
[oXSV1 x (UNIT r + 0. 125 UNIT v)] where v = velocity vector at ignition.

rxsvr=(gysvrxgzsvr)
lySWr = UNIT (v x r)
gZSnn = UNIT ( -r )
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3 IEarth Prelaunch Alignment

Before earth launch the IMU stable member is aligned

to a local vertical axis system where

lzSvi = UNIT ( -r) (local vertical)

Ixsvl = uNIT (A) where A is a horizontal vector pointedr

at the desired launch azimuth angle.

gysnn=9zsvt*lxsn¡

4. Plane Change Alignment

Whenever the CSM performs a plane change maneuver

to the thrust attitude during MINKEY, the Z-gyro is

pulse torqued either through plus 45 deg before, and

minus 45 deg after, the maneuver or vice versa' The

choice is made as follows. If cos (CDUY) VGYLV > 0 the

Z-gyro is pulse torqued minus 45 deg and then plus

45 deg. Otherwise the reverse is done'

gxSvr = UNIT (9XS^¿O cos 45o - gyStvtO sin 45o)

(minus 45o then plus 45o)

or

u,xsvt = UNIT (gxsvto cos 45o + gysvto sin 45o)

(plus 45o then minus 45o)

gysvl = uNrT (gzsvro x gxsvr)

ozsM = 9zsvlo

where 0 refers to the orientation existing before plane

change 'alignment.
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5. 1.4.3 Vehicle or Body Coordinate System

The Vehicle or Body Coordinate System is the orthogonal coordinate
system used for the CSM structural body, The origin of thj.s coordinate system
is on the longitudlnal axis of the CSM, 1000 inches below the mold line of the
heat shield main structure ablator interface. The X-axis (gXn) lies along the
longitudinal axis of the vehicle, positive in the nominal SPg thrust dírection.
The positive Z-axis (UZS\ is defined by an alignment target (labeted +Z) at the
top of the service mçdule and is normal to UXB. The y-axis (Uyg) completes
the right-handed triad. This coordinate system is defined in reference I of
paragraph 6.9.2 as the Standard Coordínate System 8c, CSM Structural Body
Axes jn Figure A-Bc.

5.1,4.4 The Earth-fixed Coordinate System

The Earth-fixed Coordinate System is an orthogonal rotating coordinate

system whose onigin is at the center of mass of the earth. T}'e Z-axis of this

coordinate system is defined to be along the earth's true rotational or polar axis
(neglecting the instantaneous motion of the pole). The X-axis is defined to be

along the íntersection of the prime (Greenwich) meridian and the equatorial plane

of the earth, and the l-q.xis is in the equatorial plane and completes the right-
handed triad.

$. 1.4. 5 Apollo Telescope Mount Sensor Coordinate Svstem

The Apollo Telescope Mount (ATIV0 Sensor Coordinate System is an

orthogonal right-handed coordinate systern whose axes are defi.ned with respect to

the ATM acquisitiorl sun sensor and the ATM star tracker. 'Ihe +Z axis is defined
to be in the sarne direction as the ATM acquisition Fun sensor; and the -Y axis is
defined to beinthesame direction astheATM star tracker when its gimbal angles
are zero. It is assumed that the star tracker is perpendicular to the +Z axís
when íts inner gimbal angle is zero. When the CSM is docked to the workshop,

the orientation of this coordinate system with respect to the Navigation Base

Coordinate System can be computed by the ATM Orientation Determination
Program (P50) of paragraph 5.6.2.5.
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5. 1, 4. 6 Navigation Base Coordinate System

The Navigetion Base Coordinate System (subscript NB) is an orthogonal

coordinate system 'vvhose orientation is essentially parallel to that of the CSM

Vehicle Coordinate System. The Y¡1g axis is defined by the centers of the two

upper mounts between GNCS navigation base and the CM structure located at

vehicle station points XC = ?1. 185 and ZC = 35, ?35 in reference 13 of paragraph

5,g,2, The positive Y¡g direction is in the same general dj.rection as the CSM

+Y axis. The Z*U axis is defined as a line measured from the center line of

the optics (rfrown'itt Section A-A of reference 1) through an angle of 32o 3t

23.19 about the Y¡g axis towards the vehicle +Z axís, and located on the Y¡g
axis half way between the mount points. The positive Z*" axis is in the same

general direction as the vehicle +Z axis. The X¡gg axis is defined as

YNn x Z¡g to complete the right-handed triad.

5. 1. 5 General Definitions and Conventions

This paragraph defines a selected number of parameters and gives the

conventions for using them. Atthough virtually all the information given here

appears elsewhere in this document, this paragraph provides a summary of facts

otherwise distributed among various other sections.

5. 1. 5. 1 Error Transition Matrix Maintenance

5. 1.5. 1. 1 Qe,fipili_ons.-The emor transition matrix (W-matrix) is defined in

paragraph 5,2,2.4 and is used in prgcessing navigation-measurement data.

Control of the W-matrix is maintained by means of the W-matrix control flag

RENDWFLG. (See paragraph 5,2.5.2,2,) If REND\Ã/T"LG is equal to one, the

W-matrix is valid for processing rendezvous navigation data. If RENDWT'LG is
equal to zeno, the W-matrix is invalid; it wilt be reinitialízed, however, by R22.

5. 1.5. 1. 2 W-Matrix Control Flag. -The W-matrix control flag (RENDIVFLG) is

maintained according to the following rules:

1. RENDW}'LG is initially zero.

2. A CSM or WS state-vector update from the ground causes

RENDWFLG to be zeroed.

3. A special DSKY verb exists, which the astronaut can use to
zero RENDWT'LG.
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4. Initialiaation of the W-matrix for rendezvous navigation causes

RENDWT'LG to be set to one.

5. If a computation overflow occurs during extrapolation of the

W-matrix, a program alarm results, RENDWFLG is zeroed,

and the extrapolation of the state vector continues without
the W-matrix.

With regard to item 4 above, a set of initialization parameters for the

W-matrix exists in erasable memory; this set consists of two elements, a posi-

tion element and a velocity element. At the time each item of navigation data

is processed, the W-matrix control flag is tested. if the fJag is found to be zero,

the W-matrix is initialized, consistent with the appropriate erasable parameters,

and the flag is set to one. See paragraph 5.2,5.2.2 for precise details of this

initialization procedure.

5. 1.5. 1.3 W-Matrix Extrapolation. -Extrapolation of the W-matrix is described

in paragraph 5. 2.2. 4. Required in this extrapolation is the specification of the

appropriate vehiclers state vector with which the W-matrix is extrapolated.

Extrapolation occurs during programs P00 and P20, and at the conclusion of

programs P40, P41, P47 and P4B. The conventions under which the extrapolation
occurs during each of these programs are as follows:

P.rggram

P00

P20
(Options
t, 2, 5\

P20
(Options
0, 4)

Convention

The W-matrix is extrapolated with the WS

state yector if RENDWFLG is equal to one;

it is not extrapolated if RENDWtr'LG is
equal to zero. (See paragraph 5. 6. 12. )

The W-matrix is extrapolated with the state

vector that is being updated if RENDWT'LG

is equal to one; it is not extrapolated if
RENDWFLG is equal to zero. (See paragraph

5. 2,5. 2, 2. )
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If a computation overflow occurs during any of the above W-matrix

extrapolations, a program alarm results, RENDWFLG is zeroed, and the

extrapolation of the state vector continues without the w-matrix.

5. 1.5. 2 Altitude Parameters Convention

In the following programs and routines, the display parameters of the

vehicle altitude or trajectory pericenter or apocenter altitude are measured with

respect to the earth launch-pad radius magnitude rLP , which is stored in

fixed memory.

Program

P11

P40

P4L

P47
P48

Earth Orbit Insertion Monitor Program

Ground Track Determination Program

Time - of - Longitude Program

External Av Maneuver Guidance

Thrust Monitor Program

Orbital Parameters Display R,outine

Convention

The result of the maneuver is a final
state vector at the end-of-maneuver ti.me tp.
The CSM state vector that existed before the

maneuver program will sti11 exist, as will
the pre-maneuver WS state vector and

W-matrix. The following steps are per-
formed after the Average-G Routine
(paragraph 5. 3. 2) is terminated:

1. If RENDWT'LG ís equal to one, the old

CSM state vector and the W-matrix are

extrapolated to time tp.

2. The CSM state vector is initíalized to the

end-of-maneuver state vector.

3. The WS state vector is extrapolated to

time tp.

paragraph 5.3.5

paragraph 5.6.5

paragraph 5.5. 15

paragraph 5.3.3.3.1

paragraph 5.3.4

paragraph 5.6.10. 1

Pl1

P2L

P29

P30

P47

R30

)
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, In the Entry Preparation Program (P61) (paragraph 5.6. 10), the

400, 000 feet and EMS altítude parameters are referenced to the Fischer ellipsoid

5.1,5.3 Paragraph 5.1.5.3 has been deleted from Skylark.

5, 1.5.4 Paragraph 5. 1,5,4 has been deleted from Skylark.

5. 1.5. 5 Time Definitions

The time t¡ is the time interval between the astrodynamic epoch and

the instant when the guidanee computer clock was zeroed. The astrodynamic

epoch is the time point corresponding to the initial earth-orientation angle A"O
in the Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine (paragraph 5. 5. 2) and the initial
solar longitude LOSg and mean anomaly PHASEC in the Solar Ephemerides

Routine (paragraph 5.5.4). The astrodynamic epoch is nominally chosen to be

the Greenwich midnight universal time that begins the July 1 that precedes the

launch, but may be any other time before liftoff if these three erasables are

suitably loaded.

The time t (also known as mission time or ground elapsed time GET)

is the time maintained by the guidance computer clock, and hence is the time
interval between the zeroing of this clock and the current time.

Shortly before launch, the mission time t is zeroed and t6 is estab-

lished utilizing the ground check out system ACE and the uplink (VERB 55) and

downlink. Within 0. 5 sec of the time the computer receives the liftoff discrete,

mission time t is again zeroed and t6 is incremented by the elapsed time since

the last zeroing of mission time. (See program P11. ) During a flight, the

mission time t can be adjusted (1) as a convenience for the flight controllers so

that events can occur at the mission time scheduled in the Flight PIan, and (2)

to correct possible drift in the AGC clock. The adjustment is performed by the

use of Extended Verb 70; an increment of time is added or subtracted from
mission time t, and is subtracted or added. respectively. to tg.
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5,2 COASTING FLIGHT NAVIGATION

5.2. L GeneraL Comments

The CMC coasting flight navigation routines that are presented in this sub-
section are used during freefall phases of the Sky1ab mi.ssion. The basic objective
of these navigation routines is to maintain estimates of the position and velocity
vectors of both the CSM and the'WS. Let r and v be the estimates of a vehicle's
position and velocity vectors, respectively. Then, the six-dimensional state vec-
tor, x, of the spacecraft is defined by

Coasting flight navigation is accomplished by extrapolating the state vector, I, by
means of the Coasting Integration Routine (paragraph 5,2,2), and updating or
modifying this estimated state vector using tracking data by the recursive method
of navigation (paragraphs 5. 2. 3-5. 2, 5).

The Coasting Integration RoutÍne is used by other navigation and targeting
routines to extrapolate the following:

1. Present estimated CSM state vector
2. Present estimated WS state vector
3, An arbitrary specified state vector, such as temporary state

vectors used in intermediate calculations.

State vector extrapolation is accomplished by means of Enckers method of
differential accelerations. The motion of a spacecraft is dominated by the conic
orbit that would result if the spacecraft were in a central force field. In Enckers

method the differential equations for the deviations from conic motion are inte-
grated numerically. This technique is in contrast to a numerical integration of
l"he tli-lfer'errlia1 equaliurrs -[ur l,he Lul,al lruliurr, ard iI pruvitles a urure accuraLe

orbit extrapolation. The numerical integration is accomplished by means of
Nystromrs method, whichgivesfourth-order accuracy while requiring only three
computations of the derivatives per time step. The usual fourth-order Runge-

Kutta integration methods require four derivative computations per time step.

==(;)

)
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Regardless of the accuracy of the state vector extrapolation, errors in
the initial conditions will propagate and soon grow to intolerable size. Thus, it is
necessary periodically to obtain additional data in the form of either new state

vector estimates or modifications to the current state-vector estimates. These

state-vector modifications are computed from navigation data obtained by means

of navigation measurements.

During the renclezvous phase the csM GNCS normally uses opti-

cal angle data from the sextant (SXT) and VHF range data to compute

state-vector changes. The six-dimensional state vector of either the

CSM or the WS can be updated from the measurement data obtained with

the CSM-based sensors. Normally the CSM state vector is updated, but

the astronaut can select the WS update mode. The selection of the update

mode is based primarlly upon which vehicle's state vector is nrost accu-

rately known initially.

Navigation data is incorporated into the state vector estimates by means

of the Measurement Incorporation Routine (paragraph 5" 2. 3), which is also a sub-

routine of the Rendezvous Navigation Routine (paragraph 5.2.5).

The navigation procedure, which is illustrated in simplified form rn

Figure 2.L-L, involves computing an estimated tracking measurement, Q, based

on the current state-vector estimates. This estimated measurement is then com-

pared with the actual tracking measurement Q to form a measured devi'ation éQ'

A statistical weighting vector, 9, is computed from statistical knowledge of state-

vector uncertainties and tracking performance, O2, plus a geometry vector, b,

determined by the type of measurement being made. The weighting vector, t¡r, is

defined such that a statisti.cally optimum linear estimate of the deviation, óx,

from the estimated state vector is obtained when the weighting vector is multiplied

by the measured deviation dQ. The vectorsc,.r, b and ó-x are six dimensional.

In an attempt to prevent unacceptably large incorrect state-vector

changes, a validity test has been included in the rendezvous procedure.
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In the Rendezvous Navigation Routine (paragraph 5. 2. 5), measurement

data are processed periodically; and it is desirable that the WS be tracked during

the entire rendezvous phase up to the manual terminal maneuver. If the magni-

tudes of the changes in the estimated position and velocity vectors, 6r and óv,

respectively, are both Iess than preset tracking-alarm levels, then the selected

vehicle's state vector is automatically updated by the computed deviation, 6x,
No special display is presented, but the tracking-measurement counter is incre-
mented by one. If either ór or gv exceeds its alarm level, then the state vector
is not updated, and the astronaut is alerted to this eondition by a special display of

6 r and 6v. Included in this display is the source code that indicates whether opti-
cal or VHF range-link data causeci the display.

If this display should occur because of optics data, the astronaut should

recheck the optical tracking and be sure that he is actually tracking the WS. Under

certain conditions it is possible to mistake a star for WS reflected sunlight; and it
may take a period of a few minutes to determine the WS target by watching the rela-
tive motion of the target and its star background. After the tracking has been veri-
fied, and navigationdatahave again beenacquired, the astronaut has the optionof com-

manding a state-vector update if the tracking alarm is again exceeded, or of

repeating further optical checks before incorporating the measurement data. If
the astronaut cannot determi.ne the \[S target, because of lack of positive acquisi-
tion, (for example, bright background), he can terminate the marking pro-

cedure and try to achieve better tracking conditions at a later time.

lhe displayed values of ór and óv that have not passed the tracking-
alarm test will depend upon the statistical parameters stored in the CMC and upon

the errors made in the tracking. Thetracking-a1arm criterion is incorporated in
the Rendezvous Navigation Routine to alert the astronaut to the fact that the state-

vector update is larger than normally expected, and to prevent the estimated state

vector from automatically being updated in such cases. The update occurs only by

specific command of the astronaut. The tracking-alarm level beyond which up-

dating is suspended is chosen primarily to avoid false acquisition and tracking
conditions. As previously mentioned, this condition is possible in the CSM if a

star is mistaken for \ÃrS reflected sunlight; and it is, therefore, possible for the

alarm level to be exceeded in such cases although the estimated state vectors are

essentially correct. It is also possible for the state-vector update alarm level to
be exceeded after correct initial acquisition and tracking when a poor estimâte

of either the CSM or the WS state vector exists. In this case, the astronaut

must command the initial state-vector updates-after which the alarm level is
seldom exceeded during the remainder of the rendezvotls phase.
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The parameters required to initialize the navigation routines are

(l) the initial estimated CSM state vector, (2) ttre initial estimated WS state vector,
(3) ttre initial state-vector estimation error covariance rnatrix in the form of a
prestored diagonal error-transition matrix (as defined in paragraph 5.2.2.4),
and (4) a priori measurement-error variances. The basic inputs to the navigation

routines are (1) SXT tracking-angle data indicated to the CMC by the astronaut

when he presses the MARK button-signifying that he has centered the optical

reticle on the WS, and, (2) the automatically acquired VHtr. range-link tracking

data. The primary output of the navigation routines is either the estimated CSM

$tate vector, or the estimated WS state vector. The guidance targeting modes

outlined in subsection 5. 4 are based on the state-vector estimates resulting from

these navigation routines.

5. 2. 2 C oasting Integration Routine

5.2. 2.1 General Comments

During all coasting-phase navigation procedures, an extrapolation of

position and velocity by numericaÌ integration of the equations of motion is re-
quired. The basic equation may be written in the form

2

2
(2.2. Ll

dt

where ¡rU is the gravitational constant of the earth, and a.(t) is the vector accele-

ration that prevents the motion of the vehicle from beiug precisely a conic with

focus at the center of the earth. The Coasting Integration Routine is a precision-

integration routine in which al1 significant perturbation effects are included.

An approximate extrapolation of a vehicle state vector in which the dis-
turbing accelera.tion, a.(t) of Equation (2.2.L| , is set to zeto can be made by

using the Kepler Subroutine (paragraph 5.5.5).

5.2.2.2 Enckets Method

If aO is smal1 compared with the central force field, direct integration of

Equation (2.2.ù is inefficient. The extrapolation is therefore made using the

technique of differential accelerations attributed to Encke.

d r(t)+ $1{tl=ao(t).r
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At time to the position and velocity vectors, ro and vo, define an

osculating conic orbit. The position and velocity vectors in the conic orbit,

r"orr(t) and v"orr(t), respectively, deviate by a small amount from the actual

position and velocity vectors.

The conie position and velocity at time t are computed as shown in

paragraph 5.5.5. Required in this calculation is the variable x which is the root

of Keplerrs equation. In order to minimize the number of iterations required in

solving Keplerrs equation, an estimate of the correct solution for x is obtained as

follows:

Let

z=t-tO

During the previous computation cycle, the values

(2.2.z',/'

(2. 2.3't

(2.2.41

(2.2.51

rl=r h- At_T-{on

)r'=Y"orrtr-fl

xr=x(T- At-T

were computed. A trial value of x(t) is obtained from

where

*t=*'+s[1 -7s{1 -27s! åt#-ùr2l

vuu /"*\
" = -¡- \rJ

rl.vl

2r'Çr_

z (v,12
u--

rr PE
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After specification of ro, I0, *t and r, the Kepler Subroutine (para-

graph 5. 5. 5) is used to compute lg.n(r), I"on(z), and x(r)'

The tnue position and yelocity vectors deviate from the conic position

and velocity since gO it not zero' Let

g(t). {t)+¡"or(t)
(2.2. 6,

y(t)= u-\tl+ %orr(t)

where g(t) and {t) are the poçition and velocity deviations from the

conie.Thedeviatlonveetorq(t)satisfiesthedifferentialeguation

o d2
¡(t) " -

subject to the initial conditions

g(to) = !., l(to) ' q

where

(g-zr)'o
r'

æ ,# [no' tn'. !"("] + go(t) Q.2.71

(2. 2" B)

(2,2.91

)
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(2.2. t0\

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (2.2.7) must remain

small, i. e., of the same order as a'(t), if the method is to be efficient. As the

deviation vector.g(t) grows in magnitude, this term eventually increases in

size. Therefore, in order to maintain the efficiency of the method, a new oscu-

lating conic orbit should be defined by the total position and velocity vectors

r(t) and v(t). The process of selecting a new conic orbit from which to calculate

deviations is cal]ed rectification. When rectification occurs, the initial conditions

for the differential equation for ô (t), as well as the variables r and x, are again

ze?o.

5.2.2,3 Disturbing Acceleration

The form of the disturbing acceleration a.(t) that is used in Equa -

tion (2.2. 1) can, in general, be quite complicated. For the Skylab Mission, how-

ever, only the gravitational perturbations arising from the earthrs non-spherical

shape are considered. Let aO" be the acceleration due to the non-spherical
gravitational perturbations of the earth. Then,

r(q)=' j*ll$-
1+(1 +q)'

.)

o

trE
.90=3¿n= --Tr t,,,,(?)' þ;, 

(cosrp)ir r', t"osg)
"¿

(2.2. tL)

where
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,l
Pl (cos 9) = 3 cos I

Pj (cos rl = + (t5 cos2q - 3)

Pi (cos 
") 

= å (? cos E På - 4P;)

Pi (cos *) = + (e cos e P¿ - 5På)

are the derivatives of Legendre polynomials,

cos9=o_'1r,7'
-p

yZ = unit vector of the earthrs true north polar

axis expressed in the Basic Reference

Coordinate System

(2.2. L2),

(2.2. t3)

= unit vector in the direction of r,

J2, J3' Jnare the coefficients of the second, third, and fourth harmonics of

the earth's potential function; and rU is the mean equatorial radius of the earth.

NOTE. -Equations (2.2.t41-(2.2.2L) lnave been deleted

5.2, 2.4 Error-Transition Matrix

The position and velocity vectors as maintained in the computer are

estimates of the true values. As part of the navigation technique, it is also

necessary to maintain statistical data in the computer to aid in the processlng of

navigation measurement s.

If c (t) and" 4 (t) are the errors in the estimates of the position and velo-

city vectors, respectively, then the six-dimensional covariance matrix E(t) is

defined by

e (t) e (t)T e (t) Z (t)T

4ft) e (t)T 4ft) uk)T

u
-r

)

P(t) =

5,2-9
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NOTE. -Equation (2.2.23\ has been deleted

Rather than use the covariance matrix in the navigation procedure, it

is more convenient to utilize a matrix W(t), called the error-transition matrix,

and defined by

E(t) = w(t) w(t)T (2.2. 24\

Extrapolation of the six-dimensional matrix W(t) is made by direct

numerical integration of the differential equation

OI

$ wttt = w(t) (2,2.251

where G(t) is the three-dimensional gravity gradient matrix, and I and o are the

three-dimensional identity and zero matrices, respeetively. If the \M matrix is

partitioned as

ILo

\[/ =
(2.2,26)

lY6 Ez rrr

then,

c(t) o

-ÐJY1 c

# ort" = ri..6 (t)

# 
=r*u 

(t) = G(t) Yr(t)

i = 0, 1,..., 5 Q.2,27)
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,) The extrapolation may be accomplished by successively integrating the vector
differential equations

t
d-
iFrst

i= 0,1,..., 5 (2.2.28)

(2.2.2e)

(2. 2.3r1

The gravity gradient matrix G(t) for earth orbit is given by

c(t) = ++ [ ,¡trl "trlt - "'ttl t'lr(t) L- J

NOTE. -Equation (2.2.30) has been deleted.

Thus, the differential equations for the wt(t) vectors are

-2
3-¡ wr(t)
ot

ug

;%t f 
s 

þ*tÐ 
' ri(tl u"(t) - wi(t)l

i= 0, 1,..., 5

NOTE. -Equation (2.2.32) has been deleted

It is possible for a computation overflow to occur duringthe W-matrix
integration if any element of the matrix exceeds its maximum value. This event

is extremely unlikely because of the large scale factors chosen. The overflow can

occur, however, under one of the following conditions:

If any element of the position part (upper half) of the W-matrix
becomes equal to or greater than 2'u yr'.

[f any element of the velocity part (Iower hatf) of the W-matrix
becomes equal to or greater than one m/csec.

If overflow should occur, an alarm results, the W-matrix control flag
is reset, and either new state-vector estimates must be obtained from RTCC, or
a sufficient number of navigation measurements must be made before the state

vectors are used in any targeting or maneuver programs.

1

2

)
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I
5. 2. 2.5 Numerical Integration Method

The extrapolation of navigational data requires the solution of a number

of second-order vector differential equations, specifically Equations (2.2.7) and

(2. 2. 31). These are aII special cases of the form

(2.2. 33)

Nystromrs method is particularly well suited to this form and gives an

integration method of fourth-order accuracy. The second-order system is

written

d
&,y ='

(2.2.341

åz= r (L, t)

and the formulas are summarLzed below'

&*r = xn+ flY*r)at

Z<*t = 1r* !(Ytr)at

(2.2.35\

g,(¿rr)=|tr*4Ez+h)

Lr =f (Yr',' tn)

tg-V = f (y, t)
dt

ó(y,") = %* l(L1 + 2k2) at

\z -r(Yn+!'nnt+ k. (at)
_I

1 2 t+n
1

B'

h -f (yrr+z at**\r(¡t)2, tn+at)

5.2-L2
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For efficient use of computer storage as well as computingtime, the

computations are performed in the following order:

Equation (2.2.7'l is solved using the Nystrom formulas, Equa-

tion (2. 2. 35). It is necessary to preserve the values of the

vector r at times trr, t, + Ltf 2, tn + At for use in the solution

of Equations (2. 2. 31).

Equations (2,2,3L) are solved one-at-a-time using Equations

(2,2.35) together with the values of r that resulted from the

first step.

The variable At is the integration time step and should not be confused

with r, the time since rectification. The maximum value for At that can be used

for precision integration, At*o, is computed from

1

2

max
(2.2.36)

where

At = 4000 secÍim
(2.2.371

K =0.3

5.2,2.6 Coasting Integration Logic

Estimates of the state vectors of two vehicles (csM and \MS) are

malntainuti in L[e cugrputer. Various phases of thc minninn will require extra-

polatlon of a state vector either alone or with an associated W-matrix of

six dimensions.

At
[ *'3/2 ì

= minimum I at,. 9on II -(lm- t: I

li "qul

,)
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To accomplish all of these possible procedures, as well as to solve the

computer restart problem, three state vectors are maintained in the computer,

Let ¡" and x* be the estimated CSM and WS state vectors, respectively,

and let x be a temporary state vector. The state vector x is a symbolic represen-

tation of the following set of variables:

to=
t¡ ='0
r
-COn =

V
-con

rectification position vector

rectification velocity vector

conic position vector

conic velocity vector

position deviation vector

velocity deviation vector

time associated with Jcon, Jcon, ô and ¿,

_ô.

!
t

T

(2.2. 3B')

(2.2.40\

The state vectors

= time since recti"fication

= root of Keplerts equation

x" and Iy¡ represent an analogous set of variables.

The Coasting Integration Routine is controlled by the calling program by

means of the two indicatorsDandV. The FIag D indicates if both the state vector and

the W-matrix are to be extrapolated (D = 6), or if the only state vector is to be

extrapolated (D = 0).

NOTE. -Equation Q.2.3 9) has been deleted.

The variable V indicates the appropriate vehicle as follows:

)

fr/ =

1 for CSM

0 for WS

- 1 for state vector specified by calling program.

In addition, the calling program must set the desired final time t"; and, for V
equal to -1, the desired state vector x.

There is a procedure for the emergency termination of the Coasting

Integration Routine in order to permit correction of wrong erasable memory
parameters. This emergency function is described in paragraph 5.6.12.
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A simplified functional diagram of the Coasting Integration Routine is
shown in Figure 2,2-L. In the figure the indicated state vector is being integrated
to time tU. The value of At for each time step is At*"* [Equation (2.2.36)] or
the total time-to-go-whichever is smaller. The integration is terminated when

the computed value of At is less than er.

Figure 2,2-2 illustrates in more detail the logic flow of this routine.
Thls figure also illustrates certain items that have not been fully discussed in the

text. In particular,

1. The saving of r values for W-matrix integration

2. The rectification procedure.

The flag F is used to distinguish between state vector integration (F = 1) and

W-matrix integration (¡' = O).

In addition to the general criterion discussed in paragraph 5.2.2.2, the
requirements for rectification (which are not shown in Figure 2.2-2) are functions
of the following:

Computer word length

Fact that the computations are performed in fixed-point arithmetic

Scale factors of the variables

Accuracy of the Kepler Subroutine.

> 0.01
?con

<¡r' if

22ô > o.75x 2 m

u ) 0. ?5 x 23 */csec

1

,

3

4

If

ô

or if
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)

ENTER

No Yes

e EXIT

No

Yes

Figure 2,2-1. Simplified Coasting Integration Routine Logic Diagram

,)

I *wV = -i V= 0

D=0 r=rc

At = minimum [tt" - t), * At-"* ]

latl< e

Integrate State Vector x (t)
One Tfme Step to TÍme t + At

Yes D=0

rw= IV=0

Integrate D-Dimensional W Matrix
One Time Step to Time t +At
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,.
ENTER

EXIT Yes

No

Figure 2.2-2. Coasting Integration Routine Logic Diagram

Yes

x: xw

D=0 x Ic

NoYes

At = signum (t" - t) minimum ( lt" - tl , at max) :w3

RECTIFICATION rc=r i=D
F=0

ectific ation
Requi.red

F=1

r^ = r + ó{{on-
v^:v +v
-u {on
<on
<on
0_= g
v_= I
x=0

Yo

å

r=O

i=i-1

: _I +O

h=0
j =1
o -o Yes

No
-t
!¡ +5 =-{

Yes
-<on:

CômDutex. r . v' - <on' <on
(par. 5.5.5)

.2

å tr,l
dt- J

Eq. = (2.2.31)

Compute xt

E.q. (2.2,a|

2.rLl
{

f d2

F
Eq, Q.2.'t)

6

-o = q+ Þ. + (kl + 2k2)at]at

¿=Z*åß1 +4k2+k3)at

i'=n*$
j=j+l

NT

a=ô+hþ+;)

No

Yes , _. ,4t"-" 2

.att=T+T
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)then rectification occurs at the point indicated in Figure 2.2-2. Also, if the cal-
culation of the acceleration IEquation (2.2, ?)] results in overflow (i. e. any com-
ponent is equal to or greater than z-16m/cse.2), th"rt the program is recycled to

the begi.nning of the time step and rectification is performed, provided that 6 is
not identically zero (which may occur if an attempt is made to extrapolate a state

vector below the surface). In this exceptional case, an abort occurs with alarm
code 20430.

5. 2. 3 Measurement Incorporation Routine

The estimated position and velocity vectors of the vehicle (CSM or
WS) musi be periodically updated by means of navigation measurements. At the
time a measurement is made, the best estimate of the state vector of the space-

craft is the extrapolated estimate denoted by *'. The six components of xr are
the components of the estimated position and velocity vectors. From this state

vector estimate, itis possible to determine an estimate of the quantity measured.

When the predicted value of this measurement is compared with the actual meas-
ured quantity, the difference is used to update the indicated state vector as well as

its associated error transition matrix, asdescribedin paragraph 5.2. 1. The error
transition matrix, W, is defined in paragraph 5,2.2,4.

The Measurementlncorporation Routine is used to compute deviations
to be added to the components of the estimated state vector, and to update the

estimated state vector by these deviations provided the deviations pass a state

vector update validity test as described in paragraph 5.2.1.

Associated with each measurement are the following parameters, which
are to be specified by the program calling this routine:

Þ Geometry vector of 6 components

A priori measurement error variance

6Q Measured deviation, the difference between the quantity actually
measured and the expected value based on the original value of
the estimated state vector xr.
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o

The procedure for incorporating measurements into the estimated state vector is
as follows:

Compute a 6-dimensional z vector from

z=\ütTb

-a

(2. 3. 1)

where Wr is the error transition matrix associatedwithxr.

Compute the 6 -dimensional weighting vector, <o, from

T T T (2.3.21wr
2z

ôx = (,) ôQ (2. 3.3)

If the data pass the validity test, update the state

vector and the'W matrix by

x = xt+ôx (2.3. 4,

\M=Wr- (2. 3. 5)

1+

1 z(¡)

Compute the state vector deviation estimates from

T

+e2

øz

2a

+z 2

) 5. 2- 19



In order to take full advantage of the three-dj.mensional vector and

matrix operations provided by the interpreter in. the computer, the six-dimensional

W-matrix is partitioned into twelve three-dimensional vectors:

lI0' 31' "' ' I11

Refer to paragraph 5.2. 2.4 f.or the definition of the W matrix. Define the three-

dimensional matrices

wo

(:
1

T

T

T

T T T
3

w^
-Cl

2
T

T

Y4
T

T

Tw w
-t

w Yro3

T
-o5 11

so that

(2. 3.6)

(2.3.7)

(2,3. B)

T Tw
0

T Tw2 \M

w
1

w=

J

Let the six-dimensional vectors 6x, b, cr.¡, and z be partitioned as follows

0

@1

,0
z(,bXó

!
b

,o

5

,l
1 1

)
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.l Then, the computations shown in EquatÍons (2. 3. 1) through (2. 3.3) are performed
as follows, using three-dimensional operations:

zo=\ürobO+WtZlt

31 =W't!O+W'¡!r

a= 3o' Zo+ 21' ,r+7

(2.3. e)

wr
,l

0

Equation (2. 3. 5) is written

gor=å 
[aot*'o+grrw'r

g1r = å [=ot*' z+ ztr

6x, = ôQø.
-J. - t

6I0 Qq)ô

J' = t,*

1+ 7l^

Ii+6j = I'i* a¡- r"t9i i= 0, 1., .,., 5

j=0, 1

(2.3.10)

.)
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The Measurement Incorporation Routine is divided into two sub-

routines, INCORP1 and INCORP2. The subroutine INCORP1 consists of

Equations (2.3.9), while INCORP2 is composed of Equations (2.3.4) and

(2.3. 10). The method of using these subroutines is illustrated in Ftg-

ure 2. 3- 1.

Since the estimated position and velocity vectors are maintained

in two pieces, conic and deviation from the conic, Equation (2. 3.4) can-

not be applied directly. The estimated position and velocity deviations

resulting from the measurement, ôxO and ôxr, are added to the vectors ô.

and. l), the position and velocity deviations from the conics, respectively.

Since ô and l) are maintained to much higher accuracy than the conic

position and velocity vectors, a possible computation overflow situation

exists whenever Equation (2.3.4) is applied. If overflow does occur,

then it is necessary to reinitialize the Coasting Integration Routine

(paragraph 5.2.2) by the process of rectification as described in para-

graph 5.2.2.2. The logic flow of the subroutine INCORP2 is illustrated

in detail in Figure 2.3-2.

Overflow occurs when

or

mô
,,2'-

y= 23 m/csec

5,2.4 Paragraph 5.2,4 has been deleted
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L

ompute Geometry Vector b and
Measurement Deviation O Ql
Set a priori Variance i2.

Call INCORPl

o

Alternate
Procedure

ôx

Valid

Calt INCORP2

No

Yes

CENTINUE

RETURN RETURN

Figure 2. 3-L. Measurement Incorporation Procedure

INCORqI
Compute State Vector

Deviation Estimate ôx

Eqs. (2.3.9 .)

INCORP2

Update State Vector X

and W Matrix
Eqs.( 2.3.4 ) oñd (2.3.10)
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'l

ENTER

o

es

Ye

No
EXIT

Figure 2.3-2. INCORP2 Subroutine Logic Diagram

e

a ô + o5

t t
con con

+ 6å0omputa
rflow

v

a

+

ô

a ôri

v - V f ôX--con -con -IOverflow
utation

v a

Rectification
Figure 2.2-2

Update W Matrix
Eqs. (2. 3.10)

åw= rdate

x^= x_U
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6.2.5 Universal Tracking and R,endezvous Navigation Program (P20)

The CMC Universal Tracking and Rendezvous Navigation Program (P20)

has two independent functions-tracking and navigation. The tracking function ap-

plies to any mission situation requiring the CSM to track a designated body with a

specified pointing vector or to any mission situation requiring the CSM to rotate at

a constant rate around a specified vector. The navigation function applies only to
the Rendezvous Navigation Mode of P20.

5.2. 5. I Tracking

There are three nonrendezvous and two rendezvous tracking (or pointing)

options:

Option
0

Purpose
Point a specified spacecraft vector
at the WS. Do not constrain rota-
tional attitude about this pointing

vector. (Use VECPOINT)

Mode

Rendezvous

1

,

4

5

5.2.5.1.1 Option 0:

Point a specified spacecraft vector Nonrendezvous

at a celestial body. Do not con-

strain attitude about this vector.
(Use VECPOINT)

Rotate at a specified rate about a Nonrendezvous

specified spacecraft vector.

Same as Option 0, but constraining Rendezvous

attitude about the pointing vector
to a specified value (OMICRON).

Same as Option 1, but constraining Nonrendezvous

attitude about pointing vector to a
specified value (OMICRON).

Orient the Spacecraft Such that a Specified Body-Fixed Point-
ing Vector Aligns with the Estimated Line of Sieht to the WS. -Option 0 is effected
by the Tracking Attitude Routine (R61), which is called by P20 as prescribed for
this option in GSOP Section 4. The pointing vector (SCAXIS) is defined by two an-
gles:

1. A specified positive angle (y) from the spacecraft
+X-axis about the spacecraft Z axis (0 4f<360 deg)

2. A specified positive angle (p) about the Y'-axis
produced in the XY plane as a result of 7 (-90SpS

90 deg).
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tOS TO
ÍARGET BODY

Y X

Y

x

The LOS is determined by advancing the estimated CSM and WS state vectors to the

curyent t1me. (See Kepler Subroutine, paragraph 5.5.5.) Once the coincidence of

SCAXIS and LOS has been established, R61 establishes a spacecraft angular rate to

maintain the coincidence. For Option 0, R61 provides the RCS DAP with the follow-

ing quantities:

1. I CR .. . . . desired LOS rate plus LOS correction
rate in control-axis coordinates

2. IGAD, MGAD, OGAD . . . . . DAP reference angles,

i. e. , center of the dead-

band.

3. AçA. . . . . a vector defining the desired incremental
changes in the IMU gimbal angles every
0.1 second.

The desired LOS rate (9Ce) is computed as followsr

[los=r\M-lc

gcorrection =( [NBSM] scAxIS x IREFSMMAT] UNIT (gLos))/ata

where INBSM] uses the DAP reference angles THETADX, Y, and Z for the trans-

formation from navigation-base to stable-member coordinates.

P

't

z

-)
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If l, I exceeds MAXRATE, distribute as follows
| = correctton I

gcorrection = MAXRATE IUNIT (9 
"ot.""tiorr)]

ì
,

9los IR,EFSMMATI
(sr.os)x(g*-yc) +t)

- correcTlon

I nror 
I

9ce = INBCA] ISMNB] 9¡-OS,

where glOS is the LOS rate in stable-member coordinates; ISMNB] and [NBSM]
are transformation matrices defined in paragraph 5.6.3.2.I; [NBCA] is the matrix
for transforming a vector from navigation-base to control-axis coordinates as de-

fined below; IW, IW, Ia, and Ig are the position and velocity vectors of the

WS and CSM in basic-reference coordinates obtained by using the KeplerSubroutine
of paragraph 5.5.5; SCAXIS is the specified axis (Y,p); MAXRATE is the max-
imum correction rate; and At" is a conservative estimate of the R,6 1 computation

interval (thus preventing overshoot in vehicle attitude by the time of the next pass).

INBCAI

0

cos 7.5
sin 7. 5

0

-sin 7.5
cos 7.5

f-r

L:
The vector AGA is computed as follows:

I cos IGA sec MGA 0 -sin IGA secMGA-l
I

AGA = l-cos IGA tan MGA 1 sin IGA tan MGA | (0. 1) glos
L sin IGA 0 cos IGA I

where glOS is the LOS rate in stable-member coordinates computed previously.

5. 2. 5. 1. 2 Option 1 : Orient the Space craft Such that SCAXIS Aligns with the LOS

to a Specified Celestial Body. -Option 1 is effected by the Tracking Attitude Rou-

tine (R61), called by P20 as prescribed for this option in GSOP Section 4. SCAXIS

is as defined in paragraph 5. 2. 5. 1. 1.

For Option L, the LOS is determined by advancing the estimated CSM

state vector to the current time. (See Kepler Subroutine, paragraph5.5.5.) Once

the coincidence of SCAXIS and LOS has been established, R61 establishes a space-
craft angular rate to maintain the coincidence. R61 quantities provided to the RCS

DAP under tracking-option 1, are as described for Option 0 (paragraph5.2.5. 1.1),
with the following exceptions:

Il,OS = line of sight direction, includÍng aberration correction
(Refer to paragraph 5.5.13. )
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and,

for STARCODE = O- 46,

a los = Qcorrection !

for STARCODE = 47,

glOS = IREF'SMMAT] f uxlr (r.)x(y 
" 

) |

-l

( l'.1
+ u-correctl0n

5.2,5.1.3 Option 2: Rotate the Spac ecraft About SCAXIS. - Option 2 is effected by

the Automatic Rotation Routine (R67), called by P20 as prescribed for this option

in GSOP Section 4. SCAXIS is as defined in paragraph 5.2.5.L.L. R67 initializes
COF, BRATE, [DEL], [MIS], and ADB in KALCMANU (GSOP Section 3) and then

executes the KALCMANU coding to issue the following quantities to the RCS DAP:

1. gCe .... desired rotation rate

2. IGAD, MGAD, OGAD, .... DAP reference angles,

i. e., center of dead-

band.

3. AGA . . . . a vector defining the desired incremental
changes in the iMU gimbal angles every
0.1 second.

These caLculatíons are repeated once per second

5,2.5.1.4 Option 4: Orient the Spacecraft as in,Option 0, but Further Specify an

Angle (OMICRON) of Rotation About SCAXIS. -Option 4 is effected by the Tracking

Attitude Routine (R61), ca1led by P20 as prescribed for this option in GSOP Section

4.

SCAXIS is as defined in paragraph 5.2.5. 1.1;OMICRON is the positive-
sense angle between planes A and B-where plane A is deflned by the negative

momentum vector (-H) and the LOS, and plane B is defined by the spacecraft +Y-

axis and the LOS.

Alignment of the LOS with either the spacecraft Y-axis or the momentum

vector is proscribed since the necessary two-plane condition for specifying

OMICRON would not exist.

)
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follows

OMICRON PLANE A

EB

For Option 4, R61 provides the following quantities to the RCS DAP:

1. gCe . ... desired LOS rate in control-axis coordinates

2. IGAD, MGAD, OGAD, .... DAP reference angles,

i. e., center of the

deadband

3. AGA . . . . a vector defining the desired incremental
changes in the IMU gimbal angles every

0.1 second

The desired LOS rateþCA) in control-axis co'ordlnates is obtained as

trlos :1¡¡ : c

g¡-os IREFSMMAT]

ece = INBCA] ISMNB] er,os,

where glOS is the LOS rate in stable member coordinates; ISMNB] is a trans-

formation matrix defined in paragraph 5.6.3.2.I; INSCA] is the matrix for trans-

forming a vector from navigation base to control axis coordinates as definecl below;

Iw, Iw, Ic, and yg are the position and velocity vectors of the \MS and csM
in basic reference coordinates obtained by using the Kepler Subroutine of para-

graph 5.5.5.

{uNtr(si_os)x 
(yw- yc) 

II lrr"J I

Ysc

-¿
Xsc

)
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I
[Nnca]

ecorrecrion = 

|

- OGADI

- rcAD 
I

- *"ooJ
Àtc

l-

0

0

0

cos 7.25

sin 7.25

- sin IGA sec MGA

sin IGA tan MGA

cos IGA

0DX

DYe

onz

0

-sin 7. 25

eos7.25

The vector (AGA) is computed as follows

l- 
"o" 

IGA sec MGA 0

AGA = l-"o" IGA tan MGA 1

I sin rcA o
L * gcorrection,

where

(0. 1) cl-os

0. 1

OpX, 0py, 1DZ= desired gimbal angles

AtC = conservative estimate of R6 1 computation interval

The calculations used to compute the desired gimbal angles 0O*, dDy,
0DZ^r. similar to those used by the A)fiSGEN and CALCGA Routines, para-
graphs 5.6. 3.2.4 and 5.6. 3. 2. 2, respectively. First, four unit vectors are com-
puted as follows:

sA = cos (OMICRON) unit (3lOS x [fC X IC ] )

+ sin (oMrcRoN) .rr* [o"o, , (gro, * (rc r r"t]

i'A = unit (SCAXIS * JSC)

JB :LOS

^loB = SCAXIS
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Given these unit vectors, the unit vectors x, J, z aîe calculated defining the
desired directions of the x, ¡ and z axes of the navigation base with respect to
the Basic Reference Coordinate System. The unit vectors x, y, z and the vectors

ISnn, JSU, ZSM from the matrix REFSMMAT are then used to compute the desired
gimbal angles oDX, ooy, oOZ.

5.2.5.1. 5 Option 5: Orient the Spacecraft as in Option L but Further Specifv an

Angle (OMICRON) of Rotation About SCAXIS. -Option 5 is effected by the Tracking
Attitude Routine(R61), called by P20 as prescribed for this option in GSOP

Section 4.

SCAXIS is as defined in paragraph 5.2.5.1. 1; OMICRON is as defined in
paragraph 5.2.5.1. 4 (Option 4).

For Option 5, R6 1 quantities provided to the RCS DAP are as in Option 4,

except as follows:

ILOS = line of sight direction including aberration correction
and,

for STARCODE = 0-46,
gI-os = o!

for STARCODE = 47,

glos = [nnnsuMAT]
UNIT (r^) x (v^)

--tJ -L

lrc I

5.2.5.L,6 P20 General Flow. - For options L and 5, P20 causes R6 1 to be per-
formed at intervals of approximately 3- 4 seconds. For Option 2, P20 calls R67,

which operates once per second. For all three of these options (1, 2, 5) if P20 is
in the mode lights, the Coasting Integration Routine is called in a manner identical
l.u LhuL ursed Lry the CMC Idlittg Progruni.

For P20 options 0 and 4, the desired attitude and attitude rate are
achieved by routine R61; then the Auto Optics Positioning Routine (R52) is caIIed,

followed by the Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (nZZ¡. (See

Figure 2.5-1.') The purpose of the Auto Optics Positioning Routine (para-

graph 5.6.8) is to drive the SXT to the line-of-sight of the WS or a star. To
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ensurethat the above line-of-sight is that of the WS, program P20 (optíons 0 or 4)

sets the WS Target flag just before calling routine R52. If theWSTargetflagis set

and the optics mode switch is in the CMC position, routine R52 periodically com-
putes the line-of-sight to the WS and drives the optics to it. The line-of-sight is

also computed whentheopticsmode switch is not in the CMC position, and can be

displayed upon astronaut request. In addition, routine R52 calls the Tracking
Attitude Routine (R6 1) each time to re-establish the desired tracking attitude and

attitude rate. The manner in which routine R6 1 is used is given in detail in
Section 4 of the GSOP.

The purpose of the Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (R22)

is to periodically process the optical and/or the VHF range-1ink tracking data to

update the state vector of either the CSMoTWS, as defined by the state vector

update option. This option is automatically set to theCSM at the beginning of

program p20 (options 0 or 4) but can later be set to the WS by the astronaut if it is

considered necessary. The optical tracking data processed by this routine is ob-

tained by using concurrently either the Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine

(R21) or the Backup Rendezvous Tracking sighting Mark Routine (nzs). If the astro-

nautwishestohavetheVHFrange-linkdataprocessed, heshouldsettheVHFrangeflag

(by keyingvS?E) after leaving Routine R00 and entering Program P20 (options 0

or 4). It is assumed that the astronaut has activated the VHF range-link and has

assured himself of target acquisition by the range link before he sets the VHF

range flag. The VHF range-link operates in conjunction with the voice link and

measures the range between the CSM and the WS. Target acquisition can be ascer-

tained by the astronaut by observing the range di.splay provided with the VHF range

tink. The range data is sent to the CMC upon request by the Rendezvous Tracking

Data Processing Routine (F!22'). In addition, PÙ22 calls R27_the VHF Range Rate

Mark Processing Routine (paragraph 5.6.6) to process VHF range data-if enabled

by keying V?68.

As previously mentioned, the optical tracking data processed by routine

p,22 areobtained byusing either the Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine

(R21) or the Backup Rendezvous Tracking sighting Mark Routine (Rzs¡' both of which

aredescribedindetailinSection4. RoutineR2l is activatedduringtheoperationof P20

(options 0 or 4) by the astronautts depressing of the MARK or MARK REJECT button'

The sextant (sxT) is used to track the ws because of its greater accuracy and
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target-detection capability. After the preferred tracking attitude has been estab-
lished and the SXT has been driven to the LOS of the WS, the astronaut acquires
the target through the SXT and switches the optics mode switch to the MANUAL
position so that he can manually center the SXT reticle on the target. When accu-
rate tracking is achieved, he presses the MARK button, which causes the measure-
ment time and the SXT and IMU gimbal angles to be recorded. This data is stored
in an erasable memory location denoted as Position 1.

In order to achieve the desired accuracy levels of the vehicle state
vector with optical tracking data, it is important that this data be taken at essen-

tially uniform intervals over the tracking period. Uniform tracking intervals are
defined to be about once every minute throughout the phase, as opposed to all
the tracking data being taken over a short period.

If it becomes necessary to use the Crew Optical Alignment Sight (COAS)

instead of the SXT to obtain optical tracking data, use is made of the Backup Ren-

dezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (R23). At the beginning of this routine,

the astronaut loads the coordinates of the COAS. These coordinates are the equi-

valent SXT shaft and trunnion angles of the COAS, which would be the same as

those indicated for the SXT if it were possible to point the SXT in the same direc-

tion as the COAS. After the +X-axis tracking attitude has been established' the

astronaut acquires the WS with the COAS and performs an optical mark by keying

an ENTR into the DSKy (instead of depressing the MARK button, since he cannot

reach the button when he is using the COAS). Whenever he keys in an ENTR' the

measurement time, the IMU gimbat angles, and the previously loaded coordinates

of the coAS are stored in the same Position 1 used by routine R21.

Optical tracking of the WS from the CSM and request for data from the

VHF range-Iink are suspended during rendezvous maneuvers. The estimated CSM

state vector is updated by means of the Average-G Routine during the maneuver,

or byP?? -DSKY entry of the maneuver change in velocity. Mark processing is

suspended in the rendezvous targeting programs when the Update flag is cleared,

i. e. , final computations have begun.

)
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1

,

3

4

Functions Under Separate Control of Astronaut

Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (R21)

Backup Rendezvous Tracking Sighting Mark Routine (R23)

Processing of VHF range data in routine R22

Bnabling VHF Range Rate Mark Processing Routine (R27)

ENTER

Figure 2.5-r. Rendezvous Navigation program (p20 options 0 and 4)

NOTE. -Figure 2.5-2 has been deleted.

î

o

Preliminary Steps

Tracking Attitude
Routine (R61)

Auto Optics Positloning
Routine (R52)

Rendezvous Tracking
Data Processing
Routine (R22)

Tracking Attitude
Routine (R61)
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5.2.5.2 Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (R22)

In the P20 Rendezvous Mode (options 0 and 4), Routine P.22 processes

optics and VHF tracking data to update the state vector of either the CSM or WS

(See GSOP Section 4. )

5,2.5.2. 1 Rendezvous Data-Processing Logic. -Figure 2.5-3 is a flowchart of

R22 logic. Observe that the routine alternates between checking the status of the

VHF Range ftag and checking to see if optics mark data are in Position 1. Preced-

ing these checks in both branches is a check on the R27 flag. If this flag is set, R27

is performecl as described in paragraph 5.6.6. Following R2? is a check on SNAP-

FLAG. This f1"ag is set in R2? in order to prevent the beginning of a state-vector

update within 20 seconds before the recording of the CDU angles for use in the opti-

mization mode of. p"27, and reset as soon as this time is past. Proceeding downboth

branches, observe that whenever optics mark data are found in Position 1, they are

transferred to Position 2 and used to calculate the correction (or update) to the

state vector; and whenever the VHF Range flag is set, the routine calls ROB to

read the range from the VHF range-link if at least 60 seconds have expired since

the last time range was read. Immediately after reading the range, a check is

made to see if the Data Good discrete is being received from the VHF range-Iink,

signifying that the range tracking network is tracking the target satisfactorily.

If the Data Good discrete is present, the range data are used to calculate the cor-

rection to the state vector. The time tVHp is used as the time of range measure-

ment. If the Data Good discrete is not present, the Tracker Fail Light is turned

on.

The manner in which the state vector correction is calculated for either

optics mark or range-Iink data is given in paragraph 5.2.5.2,2. To distinguish

between the two types of data in Figure 2'5- 3 use is made of a Source Code (SC)'

which is equal to one or two depending on whether it is optics mark or range-link

data, respectively.

After the state vector correctlon has beerr calculaletl, tL ts seeu ìlr ,t''igttre

Z, S-3 that a check is made to determine if the magnitudes of the proposed'corrections

in position and velocity (ór and óv) exceed certain threshoLd limits (ór*O" and

ótUe") stored in erasable memory. The same threshold limits are used in this

check whether the state vector correction is based on optics mark or range-link
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Figure 2.5-3. Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (sheet 1 of 3)
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Figure 2.5-3, Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (Sheet 2 of 3)
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Figure 2.5-3. Rendezvous Tracking Data Processing Routine (Sheet 3 of 3)
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data. The purpose of this threshold check is to ensure the validity of the pro-

posed state-vector correction (update). If the proposed correction exceeds

either threshoLd limit, the magnitudes of the correction in position and velocity
(ór and ôv) and the Source Code (SC) are disptayed to the astronaut. If the

correction is the result of optical tracking data and the astronaut is sure that

he is tracking the WS, he should command the update. Otherwise, he should

reject the data and recheck the optical tracking. Additional details on the

threshold check are given in paragraph 5.2. 1. It should be noted that if opti-

cal data are being processed, there will actually be two separate corrections

to the state vector, instead of one, due to the manner in which the optics

data are used to calculate the state vector correction, as explained in para-

graph 5.2,5.2.2, Since the second optics correction is calculated using the

state vector updated with the first optics correction, it is unlikely that the

magnitude of the second correction wilI exceed that of the first. Consequently,

a threshold check is made in Figure 2,5-3 only on the first optics cor-
rection.

At various points in Figure 2.5-3 it is seen that a check is made

to determine if the Update flag is set. This flag is cleared when there is no

desire to process the optics and range-link data. It is cleared by the CMC

during CSM Av maneuvers, during certain time-consuming computations,

during the final computations of the rendezvous targeting programs, and

during the CSM Velocity Vector Update Program. If the Update flag is
cleared, a check is made on the Track flag. The Track flag is cleared when

it is desired to temporarily terminate the rendezvous navigation process.

If the Track flag is set, it is seen in Figure 2.5-3 that the routine continues

to monitor the Track and Update flags in a standby status until one of the

flags changes state.

The range obtained from the VHF range-link by the Rendezvous

Tracking Data Processing Routine is that measured by the range-link be-

tween the CSM and the WS. These data are sent to the CMC from the range-

link as a 15-bit binary data word R*". In the CMC the range R,,, in nautical

miles is obtained as follows:

Rrn knl Rnr,

where k*, is the bit weight in nautical miles.
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5.2.5.2.2 Rendezvous Navig ation Computations. -Each set of optical naviga-

tion data contains the time of the measurement and the two optics and three

IMU gimbal angles. From these five angles the measured unit vector ut

along the csM-to-ws line-of-sight is computed in the Basic Reference coordinate

System from

uM = [nnrsmMAT]T [Nesru] unu (2' 5' 1)

where [nOnSfUfVfeT] and [NSSfU] are transformation matrices and 5" is

the measured line-of-sight vector in navigation base coordinates. All terms

of Equation (2. 5. 1) are defined in paragraph 5' 6' 3'

Forthepurposeofnavigation,itisconvenienttoconsiderthe
measured unit vector u* to be the basic navigation data. This navigation

measurement of the line-of-sight vector u* is mathematically equivalent to

the simultaneous measurement of the angles between the lines-of-sight to the

WS and two stars. The data are processed by selecting two convenient unit

vectors (fictitious star di.rections), converting the vector ut to an equivalent

set of two artificial star-WS measurements, and using the Measurement Incor-

poration Routine (paragraph 5.2.3) twice, once for each artificial measure-

ment. These two unit vectors are chosen to be perpendicular to each other

and to the current estimated line-of-sight vector so as to maximize the con-

venience and accuracy of the procedure,

Letg"andr*betheestimatedCSMandWspositionvectorsat
the time of a given line-of-sight measurement. Then, the first state vector

update for the measurement is performed as follows:

C alculate the estimated CSM-to-WS line-of- sight

from

tw rw

lbw UNIT (Icw)

IC
(2. 5. 2)

)
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Initialize the fictitious star direction to the vector

u = UNIT
-s

(Ycw * gu) (2. 5. 3)

If the vectors lcw ?:d g¡¡ are separated by a small enough angle (possibly

as much as rÆx 2-rY rad), then a computation overflow occurs in the execu-

tion of Equation (2. 5. 3), and this set of measurement data is discarded because

all the components of the estimated state-vector deviation' 6x' would be

negligible for both state vector updates.

(2. 5.6)

where the + (-) sign is selected if the CSM (WS) state vector is being updafed,

and r"*. = lk*l

Determine the measured deviation 0Q from

Compute an artificial star direction from

9s = UNIT (us x kW)

Calcu1ate the six-dimensional geometry vector,
b, from

,+1D^ = - 

-tl
-u rcw -*

ôe = "o" 
-1 (g" . ur) * cos 1 (g*' kw)

= cos-1 (g".gM)-å

Incorporate the fictitious star-WS measurement

using the Measurement Incorporation Routine

(paragraph 5.2.3).

! 1 9

(2.5.4)

(2.5.51

(2. 5.7)

4

',)
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Included in Step (9 i" the state vector update validity check for the first proposed

update, as described in paragraph 5.2. l.

It should be noted that the initialization of the star direction E", which
is given by Equation (2. 5. 3), is such that the first artificial star [computed from
Equatíon (2. 5.  )]will in most cases yield the maximum value for the measured
deviation ôQ that is obtained from Equation (2.5.7).

Assuming that the first state vector update was valid, the second update
for this measurement data set is performed by first recomputing the estimated
CSM-to-WS line-of*sight vector from Equation (2.5.2) using the updated values of
the estimated CSM and WS position vectors r C and r*, respectively. Then,
Steps @ are repeated, this time with no state vector update validity check.

If the first proposed state vector update does not pass the validity check,

then the magnitudes of the proposed changes in the estimated position and velocity
vectors ôr and ôv , respectively, are displayed. If the astronaut is sure that he

is tracking the WS, then he should command the update. Otherwise, he should
reject the data and recheck the optical tracking. A detailed discussion of this state
vector update validity check is given in paragraph 5.2.1.

The results of the processing of the measured line-of-sight vector gy¡
are updated values of the estimated position and velocity vectors of the CSM or the
WS. These two estimated state vectors are used to compute required rendezvous
targeting parameters as described in subsection 5. 4.

For convenience of calculation in the CMC, Equations (2.5. 4) -(2.5.7)
are reformulated and regrouped as follows:

u_S UNIT (9" x Ecw)

(2.5. B)

ôq t
This set of equations is used by the Rendezvous Navigation Routine in processing
optical tracking data, To validate the use of Equations (2. 5. 8) let

þo = + Is

1
b 9

r iJM
-1 ,os (u-sCW

2

" c*' ( u"t sxr + var IMU ) * u"" INT

)

)

d
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'flhere utrSXT and t*"IMU are the a priori estimates for the SXT and IMII an-
gular error variances per axis, respectively. The variable u"" INT is included
in Equation (2.5.9) for the purpose of smoothing the effects of coasting integration
inaccuracies.

After VHF range-link acquisition is established (paragraph 5. 2. 5. 1), the
measured CSM-to-\MS range (Rm) is automatically acquired at approximately one-
minute intervals. The geometry vector and measured deviation for a VHF range
measurement are given by

0 lcw
(2.5.10)

ôQ = Rm - .CW

where the + (-) sign is selected if the WS (CSM) state vector is being updated. The
measurement error variance is computed from

2 maximum (r ä* var R + varINT , u"r R*ir, ) (2.5.11)a.

where var R is the range error variance coruesponding to a percentage error and
vâ.r---:_ is the minimum range error variance.tlmrn

The rendezvous navigation computations are illustrated in Figure 2,5-4.
As shown in the figure, this set of computations is entered from two points ( @
ana @ ) of Figure 2.5-3. It is assumed that the following items are stored in
erasable memory at the start of the computation shown in the figure:

*c Estimated CSM state yector as defined

inparagraph 5.2.2.6.

x
\M

Estimated WS state vector

Slx- dimensional emor transition matrix
associated with x., or ¡.,,, as defined

-L -Win paragraph 5.2.2,4.

WRDTIME Specified minimum time between W-
matrix reinitializations.

Þ

Þ 1

1

0

w
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Sheet 3
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Figure 2.6-4, Rendezvous Navigation Computations (Sheet t of 4)
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Figure 2.5-4' Rendezvous Navigation computations (sheet 2 of 4\
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Compute Star Vector, Geometry Vector,

Measured Deviation, and Error Variance

for Optics Measurement

óe = rcw 
["o"-t tu" . r*l - ]]

þo=+%

SXT

"r)

(var + varroo') * t"rINTo2=,

u =UNIT(u_Xu
-s -lt

b-=0
-t

2
CW

Error Variance for VHF Range Measurement

þo = *9cw

b-=0-t

0Q=RVt-"CW

7= *oLmum (r varo * t""INT, t""R o.irr)

e t, asure

2
CW

Call INCORF1 of Measurement Incorporation

Routine to Compute State Vector Change

ôx

;)

EXIT to of Fig. 2.5-3

Figure 2.5-4 Rendezvous Navigation Computations (Sheet 4 of 4)
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MINBLKTM

TBEFCOIUP

BRNBLKTM

MAXWTIME

FINCMPTM

The following definitions app1Y:

RENDWI.LG

Specified maximum time after a mark

that a W-matrix reinitialization can

be performed.

Specified minimum time before final
targeting solution that W-matrix re-
initializations will be allowed.

Estimated total time without marking
before and after a maneuver.

Specified maximum time between W-

matrix reinitializations.

Specified maximum time before a ma-

neuver that a mark can be taken.

t

1 for valid W-matrix
0 for invalid W-matrix

'^l

c
This flag or switch is maintained by programs

external to the Rendezvous Navigation Routine.

It indicates whether or not the existing W- ma-

trix is valid for use in processing WS tracking
data. The flag is set to zero after each of the

following procedures:

1. State vector uPdate from ground

2. Astronaut command

3. \il'-matrix overflow
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[REFSMMAT] Transformation Matrix: Basic Re-

ference Coordinate System to IMU

Stable Member Coordinate System.

t Measurement time.

Measured range.

Preselected W-matrix initial diagonal elements.
There is one value for each of these two initial
diagonal W-matrix elements stored in the CMC

erasable memory. These parameters nominally
represent rendezvous initialization state errors.
They can be changed during the mission by the

astronaut or by RTCC. During MINKEY, these
parameters are changed automatically at the

completion of each targeting program.

F

Five optics and IMU
gimbal angles (or)

R*

lry and w?? TV

)
SC = Source Code

Optics Measurement

Range Measurement

1

2

I
I

MANEUFLG (maneuver has been performed)-set on final pass through
any rendezvous targeting program except P3B

TPIMNFLG (TPI has been performed)-set on final pass through P35

and on entry to P36

P3SFLAG (MCCI has been performed)-set on final pass through P36

MARKTIME -time of current mark

AGEOFW-time of Last W-matrix reinitialization

OLDMKTME-time of last mark

PTV9SFLG-causes W-matrix to be reinitialized on first mark after a
maneuyer

FULTKFLG- (single-sensor tracking denoted)-set by crew.
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tlC - time of ignition (During p3B, this is ignition time
of NSR maneuver, not of plane change. )

COUNTSMK-mark counter, counts up to three marks

The variables D and V are indicators that control the Coasting Inte-
gration Routine (paragraph 5.2.2) as described in paragraph b. 2.2.6, and I and o
are the three-dimensional identity and zero matrices, respectively.

The optical measurement incorporation procedure outlined above should
be repeated at about one-minute intervals throughout the rendezvous phase except
during final targetÍng computations and powered maneuvers, ãs described in para-
graph 5.2.5.1. To achieve desired state-vector accuracy, it is important that SXT
tracking data be taken over the largest possible angular sector in inertial space (as
swept out bY the SXT line-of-si.ght), This is required since the SXT tracking pro-
vides information only in directions normal to the line-of-sight [as indicated by
Equation (2' 5.5)], and, thus, the line-of-sight must be allowed to rotate in inertial
space to achieve more complete update data. As mentioned previously, the VHF
range data are obtained automaticall.y, approximately every minute.

5.2,5.2. 3 Rendezvous Navigation computations (Alternate Line-of-s ight). -During
rendezvous,optical tracking data are normally obtained by means of SXT sightings
of the WS from the CSM and processed as described in paragraph 5.2.5.2.2. Navi-

gation data can also be obtained by means of a backup optical device. Since
data obtained in this manner are much less accurate than SXT sighting data,
the backup device should be used for the sightings only if the SXT has failed, or if
the astronaut cannot return to the lower equipment bay to make SXT sightings.

The processing of the data from a backup sighting is identical to the
procedure described in paragraph 5.2.5,2.2 with the following two exceptions:

The values of the shaft and trunnion angles
associ.ated with the particular device used
are astronaut input items.

The measurcment error variance, Equatlon
(2.5. 9), is replaced by

1

2

2 2
CW

r (varOr, + variMu ) + v."INTot
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where rr.ALT is the a priori estimate for the angular error variance of an alter-
nate line-of-sight measurement per axis.

5, 2. 5.3 Automatic W-matrix Reinitialization (WRI)

The error-transition (W) matrix is defined in paragraph 5.2,2, 4. In

the P20 Rendezvous Mode, a capability has been provided for a minimum-

keystroke-sequenced (MINKEY) rendezvous. (See GSOP Section 4. ) A salient

feature of MINKEY is automatic W-matrix reinitialization (WRI). The considera-

tions underlying the automatic W-matrix reinitialization logic in Figure 2.5-4 are
(1) to avoid premature reinitializations, which would degrade the error correction
and correlation, (2) to avoid late reinitializations, which would allow the W-matrjx
to become superannuated, i. e., to shrink to the point that incoming measurements

are downweighted excessively or to degrade in accuracy to the point that the

matrix is no longer reliable.

Loss of filter gain is a function of the measurement geometry and the

number of marks taken since the last WRI and is the result of incomplete error
modeling; Ioss of reliability is a function of time since the last WRI and is the re-
sult of incorrect error modeling due to computer storage limitations. Since geom-

etry is a factor in the loss of gain, determining when the loss will occur requires
a bit-by-bit analysis of simulated computer operations for a particular mission.
Determining how long the W-matrix can be extrapolated before it becomes unreli-
able is more difficult, since a major factol is the accuracy of the state
vector which is not being updated. A generalized scheme that can be mechanized

for all contingencies is possible, however, by following a minmax concept of re-
initializing more often than may be necessary but less often than would significantly
degrade performance.

Accordingly, the principal criterion for allowing a WRI after other than

a first mark following a maneuver is whether a specified minimum time (WRDTIME)

has elapsed since the last WRI. T¡pically, WRDTIME ispad-loadedwithavalueof

about 40 minutes-long enough for effective correlation and smoothing, short enough to

occurwellbeforesuperannuation. The secondcriterioniswhether no more than a

specrfred maximum time (MINBLKTM. tyuically 5 rrrilules) has elapsed since the last
mark. If more than MINBLKTM has elapsed since the last mark (VHF or optics),

WRI will be inhibited for three marks in order to allow W-matrix correlation to
reduce error buildup during the no-mark period. The third criterion for allowing

WRI is whether more than a specified minimum time (TBEFCOMP) remains before

the final targeting computation. For example, TBEFCOMP will have a preset value

of about 10-15 minutes, allowing a sufficient period of post-WRI tracking to pro-
vide a correlated W-matrix and a best state-vector estimate for the targeting com-
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putation. if the other criteria have been satisfied and more than TBEFCOMP re-

mains before final targeting, WRI is allowed and the mark is incorporated'

Before transfer-phase initiation (TPI), the nominal flow for a first mark

following a maneuver is to inhlbit WRI until three marks have been accumulated for

coryelation. The exception to this is when, as a result of the TBEFCOIVIP restric-

tion preceding a maneuver, the W-matrix age would exceed MAXWTIME (- t hour)

should WRI be inhibited. For this contingency, WRI is specified to occur before

the first mark is incorPorated.

The other condition when WRI occurs before the first mark is incorpor-

ated is in the nominal-flow situation following TPI. The post-TPI geometry is

such that filter gain deteriorates more rapidly than in the pre-TPI phase' Conse-

quently, with both VHF and SXT operating, the nominal post-TPI procedure gives

higher priority to restoring filter gain than to correlation: WRI occurs on the flrst
mark, and is prohibited on subsequent marks.

Correlation in the unmeasured dimension becomes obligatory, ho$/ever,

when data are being incorporated from only one sensor. The post-TPI, single-

sensor strategy is to reinilíalize the W-matrlx only once between TPI and the

second midcourse correction (MCC2). The strategy is mechanized as follows. The

first mark following TPI is incorporated without WRI. Since subsequent marks

between TPI and the first midcourse correction (MCC1) will not pass the TBEFCOMP

criterion, no WRI can occur during the TPI-MCC1 phase. F'ollowing MCC1, how-

ever, a WRI is specified to occur after the first three marks have been incorpo-

rated*regardless of TBEFCOMP. The slngle WRI, occurrlng three marks after

MCC1, ensures the best post-TPI trade-off between the requirements of one-

sensor correlation and filter gain.
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5.3 POWERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

5.3. 1 General Comments

The objective of the powered flight guidance routines is to maintain an
estimate of the CSM state vector during the thrusting maneuvers, and to control
the thrust direction such that the desired velocity cutoff conditions are achieved.
The powered flight navigation program used to maintain an estimate of the vehicle
state vector during all thrusting conditions is referred to as the Average-G Rou-
tine and is presented in paragraph 5.3.2.

. The basic powered flight guidance concept used in the CMC is a velocity-
to-be-gained concept with cross product steering (paragraph 5. 3.3.4), which is
used in each of the following two procedures:

1. Lambert Aimpoint Maneuver Guidance (paragraph 5. 3. 3. 3, 2).

2. External Av Maneuver Guidance (paragraph 5. 3. 3.3. 1).

These two procedures, based on the cross product steering concept, differ only
in the unique generation of the desired velocity vector v¡1 and are used to con-
trol all CMC-guided powered maneuvers.

5.3.2 Powered Flieht Navigation - Aver age-G Routine

The purpose of this powered flight navigation subroutine is to com-
pute the vehicle state vector during periods of powered f1Íght steering. During
such periods the effects of gravity and thrusting are taken into account. In
order to achieve a short computation time, the integration of the effect of
gravity is achieved by simple averaging of the gravity acceleration vector.
The effect of thrust acceleration is measured by the iMU Pulsed Integrating
Pendulous Accelerometers (PIPA) in the form of velocity increments (Ay) over
the computation time interval (At). The computations are, therefore, in terms
of discrete increments of velocity rather than instantaneous accelerations.
The repetitive computation cycle time At is set at 2 seconds to maintain accuracy
and to be compatible with the basic powered flight cycle.
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The Average-G Routine, in contrast to the Coasting Integration Routine,
is used when a short computing time is required, for example, during powered

fLight. The Average-G Routine computatlons are illustrated in Figures 3.2-l
and 3.2-2. The following are defi.nitions of the parameters used in these figures

r

v(t)

(t) Vehicle position vector at time t

Vehicle velocity vector at time t

At Computation cycle of 2 seconds.

Av (At) The velocity vector change sensed by the IMU

PIPA's over the time interval At. This velocity
vector increment is initially sensed in IMU or
Stable Member Coordinates and then trans-
formed to the Basic Reference Coordinate
System.

fu(t)
Previous gravity acceleration vector, This
is a required initialization parameter and is

supplied by the calling program.

u Unit vector in the direction of r
-r
u-z

pE

tE

J

I-lnit vector of earthrs true polar axis in
the Basic Reference Coordinate System.

Earth gravitational constant.

Equatorial radius of the earth.

Gravity harmonic coefficient.

Component of the earth gravity acceleration
vector representin4- eartlr obLateness effects.

In Figure 3.2-2, it canbe seenthat on1;'a single oblateness term is
included in the earth gravity subroutine computation.

The PIPA measured velocity Av is compensated for lnstrument errors,
as described in paragraph 5.6. 13, before being transfc¡rmed into the Basic
Reference Coordinate System and processed in the Average-G Subroutine,

Figure 3.2-L.

gb(t)
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,-ì

ENTER

Figure 3, 2-L. Average-G Subroutine

r(t), v(t), At, Av (At), (t)

r(t+at)=r(t)+at
ar av (at)

(t) + * -z-\'(t) +

Call Gravity Subroutine (Fig. 3.2-21forr(t + At)
Resume g(t + At), gb (t + At)

t=t+At

gn(t + at)= g(t + at)

v(t + at) = v(t) + * g(t+at)+q(t) + Av (At)

(t), gb(t)

RETURN

l(t), I(t),

)

U
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)

)

r(t)

gr = UNIT t{t) 1

12 = r(tl. r(t)

)'[,t 
- 5 cos2 ó) rr+ z ""s d s;

cos ó = yr. gz

.uE
g= - 7 9r" %

rEJ r
IJE.T
r

RETURN

g, gb

Figure 3.2-2, Gravity Subroutine

J
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5. 3. 3 Powered Flight Guidance Using Cross Product Steering

5. 3.3. 1 Introduction

The cross product steering concept can be used to control the following

Inaneuvers that are targeted by the premaneuver programs as listed.

1. Corrective Maneuver 1 (NC1) P31

2. Corrective Maneuver 2 (NC2) P32

3. Corrective Combination Maneuver (NCC) P33

4. Coelliptic Maneuver (SlowRate) (NSR) P34

5. Terminal Phase Initiation (TPI) P35

6. Terminal Phase Midcourse (TPM) P36

7, Plane Change (NPC) P38

8. External Av and Orbital Phasing Maneuvers (RTCC) P30.

The External Av Guidance mode is used for maneuvers in which the re-
quired velocity-to-be-gained in loca1 vertical coordinates, Av (LV), is specified

by p31, P32, P34, P38 or a source external to the cMC by use of program P30.

AIt other maneuvers are controlled by the Lambert Aimpoint Maneuver Guidance

Mode in which the required cutoff veJ"ocity y11 is periodically computed by the

Lambert subroutine during the maneuver to establish the desired intercept

trajectory. Both External Av and Lambert Aimpoint Guidance modes use the

cross product steering concept to control the thrust direction along the velocity-

to-be-gained vector, and terminate thrust when the desired velocity increment

has been achieved.

The following three subroutines are used repetitively in sequence

(paragraph 5. 3. 3. 2) during cross product controlled maneuvers to accomplish

this function.

1. The Powered Flight Navigation Average-G Routine, which

computes the state vector accounting for the effects of thrust
acceleration and gravity.
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2, The cross Product steering subroutine, which has 4 functions

a. incremental updating of the velocity-to-be-gained vector

b. generation of steering commands to the vehicle autopilot

c. computation of time-to-go before engine shut-off and the

issuance of engine-off commands

d. updating of the CSMMASS.

3. The velocity-to-be-Gained subroutine, which repetitively solves

the Lambert intercept problem when in the Lambert Aimpoint

guidance mode.

The prethrust subroutinesof paragraph 5.3.3.3 initialize the powered maneuver

programs for either the External Av or Lambert Aimpoint guidance modes, and

for the selected engine.

The CMC powered flight programs described by the computation sub-

routines presented in this paragraph are:

P40

P4L

Seryice Propulsion System (SPS) Thrust Program

Reaction Control System (RCS) Thrust Program.

p40 provides active steering and engine-off commands. Maneuvers using RCS

tnanslation control (P41) are manually controlled and terminated by the astronaut

white the CMC displays the required velocity-to-be-gained in control coordinates

(paragraph 5. 3. 3. 3. 3).

The functions of the External Av prethrust program (P30) are described

in paragraPh 5.3.3' 3' 1'

5. 3. 3. 2 Powered Flight Guidance Computation sequencing

ThetimesequencingofsPSpoweredfl.ightsubroutinesforExternalAv
steeringisil]ustratedinFigures3.3-1through3.3-3,andforLambertAimpoint
steering in Figures 3.3-4 through 3.3-6. These figures represent the sequence

ofoperationsforP40sPsmaneuverslastinglongerthan6seconds.RCScon-
trolled maneLtvers (P41) require manual steering control' and the general

timingSequenceisdifferentfromthatdescribedforSPSmaneuvers.The
general cross product steering concept is used to compute and display the
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engine on command.
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Figure 3.3-1. Ignition Countdown-External Av Subroutine Sequencing for SPS Maneuvers
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Figure 3.3-3. Engine-Off External Av Subroutine Sequencing for SPS Maneuvers
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required velocity-to-be-gained vector, but no engine-off computations are made

for RCS maneuvers. The following description of sequence operations is
restricted to SPS maneuvers.

Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-4 show the sequencing during the ignition count
down, which starts approximately 30 seconds before the nominal ignition time.
Figures 3,3-2 and 3.3-5 show the normal sequencing for an engine-on time
greater than 6 seconds as predicted by the prethrust subroutines. Figures 3.3-3
and 3. 3-6 illustrate the sequencing during engine thrust termination.

The basic computation cycle time of the steering is two seconds, and,

as shown in theprecedingfigures, is initiated by the reading of the PIPA Av
registers. The various subroutines utilized during the !-sssend cvcle are se-
quenced in time as shown.

During Lambert Aimpoint steering, however, the velocity-to-be-
gained (Vç) updating is antici.pated to occur nominatly every four seconds.

But during SPS maneuvei:s the CMC computation occasionally prevents comple-
tion of the Lambert solution in two to four seconds. The program is capable of
processing an N-cycle update where N can be greater than two. (In most cases,

the time sequencing diagrams show only the nominal two- and four-second v"
updates. ) This allows sequenced parallel computing functi.ons, such as the
demands of the autopilots and telemetry, to take place without ihterference
with the basic 2-second cycle time. Should the yç computation be completed
in time for use during a given 2-second cyc1e, it will be utilized.

If the calculations conducted prior to the thrusting period (prethrust)
indicate that the maneuver objective can be reached with a 6-second thrust
period or less, provision is j.ncluded (switches s, and s*) to preclude the gen-
erating of,steering commands during the thrusting period with the engine-off
signal set to be issued at the end of the estimated thrust period (SBFLAG = 0) or
when the required Av magnitude has been attained (SBFLAG = 1). See paragraph
5.3.3.3.5.

,_ In addition to giving timing information, the sequence diagrams of

Figures 3.3-1 to 3.3-6 also show the basic information utilized by each sub-

routine and its source.

The guidance computer program that controls the various subroutines

to create the powered flight sequence is called the Servicer Routine. The
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sequence diagrams of Figures 3,3-1 to 3.3-6 define what the Servicer Routine

does, but do not show the logic details of how these functions are aceornplished.

The subroutines listed in Figures 3.3-1 to 3.3-6 are described in paragraph

5. 3.2, .and in paragraphs 5.3.3.3 to 5.3. 3. 6, These sections should be refer-

enced in tracing the powered flight computation sequencing.

Ul1age wilt be turned off at the fixed time of 2 seconds after the engine-on

comrnand. Steering will be enabled (s* set to 1) at the fixed time of 2 seconds

after the engine-9n cornmand.

5, 3. 3. 3 Prethrust Computations

The computations required before the thrusting maneuvers determine

the following:

1. The desired thrust direction at ignition

2. The duration of the powered maneuver estimated at time ttC - 5 to deter-

mÍne if there will be enough time to allow active steering for the SPS

3, The middle gimbal angle required for the burn attitude (indicates

whether an IMU realignment is required to avoid gimbal lock)

4, Various parameters and variables required by subsequent

powered flight routines.

The two major guidance modes using cross pfoduct steering are the

External Av guidance mode and the Lambert Aimpoint Maneuver guidance mode.

The prethrust computations required for the External Av mode are presented in

paragraph 5,3.3.3.1. Those required for the Lambert Aimpoint Maneuver mode

are described in paragraph 5. 3. 3. 3. 2. The initial IMU alignment computations

and rnaneuver time logic is summarized in paragraph 5.3.3.3.3. The following

description of prethrust computations applies to both SPS (P40) and RCS (P41)

maneuvers.

5. 3.3. 3. 1 External Av Maneuver Prethrust Comnutations. -External Av maneu-

vers guidançe is normally used to control orbital phasing maneuvers or externally

targeted maneuvers in which a constant thrust attitude is desired. The guidance

program accepts input data via the DSKY (P30, P31, P32, P34, and P3B) or
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the telemetry uplink (P2?) in the form of three components of an impulsive

Av(LV) expressedinalocal vertical coordinate system of the active vehicle at

the ignition time 116. An approximate compensation for the finite maneuver

time is made within the program by rotating the AJ(LV) vector; andtheguidance

program issues commands to the spacecraft control system so as to apply the

compensated velocity increment along an inertially fixed direction. The

CMC state 'vector is extrapolated to ignition time for these computa-

tions.

The prethrust computations required for the External Av guidance

mode are shown in Figure 3.3-?. The following parameter definitions refer
tothis figure.

Av (LV) Specified velocity change in the local vertical
coordinate system of the CMC at the time of

ignition. This is an input parameter.

ar¿ (LV)

Specified velocity change in Basic Reference

Coordinates.

Ignition time, an inPut Parameter.

The inplane velocity components of ^I 
(LV) in

the Basic Reference Coordinate System.

The approximate central angle traveled during

the maneuver.

Angle equivalent to the IMU middle gimbal angle

when the vehicle X axis is aligned along Av.

This angle is observed by the crew to check for
gimbal lock tolerance.

atx
auY

auz

Av

trc

arp

eT

MGA
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r(t), .¡(t), Av(LV), tIG, SE, *

Extrapolate state vector to tta
using Coasting Integration Routine

obtaining r(tr"), v(tr.)

Middle Gimbal Angle (MGA) Computation

MGA = sin-l [VREF.' UNIT 1ar)l
(Innf,is second row of IREFSMMAT])

MGA=MGA+3600<0

Compute Apogee and PerÍgee based on

r(tr") and y(tr") + nv

X = IINIT { ["{t,^) x v(tr")¡ x r(tto)}
-ru

Y = ultlT [v(tr") X r(trc)]

Z = -uNIt tr(t1ç)l

Se1ect F based on S,

^ lr (tr") x v (tr") I Av(LV) m
w^--,r r, {tr") r

a'c = o'" 
f*rt(arp) 

.'" 
[þ) 

+ uNIr (a:px I) sin (Ð]

l, ÞAt=!, c=o= UNIT [v

=Av--X.+Av-Z,t- L-AIP

yYYC(tlC) = Av" + Av

-30Extrapolate State to

Yes

No

P-30

P-40
P-41

*See paragraph 5. 3. 3. 3. 4
for ignition del"ay procedure

*

Go to Initial Attitude and t R utrnes (Fig.3.3-10 and Fig.3.3-11)
go

Figure 3. 3-7. External Av Prethrust Routine
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m Vehicle mass

S E Engine select switch {: :: ::tj]
[r e+r (RCS)

F Prestored nominal thrust based on the

engine selection switch SU

F = FS'S for the SPS (P40)

tr = FRCS for the RCS (P41)

The values of the various engine thrust levels

are listed ln subsection 5.9. In the case

of P41, RCS, the astronaut can select either

a 2- or 4-jet translation maneuver.

The compensated inplane velocity-to-be-gained

vector.

Total velocity-to -be -gained at tta.

Unit vector in the desired initial thrust direction'

Cross product steering constant. This

constant is set equal to zero for External Av

maneuvers.

At times the b-vector ( vR- g)' computed as the incre-

mental change of the velocity-to-be-gained vector

over one sample period minus current gravity'

afc

Yc(trc)

9ro
c

bat

The inplane External av maneuver angle compensation involvíng

is illustrated in Figure 3. 3-8.

Av" and Âv"

5.3. 3.3.2 Lambert AimPoint Maneuver Prethrust Computations. -The objective

of the Lambert Aimpoint Maneuver Guidance program is to control the cut-off

velocity vector such that the resulting trajectory intercepts a specified target

position vector at a given time. Targeting parameters are determined by

CMC targeting programs P33, P35, or P36.
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'l

-z AVP (INPUT INPLANE VELOCITY)

0T

AVC (COMPENSATED INPLANE VE LOCiTY)

Figure 3. 3-8. Inplane External av Maneuver Angle Compensation

2

X

)
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The table below summarizes the maneuqers that can be performed by

Lambert Aimpoint Maneuver Guidance and shows the maneuverl 6 corresponding
targeting program.

Maneuvers Controlled by Lambert Aimpoint Guidance

Premaneuver
Maneuver Targeting Program

Corrective Combination (NCC)

Terminal Phase Initiation (TPI)

Terminal Phase Midcourse (TPM)

P33

P35

P36

Targeting parameters computed by these programs are:

1. Ignition time t1ç

2. Time of intercept of conic target aimpoint vector t,
3. Conic target aimpoint vector 1(t2)

The Lambert Aimpoint Maneuver guidance mode basically uses the

Lambert Subroutine of paragraph 5. 5. 6 called through the Initial Velocity
Subroutine of paragraph 5.5. 11 during the prethrust phase to determine the
required initial thrust direction s''O . The prethrust computations required
for the LambertAimpoint guidance mode are shown in Figure 3.3-9. The
primary operation shown in this figure is the computation of the required
intercept velocíty yR at the ignition time t1ç. The following parameter defini-
tions refer to Figure 3.3-9.

y(t2l Offset target intercept position vector at

time t2. This parameter is an input

to the Lambert Aimpoint prethrust
subroutine.
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tz

S

Intercept time of amival associated with the

offset target vector y-(tr). This is an input

parameter.

See discussion in paragraphs 5. 3. 3.4 and

5.3.3.5-controls first pass through cross-

product steering routine and first pass

through velocity-to-be - gained subroutine.

Target rotation switch set in P33, P35 and P36,

indicating whether the target'vector. was rotated

into the orbital plane due to proximity to 180o

transfer conditions.

F

SR

N

R
{

S
1 Target vector rotated

0 No rotation

a
1

Yp

Number of target offset iterations desired
in the Initial Velocity Subroutine of paragraph

5.5.11.

Initial Velocity Subroutine parameter.

Required velocity vector at the ignition timq
tIG to establish the intercept trajectory.

Total gravity vector associated with r(tr").
At times the b-vectot (ln g), computed as the

incremental change of the velocity-to-be-gained

vector over one sample period minus current
gravity.

The angle equivalent to the IMU middle gimbal angle
when tñe vehicle X axis is aligned along vO.

€

(t
IG

d

bat

MGA
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The cross product steering constant.
Set equal to zero if the prethrust
program was the External Av Program
P30 (Figure 3.3-?). P41 sets c = 0

(Figure 3,3-g). P40 sets c = 0 for all
external Av burns and sets c = 1 for
Lambert computations.

The rotation switch 56 is set in the Lambert Aimpoint targeting
prpgramç P33, P35 and P36 to indicate whether the target aimpoint vector
was withfn a specified cone angler {¡ rnêâsured from the 180-degtransfer-
angle condition. If the lnitial target vector was within this cone angle, it
is rotated into the active vehicle orbital plane in the Initial Velocity Sub-

routine sp that excessive plane change and Av requirements are avoided

about the 180-deg transfer-angle çondition. In the intencept targeting programs

P33, P35, and P36 the cone angle e is set equal to 15 deg; and CSM transfen-
angles between 165 deg and 195 deg are normally avoided in the targeting
precedure. If a transfer angle condition falling within this 180 deg t 1ã deg

sector (S¡¡ = 1) is intentionally selected, or results from a rendezvous mid-
course correction r4aneuver (P36) during an intercept trajectory targeting
for more than 180 deg, the Lambert Aimpoint Ma4euver Prethrust Routine
of Figure 3.3-g increases the Initiai Velocity Subroutir¡e cone ¿ngle € to
45 deg so that the CSM transfer angle will not change from inside to outside

the cone anglq during the powered maneuver. Such a condition is undesir-
able since the intercept trajectory would be retargeted during the powered

rnaneuver. Likewise, if the initial transfer central angle falls outside the
15-degcone angle e of programs P33, P35 and P36 (Sp = g¡, € is decreased
to 10 deg in Figune 3,3-9 to neduce the possibility of the transfer anglers

changfng from outside to inside the cone angle during a powered rnaneuver.

5. 3. 3. 3. 3 lîjli?l l.4U.êliglm.gpt ?ni Mangyyer Time-to:Go Colnputaligns_, -
Initial Attitude Routine. The following prethrust computations

and functions are required for both the External Av and Lambert Aimpoint
guidance rnodes:

Determination of the preferred IMU alignment for the
thrusting maneuver (paragraph 5. t, 4,2, t),

c

1
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t, r(t), v(t\, r(tr), t*
tIG, SR, *, IG

Middle Gimbal Angle (MGA) computation

MGA = sin-1 lYouu' uNIT (va)l

Enpf is second row of IREFSMMAT])

MGA=MGA+3600MGA<O

No

Using the Coasting Integration Routine (par. 5'2,2')

extrapolate r(t), y(t) to tr" - 2 sec and tra

obtaining r(tr" - 2), v(tlC- 2), r (tr.), v(tt.)

SF=1,Nt=O

450€

€= 10o

ENTER

Yes

Targeting
Programs
P40

P41

Yes

Figure 3.3-9. Lambert Aimpoint Maneuver Prethrust Routine (sheet 1 of 2)

)
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ì

Compute vO (tra) and vO (tlC - 2) using the

Subroutine (par. 5.5. 11)Initial Veloci

v" (tr") = vO (tr6) - v (tr")

RCS

)

c= 1

c=0

F=F RCS
SPS

F=F

SPS

Þ = tln(trc) - In(trc - 2lll 2 - gtr(trc)l

u" = UNIT (v")

a,' = F/m

9=cb-(oc.cb) ua

lrD = uNrr ¡q *("r12 - o')åt r

bAt=0

Extrapolate State to tr" - 30

Go to Initial Attitude and tgo Routines
(Fig. 3.3-10 and Fig. 3. 3-11)

See

paragraph
5. 3. 3.3. 4
for ignition
delay

procedure

Figure 3.3-9. Lambert Aimpoint Maneuver Prethrust Routine (Sheet 2 of 2l

J
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2. Alignment of the vehicle thrust axis along the

desired initial thrust direction, ut'.

3. Estimation of the time tgo prior to engine

, ignition.

In Fig. 3. 3-10 the following parameter definitions apply:

IREFSMMAT ] Transformation matrix from the

BRC System to the IMU or Stable

Member Coordinate SYstem

(paragraph 5.6.3.3).

IsMNB l

gA

P1= P+Pg

Y.¡,= Y + Yg

ap

Transformation matrix from the

Stable Member Coordinate System to

the Navigation Base Coordinate System

(paragraph 5.6.3.2)

Unit vector of the assumed thrust ac-

celeration in Navigation Base Coordinates'

For the SPS, the unit vector 94 is along

the engine axis (called engine be11).

Unit vector of the desired thrust direction

in Stable Member Coordinates.

Eotai pitch trim offset angle about the

spacecraft Y axis.

Total yaw trim offset angle about the

spacecraft Z axls, where:

p and y are the electrical pitch and yaw

trim angles, resPectively.

pg is the lnechanical pitch trim angle equal

to -2.15 deg about the space-

craft Y axis.
y0 is the mechanical yaw trim angle equal

to +0.95 deg about the space-

c:raft Z axis.
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I

For an sPS burn, because of pitch and yaw trim, u^, the unit vector

of the assumed thrust acceleration vector in Navigation Base Coordinates is not

a unit vector along the spacecraft X axis (1, 0, 0), but is a function of the pitch

and yaw trim angles given above. In Figure 3. 3- 10, it is called the engine axis

unit vector uO, The maneuver then places the engine axis unit vector (uO) along

the desired unit thrust direction u^.

Time- to- Go Prediction Routine

Very short burns require special consideration since some interval of

time elapses before effective steering is achieved. Not only must the autopilot

react to the pointing commands, but the engine-off signal may be required

before the Ay from the PIPA's can be measured. To this end an estimate of

the burn time t . is made on the basis of SPS engine data before engine ignition,
go

as shown in Figure 3.3-11'

With reference to Figure 3. 3-11

sI Impulse switch

"I

L lndicates a maneuver less than

6 seconds and no steering is
required

0 Indicates a maneuver duration

of at least 6 seconds, and

normal steering will occur

L Ullage thrust for 2 jetsF

K SPS impulse velocity acquired in a one-

second maneuver for a unit mass vehicle;

this is an erasable-memory parameter.

SPS minimum impulse constant equal

to the slope of minimum impulse curve

from 0 to 1 second; this is an erasable-

memory parameter.

Steady state thrust of the SPS engine. This
value is used only in the short burn logic
and is an erasable-memory parameter.

Exhaust velocity.

1

F' 01

Fro

V
e
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r¡Irì P41 if
I gro x I(!c) lt 216 "'"turs'
or in P40 if

lg"o * UNiT r(\c)l < 2- 12 radians'

replace it bY

uNrr fgrDx {uI'IIT r(t,c) + 0' 12s UNIT v(\.) l

SPS

To
Sheet 2

To
Sheet 2

Figure 3.3-10. Initial Attitude Routine (Sheet 1 of 2)

9ro' IG ,Pr Jr,

tM¡ì =

f"o" 
t" "o" ot

tMì= l-sinyrcosPt
[ ""'o"

, sin y", -cos Yt sinP"

,cosyT., sÍnY" sinPt

, 0 , cospT

Calculate Preferred IMll
Alignment for Possible use
in Realignment

ðsu = 9ro

Yroo = [M*l

= IMRIT (0, o, 1)Tzs

T ,(0, r, 0)T

Calcr¡1ate Preferred IMU
Alignment for Possible

use in Realignment

xr* = tMolT tMl (1, o, o)T

ysy¡ = tMslT tMl (0, 1, o)T

lT trvll (0, o, r)Tu=[Mn
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)

)

Calculate Engine Axis
Unit Vector

cos yT cos pT

sin y"
-cos yT sin p"

u6

"w= 
o

Calculate spacecraft *X axis

u.a

tw=o

ttl

Calculate Thrust Direction in
Body Axes Coordinates

= [SMNBI IREFSMMAT] gTDup

Maneuver vehicle (using R60) such that
resulting u6 equals uO, Astronaut can

choose to align IMU via P52 when

Predicted Gimba1 Angles

for final attitude are disPlaYed

Go to Average G Routine
at tr" - 30

1, Go to Average G Routine at

trc - 30

2. Go to Time-To{o Routine at

tlc-5

SPS RCS

Figure 3. 3-10. Initial Attitude Routine (Sheet 2 of 2)

J
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No

ER

Yes

No

JF'LG

1=2 jet RCS
ullage

0=4 jet RCS
ullage

Vc=
?.96FL

vG--
m

Yes

Yes

0

m, vC, s, = 0, Kr FOl, FlO, bSFLeC

SBV" = v,,

X TRANS

Set vc = t'c
JFLG

15.92F-
\7-L'G 'G ,.,

1- G

"e
-K1

F_^ttt
T

-VG

SBFLAG = 0T-þ> 0
RETURN

"I
SBFLAC

TàO

16T=
F01

SBFLAG = 0

F16 att"il- off
m - rir(t+$

SBV = 0;

atTo =

"1 
= 1

=T+1tgo

n

ts-go- r

SBFLAG
avro' t,

)

Figure 3. 3-11. Time-to-go Prediction Routine
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SBV6

auro

sBy
LLZ

Targeted velocity magnitude

Expected tailoff velocity magnitude

Velocity change f.rorn t 

" 
to last PIPA read

Time SBV zeroed

The initial computation in Figure 3.3-11 estimates the velo-

city-to-be-gained after ullage. There is an option of 2-jet or 4-jet RCS ullage,

as indicated in Figure 3.3-11. This subroutine is performed at approximately

five seconds before ignition, the PIPAs are read at six seconds before ignition,

and the ullage is terminated at two seconds after ignition. Therefore, about

eight seconds of ullage are accounted for, as shown in Figure 3.3-11.

The hand controller signals are observed at the initiation
of this routine. The ulIage compensation in the time-to-go routine will be

made only if +X translatj.on (X TRANS) is indicated.

: If the SPS (P40) is chosen, a check is made (Figure 3.3-11)

to determlne if the maneuver time is less than one second. If the maneuver

time is less than one second, the tgo estimate is made on SPS minimum impulse

test data represented by the constants K1 and F61, (See subsection 5. 8. ) In

this case, SBFLAG = 0 andno active steering i.s attempted(sr= 1). If the maneu-

yer time is greater than one second but tess than 6 seconds, tgo is computed

as shown in Figure 3.3-11, and again no active steering is attempted. If
SBFLAG = 1, the complex impulsive burn logic variables are initialized as

shown in Figure 3.3-11. If the estimated maneuver time is greater than 6

seconds, SBFLAG = 0, active steering is used, and tgo computations are
performed during the maneuver. If the RCS (P41) is chosen for the ma-

neuver, the tgo prediction calculation is not made. If the estimated

maneuver time t-- for the SPS is less than 6 seconds, either the engine-go
off signal is set for the actual ignition time plus t'o (SeflAG = 0), or

the Complex Impulsive Burn Routine is initiated shortly after ignition
(SBFLAG = 1).
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5. 3. 3. 3.4 Ignition DeIav Procedures Caused bv Prethrust Computations. -The
normal prethrust computations (paragraphs 5.3.3.3. 1 and 5.3.3' 3' 2) require an

extrapolation of the CSM state vector to thirty seconds before nominal ignition

time, i. e., \O-30. If the Coasting Integration Routine does not complete the

extrapolation before \C-a2.5 occurs, then an ignition delay procedure occurs as

follows:

The astronaut is alerted to this condition by a program alarm.

The integration continues one step at a time until the csM state

veetor time minus the.current time is greater than 12.5 seconds.

This will permit a b second blanking interval fsection 4 State

Vector Integration (MIl to AVE) Routine (R41)]' R41 allows

Average-G initialization to occur at least 5.6 seconds after com-

pletion of last integration steP.

The maneuver ignition time is then redefined to be 30 seconds

from the resulting CSM state vector time, and the normal pre-

ignition sequence is started.

5.3.3.3.5 Com ex Irnpulsive Burn Routin - This routine (calLed at ignition only

if both s, and SBFLAG = 1) measures the accumulated av every 0. I seconds and

shuts down the sPS engine when the desired v" has been attained, The

parameters used in the routine are defined as follows*with particular reference

to Figure 3.3-11a:

1

2

3

Avpr Velociiy magnitude for previous pass

Time at start of Previous Pass

Velocity magnitude for present pass

Time at start of Present Pass

Components of velocity change frorrr t, to last PIPA read, SBy

tp

Av

t

PIPAX p

PIPAYP

PIPA.Zp

See also paragraPh 5' 6.13.
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i-)

)

EN ER

G
Av+A pr-A o

>0

Figure 3. 3-11a. Complex Impulsive Burn Routine

0

t =tp

Avo,' = Av

RtrTURN

SBVG, Avp¡, atTo, tz' rp

A,t=t-tZ

[rlrax + prpAXo)

* [rrt"a" + PrpAyo)

Av=

z ) . BIAS

(1 +SFE')-BIAS

)(1 +SFE

x (^t)j2

, raÐ]2

, tatlz

sFE;) - BrAS(1 +

* lercez + PIPAZLP

av = u/av

At=t-t p

_ 
(SBV" - Av - Av"O) At

Av _ Avpr
t go

go

Set ENGiNOFF at
t+t

RETURN

U
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5. 3. 3. 4 Cross Product SteeringRoutine

The cross product steering concept is the basic control concept for both

External Av and Lambert Aimpoint Guidance modes. The cross product steering

Iogic is shown in Figure 3.3-12. The following parameter definitions apply to this

figure.

Avp

afsvr

Av

ê"rff

attrit- off

AYG

v"
K

PIPA measured velocity vector over the computation cycle

At in IMU coordinates

PIPA measured velocity vector over the computation cycle

At expressed in the Basic Reference Coordinate System.

A constant that establishes the Av that must be sensed in

a 2-second computation interval. It is 2 ft/sec (erasable),

which is approximately equivalent to thrusting at 5 per-'

cent fulI SPS thrust with fully loaded vehicle for 2 seconds'

A logic switch in the cross product steering routine, which,

when set to 1, allows steering commands and tgo calcula-

tions to be made. s* is set to 1 at the fixed time of 2

seconds from engine oncommand if non-impulsive. s* is

set to 0 when the computed time-to-go first becomes less

than four seconds.

A constant representing the duration of a burn at maximum

thrust equivalent to the tail-off impulse after the engine-off

signal is issued.

ÞAt - Ay.

Engine exhaust velocitY = gISp.

Guidance steering gain required for desired dynamic re-

sponse ofthe combined powered guidance and thrust control
(autopilot) loops.

Commanded attitude rate in the Basic Reference Coordi-

nate System.

Commanded attitude rate in Navigation Base Coordinates,

which is sent to the CSM attitude control system.

%

9cNs
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c The cross product steering constant c, used by P40 and P41

in the equation

Am= c!Àt-Av

and certain pre-thrust computations. It will be zeroed by

P40 prethrust for external Av burns and by P41 pre-

thrust. It is set by P40 prethrust to 1 for Lambert burns.

cbAt - Av

This flag prevents a premature engine fail indication after

a manual engine start

LOFLG steer
no steer

Accumulated PIPA readings used to generate an extrapola-

tion of the Lambert solution. When a new solution becomes

available EAv is set to zero.

Number of cycles between Lambert solutions. The CMC

computations during SPS maneuvers occasionally prevent

completion of the Lambert solution in 2 to 4 seconds' The

program is capable of processing an N cycle v" uPdate.

When a new solution becomes available, N = 0.

Lambert first pass flag. The Lambert first pass stârts at

approximatelV \"-28. After the first pass is completed,

it is set to zero.

Am

LOFLG

ZAv

N

sr

!1lo

1 First Lambert pass. This
results in bypass of the bAt
computation.SF

0 Not first Lambert pass.

Switch s* is set to zero for short duration thrust periods and during the first two

seconds of long duration thrust periods. In both of these cases there is no active

steering and the vehicle attitude is held at the prethrust alignment. When s* is
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set to 1, active steering is performed. The time-to-go t computation, andgo
steering commandsgCNs are performed as shown in Figure 3.3-12. When the

computed t--^ becomes less than 4 seconds, then the engine-off signal is set and'go
switch s, is reset to zero. For the remainder of the maneuver, no further
computations are made except for v^ updating.

With reference to Figure 3.3-12, tlrre logic switch s* is set to zero by

the sequencing routine. When s* is zero, the only functions of the cross product

steering routine are to update the velocity-to-be-gained vector vO with Av and

bAt and to update the CSMMASS.

The steering command generated by this routine is t^r"*U in
Navigation Base Coordinates. The objective of the cross product steering concept

is to control the thrust acceleration vector such that the following condition is
satísfied:

v"*("!-ed=!
In general, however, there will be a directional error and the steering command

9CNS tends to align the vehicle sueh that the above equation is satisfied.

The cross-product steering routine, as shown in Figure 3.3-12, is
divided into two sections.

1. Update va-This portion of the cross-product steering routine provides

an up to date velocity-to-be-gained, v", for use in the tgoand steering
command computations. In the event a new velocity-to-be-gained is not

available, the old v" is extrapolated using the old bAt value. If a new

v^ and bAt are available, they are used. N and EAv are used when a
-Lt
new Lambert solution is available.

t..^ and steering command calculations-This portion of the cross pro-
go

ductstèe¡ing routine uses thelç generated in the update v" section to

calculate t-^ and steering commands to be sent to the DAP. In addition,
go

the following control options are provided:

a. If the present Av is less than AvO, where AvO is approximately equi-

valent to thrusting at 5 percent fuIl SPS thrust with fully loaded

vehicle for 2 sec, the steering rate commands are zeroed, c.g.
tracking is stopped and the SPS Thrust tr'ail Routine (R40) (paragraph

5. 3. 3.6) is entered. AvO is an erasable quantity. If the present Av
is greater than Avo, tfre bSvlvtASS is decremented by 2 iä.

b. An alarm is issued if vO . Av" is positive. This is equivalent to
pointing the thrust vector in the wrong direction.

2
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First-pas s
Initialization:
t"= t ENTER

Yes

o

No

To Sheet 2

Cross Prociuct Steering Routine-Update v^ Section
(Sheet 1 of 2)

)

yO(t-2),94t, Ay,c, K, s*, V", Attril-off, Avp, LOFLG, S,", N(t-2),ÐAv(t-2),5(r),

External
Av

Available
bert Solut
Is New

sp=1 N = N+ 1

ZAv = ãAv+Av

Extrapolate Lambert Solution

k(t - z) = yc (r) + NbAt(r) ->aY

CalI Velocity-to-be -Gained

Subroutine after Cross

Product Steering is ComPleted

N=0
ZAv= 0

Yes

Yes

No

Extrapolate v^ one time step to present time^ --ti
v^(t) = v^(t'-2]. +bAt-Av(t)
--{.r --{.J

.)
Figure 3. 3- 12
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ETURN
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Define Corrective Angular
Rate Command o 

"
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RETURN
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"w"o
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tgo
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EXIT
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s
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EXIT
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Cross Product Steering Subroutine -t-^ and Steering
Command Computatìon's (Sheet z of.2)9o

Figure 3.3-12.
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5. 3. 3. 5 Velocity-to-be-Gained Routine

T he velocity- to- be- gained computations shown in Figure 3. 3 - 13 are
those carried out during the Lambert Aimpoint poweredflight guidance. The
velocity-to-be-gained computation for the External A'v guidance mode is simpler
than that for the Lambert Aimpoint guidance mode. The External Av velocity-to-
be-gained cornputation is that shown in the Cross Product Steering R,outine of
Figure 3.3-12 and is equivalent to

tG -Av

since bAt = 0 for the External Av mode as shown in Figure 3.3-?

The velocity-to-be-gained computations for the Lambert Aimpoint
guidance mode involve the determination of a new fC by processing the Lambert
Subroutine via the Initial Velocity Subroutine. A second objective is the computa-
tion of a new bAt parameter for use by the cross product steering routine. A new

requtred velocity, JR, i" also determined for use in the next computation cycle of
the velocity-to-be-gained subroutine. The CMC computations during SPS man-
euvers occasionally prevent completion of the Lambert solution in two to four
seconds. The program is capable of processing an N-cycle vr- update
(Figure 3. 3-13).

The following parameter definitions refer to Figure 3.3-13.

r( 7)

,r(")
T

Active vehicle state vector at start of Lambert solution.

tG

t2

r(tz)

tIG

vo(r-Ar)
-tù

Offset target intercept position vector at time tr. This
parameter is determined by the preceding targeting
program (P33, P35 or P36).

Intercept time of arrival associated with the offset target
vector r(tr). This is an ínput target parameter.

Nominal ignition time.

Required velocity vector from the preceding Lambert
computation cyc1e.
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Ar

R

g(t)

gb(t)

Av(t)

N
1

v*(r)

v^(7)
-Lr

bAt(r)

F'

Time interval between the current and

previous Lambert computation cycle = (N+1)At.

Target rotation switch set in P33, P35,

or P36, indicating that the target
vector was rotated into the orbital plane

due to proximity to 1B0o transfer.

S tR

Target vector rotated

No rotation

N

Most recent total gravity aceeleration vector
(paragraph 5.3.2).

Component of the most recent earth gravity
acceleration vector representing earth oblate-
ness effects (paragraph 5.3.2).

Measured PIPA velocity change in the

Basic R,eference Coordinate system.

Number of target offset iterations desired in
thelnitial VelocitySubroutine (paragraph 5. 5. 1 1).

Initial Velocity Subroutine parameter.

Required velocity vector at time t. ) Sol,ttion fto*
I most recent

velocity-to-be-gained vector at time t I ffitå:rt 
com-

,

b-vector solution from most recent Lambert computation

Number of cycles between Lambert solutions, The CMC

computations during SPS maneuvers occasionally
prevent completion of the Lambert solution in two to
four seconds.

Lambert first pass flag. The Lambert first pass begins

at approximately tC-28. After the first pass is com-
pleted, it is set to zero.

First Lambert pass. This results in
bypass of the bAt computation.
Not first Lambert pass.

S

F
1

0

S
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,\
First-pass
Initialization
sF=1

ENTER

Note: This routine processed
every N cycles where

N> 1

Yes

Yes

No

EXIT

Figure 3.3-13. Velocity-to-be-Gained Subroutine for Lambert Aimpoint Guidance

r(r), v(r), 7, r(t2l' tZ' yn.(r-Lr )' g(t)' gO(t)' t' tIG' sR'

=QN
1

€ 450=lsR

e= 10

Compute (r) usingthelnitialVelocitySubroutine of paragraph 5. 5. 11

5 (r) = In (") + go (t) trGt- I (

=lSF

0SFbat (7) = [-
L

At
Ar

In ("¡ - rn (r - ar)
- s (t)

J
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It should be noted that ln Figure 3.3-13 the velocity-to-be-gained, vO, derived

from the Lambert solution using an offset target vector, ismodifiedbythe term

gb(r) f 
- \"]. This term is an approximation to the velocity change contributed

by the-earth õblateness effect. The compensation used in this subroutine is com-

puted as the current oblateness acceleration, g'(t), multiplied by the time since

nominal ignition (t - t,C) where tC i. the nominal ignition time. The objective

of this correction is to reduce cutoff errors due to finite maneuver time effects,

and to minimize commanded thrust attitude variations during the maneuver.

These two effects occur during long maneuvers because in accounting for earth

oblateness effects in the initial targeting programs (P33, P35 and P36), it is
assumed that an impulsive maneuver will be applied at ignition time. Since a

finite maneuver time is required, the precomputed target aimpoint becomes less

accurate as the maneuver progresses. The gO[ - tO] correction is an approxi-

mate substitute for a retargeting procedure that cannot be performed during a

powered maneuver.

5. 3. 3. 6 SPS Thrust FaiI Routine (R40)

The purpose of the SPS Thrust Fail Routine (R40) is to present the

astronaut with three options when a low SPS thrust is detected in the Cross Prod-

uct Steering Subroutine (paragraph 5. 3. 3.4). The three options are:

1. Command engine off and terminate P40.

2. Command engine off and return to the P40 point where the impulse

maneuver test is made'

3. proceed withthe maneuverbut withthe thrust failure detection inhibited

for two sec.to prevent premature thrust fail indication as shown below:

Proceed

Continue rnaneuver

See Section 4 for complete details of the R40 routine.

"w= 1

LOFLG = 1

2 sec delay

LOFLG = 0
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5.3.4 Thrust Monitor Programs

The Thrust Monitor Program, P47, is used during manual or non-GNCS

controlled maneuvers to monitor and display the velocity change applied to the vehi-
cle. The program first suspends state vector updating by the VHF range-link (resets

the update and track flags), and advances the vehicle state vector to the current time
by the Coasting Integration Routine (paragraph 5,2.2') . This operatíon is continued

until the state yector is advanced several seconds ahead of the current time as de-

scribed in paragraph 5.3.3.3.4. The Average-G Routine of paragraph 5.3.2 is then

initiated to allow thrusting to be started as soon as possible. The Average-G Rou-
tine is left on until the program is terminated after completion of the maneuver. The

primary output of P47 is the measured maneuver velocity change in vehicle coordi-
nates as described in Section 4. The program can also be used for a manually con-

trolled maneuver required after separation from the SIVB.

The Rendezvous fþf@ performs the same func-
tion as P47 without performing the subroutine that provides the display of inertial
velocity magnitude, altitude rate, and altitude above the launch pad radius, but

with the additional capability provided by P"27 (paragraph 5. 6. 6). P4B calls R27

after corrrpletion of the current Average-G cycle-provided that the previous R27

computations have been completed. If not, the R27 call is skipped until the next

Average-G cycle is completed.

3.5 Earth Orbit Insertion Monitor Program-P11

3. 5. 1 Introduction

This paragraph describes the operation and implementation of Program
P11, the Earth Orbit Insertion Monitor. P11 is initiated by Program P02, Gyro
Compassing, when the liftoff discrete is detected or by the astronaut backup

VerL¡ 75. The program is actually composed of five subroutines and performs the

following functions (in the order of occurrence).
1. Zeroes the CMC clock at liftoff and updates the reference ephemeri.s

time. (Time Subroutine) (See Time Definition, paragraph5.1.5.5.)

Computes the CMC state vector (in Basic Reference Coordinates) at

liftoff and starts the Average- G computation þaragraph b. B. 2) using
this state vector. (State Subroutine)

3. Finishes remainder of prelaunch torquing.

4. C omputes the matrix REFSMMAT that relates the IMU Stab1e Member
orientation to the Basic Reference C oordinate System. (State Subroutine)

5

5

2
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ö Periodically computes the error between the nominal desired Saturn

Launch Vehicle attitude (as determined by a time dependent polyno-

mial) and the actual Saturn Launch Vehicle atti.tude (as determined

by the CM IMU), and transmits the error to the CDU for display by

the FDAI.'r (Attitude Error Subroutine)

Periodically computes Saturn Launch Vehicle inertial
velocity magnitude, rate of change of the vehicle altitude

above the launch pad radius, and the vehicle altitude

above launch pad radius and displays this information
via the DSKY. (Display Subroutine)

Program P11, when activated by Program P02, assumes the following

1. The following information has been pad loaded

AZp - Azimuth of the launch vehicle on the pad

measured from north to the +Z spacectaft
axis positive in a right hand sense about the

inward pad local vertical. See Figure 3. 5-1.

AZ launch azimuth measured from north to the

X IMU Stable member axis positive in the

same sense as ArO, See Figure 3" 5-1.

K-^ constant denoting the absolute value of ther
rate at which the Saturn will ro11 from the

pad azimuth to the launch azimuth.

t nt the estimated time from liftoff at which the

initial Saturn pitch and ro11 maneuvers will
commence.

EZ - time j.nterval beginning at t U, used by the

Attitude Error subroutine. During t,, ,

desired gimbal angles computed using poly-
nomial functions.

6

t

a U - coefficients of a 6th order poly-
nomial in time t, (t 

E1 
< t < (t 

E1 i
t øz ) ) describing the nominal

Saturn pibch profile.

"o
a

1

2 The clock and reference ephemeris time were
previously synchronized.

{' Fti.ght Director Attitude Indicator
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Azimuth and RoII Angle Definitions

North

¿sc \
4â¡

+0
R

East

lsvl/

)

lsc

Isrvr

Plane of the paper is the pad loca1 horizontal

Up is out of the paper

Spacecraft and IMU axis shown prior to launeh

After lift-off the Saturn rolls to align tlre -1ga wÍth 5t
Pitch Angle Definition

lr,v
Iner¡tial upward local vertical
vector ( established at liftoff )

0P

rsc

Plane of the paper ís the instantaneous pitch plane

ISC i" into the Paper and northerlY

Figure 3. 5-1. Angle Definitions

U
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5. 3. 5. 2 Nomenclature for P11

t
t

Computer clock reading at any time t
See paragraph 5. 1.5.5.

Vehicle altitude above a sphere whose radius

is that of the launch Pad

Rate of change of altitude measured in the

direction of the vehicle radius vector

Inertial velocity magnitude of the vehicle

Launchpad geodetic latitude

Launchpad geodetic longitude

IMU altitude above the launch Pad

h

h

v

0

Alt

,E

Lat

Lon,
P

I

\7 A vector in the Basic Reference Coordinate

System in the direction of the earthrs true pole

The ¿¡gsl¿r velocity of the earth

þnrsnnvrarl A matrix whose rows are the location of the

CDU

IMU Stable Member axes in the Basic Refer-
ence Coordinate System

The current value of the IMU Gimbal Angles

The Saturn Vehicle nominal pitch angle measured

from the Launch pad local vertical at liftoff to
the Saturn X axis.(See Figure 3.5-1. )

The Saturn nominal ro11 angle rneasured from
the X IMU Stable Member axis to the negative

Z spacecraft axis. (See Figure 3.5-1. )

A vector representing the ro11, pitch, and yaw

errors about CM body axes (in a right hand

sense ).

A yector representing the Saturn nominal desired

IMU gimbal angles (x, y, z).

Position on the launch pad.

q'

0R

Velocity on the launch pad.

E
-a

DGA

rl-

uL
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A constant computed in the State Subroutine
and used by the Attitude Error Display Sub-

routine.

Note that pad-loaded variables are identified in paragraph 5.3.5.1

5.3. 5. 3 Time Sequencing of P11 Subroutines

Frogram P11 is composed of four subroutines: Time Subroutine,
State Subroutine, Attitude Error Subroutine, and Display Subroutine. The
Time Subroutine is selected by Pll within 0.5 second of the lift-off discrete
receipt. The State Subroutine is initiated immediately after the Time
Subroutine and is through within 1 second after receipt of the lift-off
discrete. The cycling of the Attitude Error Subroutine is then started.
This subroutine refreshes the attitude error FDAI display approximately
every 1/2 second until P1l is exited. Body axis attitude errors are com-
puted from the differences between the desired gimbal angles (DGA) and

the actual gimbal angles (CDU). DGA is obtained from a S-part model of
the Saturn SIC attitude profile.

Before pitchover, t \< tEl, DGA is the lift off attitude (from the
Time Subroutine). Note that the Saturn yaw maneuver for tower
clearance is not modeled.

During the maneuver, tU, < t-< tEl * tu,Z, DGA is obtained from a

sixth order pitch polynomial and a first order ro11 polynomial
(FDAI Display Subroutine No. 1).

'ffhen t t tpt * tn2 (termination of the pitch maneuver, i. e. , tilt
arrest) DGA is held constant at its last computed value.

The values of tU, and tU, are chosen so as to provide a reasonably
smooth model of expected Saturn performance.

At the same time the attitude error display is started, the cycling of the
Display Subroutine j.s started. This subroutine displays v, h, and h via the DSKY.

It is cycled every 2 seconds followingthe Average-G computations and is out of
synchronization with the Attitude Error Subroutine.

Kz

1

2

3
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5. 3. 5.4 Time Subroutine

The procedure for clock zeroing and presetting of reference

time, t0, is shown in Figure 3,5-2. Refer to Time Definitionsr pârâ-

graph 5. 1.5.5, for a description of the reference ephemeris time syn-

chronizatíon with the AGC clock before tift-off. This activity does not

occur precisely at lift-off, but within 0. 5 second maximum of the receipt

of the lift-off discrete. In any event, the clock zeroing and the constant

tO are not changed for the remainder of the mission unless P27

intercedes

5. 3. 5. 5 State Subroutine

The state vector of the vehicle at lift-off in Basic Reference Coordinates

is that imparted by the earth. The first part of Figure 3.5-3 shows this computa-

tion.

REFSMMAT, the matrix that relates the IMU stable member orientation

at lift-off to the Basic Reference Coordinates, is determined as shown on page 2

of Figure 3.5-3. This computation assumes that the stable member X and Y axes

are normal to the pad local vertical and the X axis is aligned along the launch

azimuth Arpointíng down range and the Z axis toward the center of the earth.

This computation determines the local vertical utilizing the characteristics of the

eartht s reference ellipsoid.

The state vector and REFSMMAT computations take place within 0. 75

second of the receipt of the lift-off discrete by Program Pl1.

5. 3. 5. 5a. Attitude Error Subroutine

This subroutine computes and transmits to the FDAI the difference

between a stored nominal Saturn Launch Vehicle attitude profile and the actual

attitude profile as measured by the CM inertial measurement unit. Figures 3'5-4
and 3.5-5 present the details of these computations. This subroutine is cycled

approximately every 0. 5 seconds.

5. 3. 5.6 Display Subroutine

The computations of the display quantities v, h, h are shown on Fig-
ure 3.5-6. Callable display parameters available during P11 operations are de-

scribed in paragraph S. 6 . l0, Orbital Parameter and Entry Display C omputations.
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ENTER

EXIT

Figure 3.5-2. Time Subroutine

Read the clock setting tr = t
and zeroing t

+tlt
0

= CDU

to
DGA

)

J
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)

Initialize PIPAs for Average-G

To
Sheet 2

Figure 3.5-3. State Subroutine (Sheet L of 2)

Lat P' Alt, uvrE, AZP'Lon

tl=0rF=0

Call Lat - Long - Alt (Fig. 5.3-2 )

Lat* Lonp, A1tI, t', F

Resume r"

tL l¡= .E (!zx

Call Gravity Subroutine (Fig. 3.2-21 r,
Resume g"

Average-G Subroutine at t = 2 (Fig. 3.2-1)

"L, rL, 2, Ay, gp

)
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)

CalI Lat-Long-Alt (Fig. 5.3-2)

Lat", Lonp, AltI, t', F

-2Force%=tinFig.5.3-2
a¿

Resume r"

REFSMMAT^
-o

E_

_q

REF'SMM4Io

REFSMMAT^
-J

= UNIT (-r o)
-I

= UNIT (REFSMMS6 X U2)

= UNIT ( E_ X REF'SMM4!]6 )

= sin (Az'l E- + cos (Az) S

0l

þnnsrvrrvret]

X REFSMM4T

Kz=Az-18oo-Azp

)

EXIT

Figure 3.5-3. State Subroutine (Sheet 2 of.2l

J
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ENTER

Yes

CS

EXIT

Figure 3.5-4. Attitude Emor Subroutine
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tEt * tE

,CDU, = CDU

CaIl FDAI Display Subroutine
(Fig. 3.5-5) No. 1

DGA , t" KZ

Resume DGA

Cali FDAI Display Subroutine
(Fig. 3.5-5) No. 2

CDU,, DGA

Resume E ^.-1\

CaIl S/C Control of
Saturn Subroutine

3.5-7)

Resume E ^_1\

Transmit E4 to FDAI for display

Establish a recall of this
subroutine in not less than 0.25 sec
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¡'l

Yes

o

Yes

EXIT

Figure 3.5-5. FDAI Display Subroutine No. 1 (Sheet 1 of 2)

)

DGA tt, KZ

t <tnt

tp

op

on
="0*"1tp+... *t6tp

= KZ - sign (KZl Kîtp

6

= t'- tE1

on = sign (K )

=0Ê-R

C" = cos0

CO = cosO

0-c
TSMV

SP

sn

SP

P

P

S

S

-sn cp
-cncp

= sin

= SLn

P

R

P

oP'

0R'

CR -SR

sn -cR

Call CALCGTA Subroutine þaragraph5.6.3.2.3)

[r'fr"]
Resume DGA

,
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,^l

ENTER

Figure 3.5-5. FDAI Display Subroutine No. 2 (Sheet 2 of 2)

ACDU=CDU|-DGA

s, = sin ( cDU;), cx = cos ( cDUi)

= sin ( CDU

sx

cx

S ZZ Z

0Sz
TGSC cxczi

l, C, = cos ( CDU

1

0

0 -sxcz
]=

EA = frcsc] acDg

Return E 
^-.¿l

)
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)

START

EXIT

Figure 3. 5-6. Display Subroutine

r (t), v (t)
( from Average-G Subroutine )

v = ABVAL (v (t))

ti = v (t) . UNIT (r (t))

h = ABVAL (r (t))_ rr,P

Display v, h, li

Establish a recall of this subroutine

in approximately 2 seconds

U
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ENTER

No

Yes
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EXIT

Figure 3.5-7. Spacecraft Control of Saturn Subroutine
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Scale for
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5,4 TARGETING

The rendezvous targeting programs presented in this section provide a

CMC capability to determine the required input target parameters and to set

control modes for the varíous powered-flight guidance programs described in

subsection 5.3. The rendezvous targeting programs use the Basic R,eference

Coordinate System defined in paragraph 5. 1.4. 1; they require, as basic input

parameters, the vehicle state-vector estimates determined by the navigation

programs described in subsection 5. 2 and paragraph 5,3-2.

The Skylark rendezvous is implemented through the use of seven targeting

programs, and involves the following maneuvers:

NC1

NC2

NCC

NSR

TPI
TPM
NPC

Corrective maneuver no. 1

Corrective maneuver na, 2

Corrective combination maneuver

Coelliptic maneuver (slow rate)

Terminal -phas e initiation maneuver

Terminal-phase midcourse maneuver
Plane-change maneuver

The terminal phase of rendezvous (TPF) is accomplished by a series of manual

braki.ng maneuvers. These maneuvers do not require a targeting program.

The targeting program numbers, corresponding program names, and the

special maneuver data each program displays are as follows:

Special Maneuver
Program Dis ¡jProgram Number

P31

P32

P33

P34

P35

P36

P38

NC1 Targeting

NC2 Targeting

NCC Targeting

NSR Targeting

TPI Targeting

TPM Targeting

NPC Targeting

ou*cr' auNCC'

auNcc, auNSR,

45lsn

auTPp

AINsR

arxsn

Programs P31, P32, P34, and P38 use External Av guidance (paragraph

5.3.3.3.1); programs P33, P35, and P36 use the Lambert targeting concept.
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Lambert targeting can be based on conic or precision updates depending on the
value chosen for the variable N1. If N1 equals zero, targeting is performed
conically. If N1 is greater than zero, N1 represents the number of precision
offsets used to generate the offset-target vector. In this case, N1 is generally
set equal to two. All seven targeting programs use the Cross Product Steering
R,outine described in paragraph 5.3.3.4. The function SIGN (x) used in the
figures in this subsection is set equal to plus one if x is zero or a positive num-
ber; otherwíse, it is set equal to minus one.

A display common to all the programs in this subsection is MO'T ".dMVH', the number of optics and VHF navigation measurements processed since
the last W-matrix reinitialization; MGA, the middle gimbal angle at the start of the
maneuver-assuming plus-x acceleration; and TFI, the time from ignition. The
data are displayed in R1, R3, and R2 of verb L6 noun 45, respectively.

5.4, L R,endezvous Targeting Constralnts

The nature of the Skylab rendezvous is dictated by constraints on the
maneuvers, the maneuver times, and the trajectory. The NC1 and NC2 ma-
neuvers are constrained to be horizontal maneuvers. During the NC1 and

NC2 targeting programs the NCC maneuver is also constrained to be a hori-
zon|al maneuver. During the NCC program, however, the NCC maneuver is
dictated by a ti.me-constrained traverse between two position vectors (Lambert's

problem). The TPI maneuver is similarly constrained. The NSR maneuver
is constrained to result in coelliptic orbits following the maneuver. Coelliptic
orbits have an approximately constant radial distance between the orbits.

Four of the maneuvers have time constraints. The TPi time and the
time between the NCC and NSR. maneuvers are specified. The times between

the NC1 and NC2 maneuvers and the NC2 and NCC maneuvers are indirectly
specified by specifying the number of revolutions (may be given by a fraction)
involved in the transfers between the maneuvers. The time between the TPI
and TPF maneuvers is also indirectly specified via specification of the central
angle that the WS traverses between TPI and TPF.

The rendezvous also has three trajectory constraints-two altitude and

an elevation-angle constraint. The altltudes between the WS orbit and the

CM are specified for the NCC and the TPI times. Because the NCC

altitude is specified only during the NC1 program, however, this constraint is
not satisfied in the final trajectory if a navigation update occurs between NC1
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and NC2. The elevation angle specified is that angle(E¡) measured betr,veen the
CM loca1 horizontal plane and the CM line of sight to the workshop at TPI time.
In additi.on to the three trajectory constraints, rendezvous also requires specifi-
cation of the workshop central angle between TPI and TPF. Refer to Figure 4. 1-1

for a definition of the elevation angle, and to Figure 4. I-2 for an illustration of the
rende z vous constraints.

5.4.2 NC1 Tarseti.nE Prosram (P31)

The NC1 Program (P31) computes the first phasing maneuver, NC1,
and the NC2, NCC, and NSR maneLtver magnitudes for display. The required
inputs to this program are:

1. CM and WS state vectors, IC, yC, IW, VW

2. Time of the NCl maneuver, t6

3. Time between the NCC and NSR maneuvers, At

4. Time of TPI maneuver, tp

5. Altitude between the WS orbit and the CM at TPI time, Ah,'

6. Elevation angle, E"

7. NC1-NCZ mode switch, s = !

8. Number of revolutions between the NC2 and NCC maneuvers, nH1

9. Altitude between the WS orbit and the CM at NCC time, Ah

10. Number of revolutions between the NC1 and NC2 maneuvers, nC.

The NC1 program logic is illustrated in the flowchart in Figure 4.2-1,
The program uses two independent iterative loops, embedded in an outer iter-
ative loop, to compute a trajectory that satisfies the Skylab constraints. The
two inner loops use the magnitudes of the NC2 and NCC maneuvers as independent
variables, while the outer loop uses the magnitude of the NC1 maneuver. Nomi-
nal values for these maneuvers are stored in the program for use as initial
estimates. Because of the nature of the constraints being satisfied by the iter-
ative loops, the NC2 and NCC maneuvers are considered height maneuvers;
the NC1 maneuver is considered a phase maneuver.
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E¡
LOS

(

:UNIT HORIZONTAL
IN FORWARD DIRECTION
FOR C^4

POSITION VECTOR OF CM

l. lf the LOS proiection on UH is posltive:

a. When the LOS is above the horizontal
018.1nl2

L

b. When the LOS is below the horizontal
)nl21E 12¡

L

2. lf the LOS projection on UH is negatlve:

a. When the LOS is above the horizontal
nl21E, 1 n

L

b. When the LOS is below the horizontal
r,1E. 13¡l?

L

pl ane,

pl ane,

pl ane,

plane,

Figure 4, L-1, Definition of Elevation Angle E"
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0rbit of Vr/S Vehicle

zt = Period of post NCI maneuver orbit
rr= Period of post NC2 maneuver orbit

Figure 4. t-2. Illustration of the Skylark Rendezvous Constraints

)

Át*az
NCC

lcNcc

NSR

Coelliptic
Ve loc ity

dh

NC2

Á¡

NCI

TPF

n
H

hA
F

nc 7i
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NC1, NCz Programs

Inputs: Ig, yg, IW, yry, E¡, tg, At, tp, Ahp, ng1,

s (equals 1 for NC1; equals 2 for NC2),

If s= 1, Ah, n6

"F = cI= cF = pH1 = pH2 = o; tN = tC;IWS = Iw; yws = vq¡; pi = z';

dtc = 225 fps; du'l = 165 fps; duH2 = 25 fps

nC = nHl, dv6 = dvgl

Update IC, yC to t" using Coasting Integration Routine

(par. 5.2,2), obtaining166, yçg

Update I1y, y1y to t" using Kepler Subroutine (par. 5. 5. 5),

obtaining IWC, yWC

am = uNIT (rwc x v14rs);glv¡o=uNIT{[tr"" x ycc) x ¡cc.]r an.l]

d = SIGN (ns - 1B); c = SIGN [t*ro x IwC) . g!l]

S= pi- c [nl- "o"-1 
(ulwo.Jwc/rwc)] +{o+1) (c +tlpílz

_,

Figure 4.2-L, NC1, NCz Targeting Program tr'lowchart (Sheet 1 of 7)
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Yes No

No

Figure 4.2-L. NC1, NC2 Target_ing Program Flowchart (Sheet 2 of 7)

Yes

0

)

Display
AC 600

Backup f1yç, yyrg through 0 using Time-Theta

Subroutine (par. 5. 5. 7), obtaining t (+ 0 + + t; -0 à-t)

pi = 0; IwC = f1ryg; vryg = vws
cI=cI+1
tN=tN-t

-0

Update IWC, yWC to t* using Coasting Integration Routine

ICC = r"" UNIT

YCC = vgg UNIT t

ICC - (gCC ' ê¡:-t) am

YCC - (YCC ' am) am

Advance IW.C, y1yç through tf. - t, using Kepler Subroutine

obtaining l1yp, Yy¡¡r
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Using !'yyp, Yy¡¡r, Ahp, EL, Se = 0 in QRDTPI Routine

(par. 5. 4. 9. 5) obtain I*,

IC¡.O = IWJ - Ahr UNIT (fW,f )

YCCF i YCC + dvç UNIT (am x ggç)

Update ICC, YCCp through nC revolutions

using REVUP Routine (par. 5.4.9. 1), obtaì.ning

ICH1, YCH1, tg1 (equals t" + t)

+--+tuz - tH1; rc'uz = !cgt; YcHz = YcHt

cI= ocI= o'5

YCfff f'= yCHl + dvgl UNIT (am x CCH1)

Update ICH1, yCHIF through n¡¡1 revolutions using REVUP

Routine, obtaining ICHZ, yCHz, tg2 (equals tg1 + t)

-,

=1

lo =0

Figure 4.2-t, NCl, NC2 Targeting Program F'lowchart (Sheet 3 of 7)

)
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=0

lo Yes
No

=1

=0

Figure 4.2-L. NC1, NC2 Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet 4 of.7)

0

)

Update IWC, yWC to be radially above lCnZ

using RADUP Routine (par. 5.4.9,2),

obtaining IWHZ

uH1 =twHz-rat,-ah

eHtl <€z

Update c1r spr pH1, dtg1, using eg1 in ITER

Routine (par. 5.4.5.4)

Display
AC 601

cI= o'5 cI= o

tr=t¡12+At

CCHZF = YCH2 + dvg2 UNIT (am x fCgZ)
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Update ICH2, yCffZ¡. through At using

Kep1er Subroutine, obtaining ICS, ICS

Update IWC, yWC to be radially above rgg

using RADUP Routine (par. 5. 4.9,2), obtaining IWS, yWS

Obtain yCSF using IWS, vWS, rWS - rgg in

COE Routine (par. 5.4.9.3)

Update ICS, yCS¡" through t¡' - tS using

Kepler Subroutine, obtaining _"CF, yCF

Update !WC, .Vryg to be radially above ¡çp

using RADUP Routine, obtaining IWep

eH2= rWAF - rCF - Ahp

lo Yes

-0 No

Figure 4.2-L. NCL, NCz Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet 5 of 7)
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=0

=0 =1 Yes

To Sheet 3 No

-2

Figure 4.2-L. NCl, NC2 Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet 6 of ?)
5. -LL

)

Update "I, "F, pH2, du'2, using 
"H2 

it

ITER Routine
Display AC 601

ep = sIGN (gcp x rcro) ' .*] "o"-1 
(lc¡.t . rcp/rctr,n rcp)

Display
AC 602

Update "F, "!., 
pç, dvg, eo* dvo" using e"

in ITER Routine

Àv(LV) = (dv", 0, 0)

AIxc 2 fuv) = Âv (LV)

Update I\Ã¡C, !1yg to be radially above JC,,t

using RADUP Routine, obtaining J.*r,

AhC2 = r\Ã¡F - "CHL; AtNC2 = dv'l

AyNCr (LV) = Av (LV); tNCz = tgt

J



")

AuwCc = dv"r; acNsR = JcsF - Ycs; tNcc = tH2

t¡SR = tS. Z= -UNiT (&6g); Y = -am; X = Y xzt

acNSR(LV)=þtultayNsn

Overwrite of AyC (LV)

Astronaut

Input: a5 (LV)

Yes

Z = -UNIT (kC), J = -e!g; ð = Y x Zi

Av^ =-{- xY z
^v^ 

(LV)
_L,

A 2=akaIxcl = AYc

EXIT

)
No

-1 -2

Figure 4.2-L. NCl, NCz Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet 7 of 7)
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Before the program enters the iterative loops, the WS state vector is
,'phase matched" to the CM state vector at the time of NC1. This results in the

CM and WS traversing approximately the same central angle during the NC1 to

TpI phase of the rendezvous. Since the relative motion of two vehicles that tra-

verse the same central angle in approximately the same orbits can be predicted

based on either precision or conic updates, the NC 1 program can exclusively

employ conic updates without losing significant accuracy (compared with a pro-

gram using Precision uPdates).

The phase-match procedure starts by updating the cM and ws state

vectors to the NC1 time with precision and conic updates, respectively. A

unit vector uIWD is then calculated, which is colinear with the intersection of the

WS plane and the plane perpendicular to the CM plane that contains the CM

position vector. The angle 0 between the two vehicles is calculated next; it

is defined as a positive angle for the WS leading the CM. After 0 is converted

to a corresponding time, the WS state vector is precision updated to the esti-

mated phase match time t5. The updated posi.tion is then checked to deterrnine

if it is approximately colinear with uIWD . If not, the calculation is repeated

starting with the calculation of 0 Alarm code 600 is displayed if this iteration

fails.

When the number n" of revolutions between the first two maneuvers

exceeds l-8, there is a possibility that the WS might lead the CM by a central angle

greater than 360 degrees. To allow for this possÍbility, the equation for 0

includes a term that will increase 6 by 360 degrees when n" exceeds 18 and the

passive vehicle leads the active vehicle by less than 180 degrees.

When phase match is successfully completed, the CM state vector Ís

rotated into the plane of the WS orbit. The WS state vector is then updated to

the TPI time. The desired CM position vector lCpn at TPI is established

usì.ng the QRDTPI routine (paragraph 5,4.9.5) to determine the ws position

vector .f*, radially above ICfl This routine uses the elevation angle Et and

the altitud" ÅhF between the WS orbit and the CM, at the TPI time, in an iterative

search that solves for the TPI geometry.

The outer loop is initiated by adding the NC1 maneLlver to the CM

NC1 velocity vector. using the REVUP R,outine (paragraph 5.4.9,1), the new

state vector is updated through nc revolutions to the NC2 point.
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Before the first height iterative loop is entered, the iteration counter

switch c1 is set equal to zero if it is the first pass or to 0.5 if it is a subsequent

pass through the outer loop. This height loop starts by adding the estimated

NC2 maneuver to the CM velocity vector. The CM state vector is then advanced

to the NCC time using n¡¡1 in the REVUP R,outine. To verify that the height

constraint Ah is satisfied, the WS vehicle must first be updated to be radially

above the CM. This is accomplished using the R'ADUP Routine (paragraph 5'4'9'2)'
which computes the central angie between the two vehicles and updates the WS

state vector through that angle. An altitude error eg1 is then defined and checked

to determine if it is sufficiently smalI. This test is bypassed if the partial pg1

used in the iterative loop is zero so that a value for pg1 can be computed for use

in subsequent passes through the NC2 nìaneuver computation. If eg1 passes

the test, the program proceeds to the second height maneuver. Otherwise, the

ITER R,outine (paragraph 5.4.9.4) is used to obtain a new estimate of the NC2

maneuver, and the first height maneuver calculation is repeated. ITER encom-

passes the Newton-R,aphson iterative scheme based on numerical partials.

Following convergence of the first height maneuver (NC2), the calcula-

tion of the second height maneuver (NCC) starts by setting the iteration counter

cI to zero or to 0.5 depending on the value of cp. The estimated value of the

NCC maneuver is then added to the CM velocity vector at NCC. After the CM

state vector is updated through the time At to obtain the CM state at NSR', the

WS state vector is updated to be radially above the CM position vector using

the RADUp R,outine. The coelliptic velocity for the CM is then computed using

the COE R,outine (paragraph 5.4.9.3) and the CM state vector is updated to the

TpI time tp. The WS state vector is again updated to be radially above the CM

position vector using the RADUP Routine.

Based on the desired altitude difference Ahp, an altitude error ent2 is

defined. If the partial Pg, used in the iterative loop is not zero, and this error
is sufficiently smal}, the program proceeds to the outer loop. Otherwise, the

ITER R,outine is called to obtain a neu/ value of the NCC maneuver and updated

values of c1 and the partial pg2. The second height maneuver calculation is

then repeated untii the TPI altitude constraint is satisfied. If either the first

or second height maneuver iterations fail, alarm code 601 is dispÌayed.

In addition to a.constraint on the altitude at the TPI point, there is a

constraint on the phasing. The updated CM position vector f6p should be approx-

imately colinear with r6pp. An angular error ep is defined, which represents

the central angle between ggp and 1.C¡.n. If this error is sufficiently smaIl,
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the program is terminated after calculating the required displays. Otherwise,
the iTER Routine ls called to obtain a new yalue of the NC1 maneuver and to up-
date values of the outer loop iteration counter cp, the partial pg, and the stored
values of the error eop, and maneuver magnitude dvog. If this iterative loop
fails, alarm code 602 is displayed.

The astronaut can change the computed NC1 maneuver by overwriting
the displayed maneuver velocity vector in local-vertical coordinates. In this
case, the astronaut input then becomes the defined velocity-to-be-gained in
the External Av maneuver guidance (paragraph 5.3.3.3. 1) used to control the
maneuver.

The quantities computed for display are¡

1. AJNc 1(LV)

3

2. AvNC2, ÂuNCC

4:¡tro tt'v)

Á tNC2, tNcc, tNsn

5. AhNCZ

NC1 maneuyer in local-vertical
coordinates

Magnitudes of the NC2 and NCC
maneu vers

NSR, maneuver in local vertical
coordinates.

Times of the NC2, NCC and

NSR. maneLlvers

Altitude difference between the
WS orbit and the CM at the
time of the NC2 maneLlver

5. 4.3 NC2 Targeting Program (P32)

The NC2 program (P32), in addition to computing the second phasing
maneuven NC2, also computes and displays NCC and NSR maneuver magnitudes.
The NC2 program logic is incorporated into the NCl logic as shown in Figure
4.2-1. The required inputs are identical to the first eight inputs of the NC1
program (paragraph 5.4,2) with the exception that tg represents the time of the
NC2 maneuver. The NC1-NC2 mode switch is set equal to two upon selection
of this program.

NC2 begins by phase matching the CM and WS state vectors, as in the
NC1 program. After rotating the CM statevector into the plane of theWS orbit, the
initial estimate of the NC2 maneuver is added to the cM velocity vector.
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The CM state vector is then updated through ng1 revolutions to obtain the state

at NCC. The NCC maneuver is next calculated with the same algorithm used

in the NC1 program for the NCC maneuver. Finally, the NC2 maneuver is

varied to attain the desired phasing at TPI (analogous to varying the NC1 ma-
neuver in the NC1 targeting program).

The astronaut has the option of overwriting the display of the NC2 ma-
neuver in local-vertica] coordinates. The NC2 program utilizes the same alarm
codes as the NC1 program.

The quantities computed for display are

1' aoNc2 (LV)

2 Av AvNCC' NSR

NC2 maneuver in local-vertical
coordinates

Magnitudes of the NCC and NSR

maneuvers

3. Av¡1gs (LV) NSR maneuver in local-vertical
coordinates

4. tNCC, tNSR Tlmes of the NCC and NSR
maneuvers

5,4.4 NCC Targeting Program (P33)

The objective of the NCCTargeting Program (P33) is the computation of

the corrective combination maneuver. In addition, the program computes and

displays the NSR maneuver.

The inputs to the NCC program are:

1. CM and WS state vectors, ¡.g, Vg, !\M, yW

2. Time of the NCC maneuver, tg

3. Time between the NCC and NSR maneuver, At

4. Time of the TPI maneuver, tF

5. Altitude between the WS orbit and the CM at the

TPI time, Ah

6. Elevation angle, E"
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Figure 4.4-t is a flowchart of the program; it starts with precision
updates of the CM and WS state vectors to tç and tp, respectively. The QRDTPI
Routine (paragraph 5.4.9.5) is then called to obtain the WS state vector I\^¡J,
yyr¡ radially above the desired CM position vector at TPI. Using the WS state
vector and the altitude difference Ah, the.COE Routine (paragraph 5.4.9.3) is
called to obtain the CM state r"", ft" Rrior to the TPI maneuver. This state vec-
tor is then integrated backwards, using the Coasting Integration Routine, to the

time of the NSR maneuver, obtaining the target vector 161 for the NCC rnaneuver.

The Initial Velocity Subroutine (paragraph 5.5. 11) is called next to obtain the NCC

and NSR velocities based on setting the number of precision offsets N, eeual to
two and tfre åne angle equal to 15 degrees. The rotation projection switch f, and

r (tr) are obtained from the Initial Velocity Subroutine for use in the powered-

nigñt steering program as S* and the offset target vector. After the NCC

and NSR maneuvers are calculated, the NCC maneuver is rotated into
local-vertical coordi.nates for display. At the end of P33, the astronaut
has the option of overwriting the out-of-plane component of the NCC maneuver.
If he does, the program recomputes the aimpoint vector f (t2) by updating the

NCC state vector based on the new maneuver.

The quantities computed for display are

1. Asr\Tçg (LV) NCC maneuver in local-vertical
coordinates

2 avNsR (t'v) NSR maneuver in loca1-vertical
coordinates

3. tNSR, tT¡>i times of the NSR and TPI maneuvers

5.4.5 NSR Targeting Program (P34)

The objective of the NSRTârgeting kogram (P34) is the computation

of the coelliptic maneuver. The inputs to this program are:

1. CIVi and WS state vectors, jC, jC, rW, JW

2. Elevation angle, EL

3. Time of the NSR maneuver, 1.2

4. Time of the TPI maneuver, t3.
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NCC Program

Update IC, yC to t" using Coasting Integration

Routine (par. 5.2,2)

Update IW, yW to tp using

Coasting Integration Routine

Using Ir¡¡, y14¡, ^Ah, EL, Se = t in QRDTPI

Routine (par. 5.4. 9. 5) obtain IWJ, YWJ

Using !WJ, yWJ, Ah in COE Routine

(par. 5.4. 9. 3), obtain ICF, yCF

Update IC¡., yC¡, to ta + At using

Coasting Integration Routine, obtaining ICT, YCT

Using IC, ICT, At, e = 15o, N1 = 2 in Initial

Velocity Subroutine (par. 5.5. 11) obtain yCF, yCTp, f2, ¡ (t2)

Inputs: Ig, vg, 11¡¡, y1y, tC, tF, At, Ah, EL

To Sheet 2

Figure 4.4-L. NCC Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet I of 2)

)
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)

arxcc = kp - Yc; arNsR = kr - rcrF
Z = -UNIT (kr), Y = UNIT (yCru' kr);X = Y

Z= - UNIT (fC);I = UNIT (y'" , l.a); X=Y x Zt

xZ

T arNsn

aYxcc (LV) = Ft4t Âcxcc

ar¡sR (LV) = 
[X f Z]

Astronaut Overwrite

of aYNCc

Input: Ay
NCC

(LV)

Yes

avNcc = [f tZ] 
^vNCC 

(LV)

YCF= YC*AYNCC

Update IC, yCF through At using Kepler

Subroutine (par. 5. 5.5) obtaini.ng ¡(t2)

EXIT

No

Figure 4.4-L. NCC Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet 2 of 2).J
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The NSR program logic is illustrated in Figure 4.5-1. The program

starts with a precision update of the CM and WS state vectors to the NSR maneu-

ver time. After the CM state vector is rotated into the plane of the WS orbit,

the WS state vector is updated to be colinear with the CM position vector using

the Time-Theta Routine (paragraph 5. 5.7).

The I'coelliptic" maneuver constraint determines the semimajor axis

aç and vertical component of velocity vgy following the maneuver. After cal-

culating the CM post-NSR velocity vector vf 2, notfr the CM and WS state vectors

are conically updated to the time of thd TPI maneuver. The TPI program is then

used to calculate the time at which the specified elevation angle is attained. If
tlte iteration is not successful, an alarm code is displayed. At this point, the

astronaut can either recycle the program or proceed with the calculation of the

time displays.

The following quantities are computed for display

1. Ay¡1g6 (LV)

At
ó

,

NSR maneuver in local- vertical
coordinates

Time between the computed TPI time.

and the NSR maneuver time

Time between the comPuted TPI time
and the input TPI time

Altitude difference between the WS

orbit and the CM at the time
of the NSR maneuver

Out-of-plane parameters at t16:

CM out-of-plane posj.tion and velocity
relative to \MS orbital Plane

WS out-of-plane velocity relative to

CM orbital plane

3. 
^tTPI

4. Ah NSR

5 Y6, Yç, Yq¡

Y and Y
C

Yw

5.4.6 TPI Targeting Program (P35)

The Terminal Phase Initiation (TPI) Targeting Program (P35) computes

the terminal phase initiation maneuver. The position of this maneuver is deter-

mined by specifying either the TPI time or the elevation angle that specifies the

C
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)

NSR Program

Inputs: tC, yC, IW !W, EL, t2, t3

Update IC, yC, and r* yW to time t2

obtaíníng 162 yç2 and lWZ, ywz using the

Coasting Integration Routine (par, 5,2.2)

g1 = UNIT (,7ç2x gç2\; g2 = UNIT (yq72 x g1y2)

YC = Icz. U2;i¿ = YCz . U2;ir= yw2 .Ul

u = UNIT (tWZ x yWZ)

yc2 = rc2 uNIr l-¡62 - {rs2 . u)u]

ycz = vc2uNrr Lvs2 - tv62 . u)u]

cos g = lcz. twzlrcz rw2

sing= (l-.o"2,p\ll2
Sw=u.k*rxrarl

Update lWZ, IWZ with cos g, SGN (SW) sin I obtaining

IWC, YWC, 1O using Time-Theta Routine (par. 5.5. 7)

AhNsR = rwc - rc2i vwv = uwc tczl'c2t aw = trrwz
aC = aw - AhNSR; vCV = u*o {.*/"")3/2

vc¡¡ = sQRT þ o¡"", - tlaç) - uzcv]

YôZ = uCH UNIT ('r x JC2) + vsy UNIT (962)

aYz = Ycz - Yczt z= UNIT (-rcz)
y= _9;X=UNIT(yxZ)

AJmsR {r,v) = [x t-Z)' oyr+ (0, -ic, o)

afusn = [= t Z] a:*ro tr,vl

To Sheet 2

Figure 4.5-t. NSR. Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet 1 of 2).J
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Update ¡.,z, l'C2 ttd I.,MZ, IWz to time tt obtaining IC' IC

and r*, Yg¡ usíng Kepler Subroutine (par. 5. 5.5)

ObtaÍn t or alarm using ¡.g, Yç, Iy¡, !q¡, n = 0,

FLAG = 1, t = t3, t*"" = 250 sec, E¡ in TPI

Program (par. 5.4.6) entering atO"t Figure 4'6-t

Astronaut
re cycleIs alarm set ?

t=t¡At3=1-12, Atlpl=t-tB

EXIT

Yes Yes

Figure 4. 5-1. NSR Targeting Program tr'lowchart (sheet 2 of 2'l

..)
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relative geometry of the vehicles at the TPI point. The inputs to this program

are

1. CM and WS state vectors, ICI, yCI, IWi, YWI

2, Time t of the TPI maneuver

3. Elevation angle E¡ (set equal to zero if t is

specifÍed)

4. Central angle t¡t of the WS between

the TPF and TPI points

5. Number N1 of precision offsets made in generating

the offset target vector for TPI maneuver;

if set equal to zero, conic trajectories are used

to generate the target vector.

The TPI program logic is illustrated in Figure 4.6-L. The program starts with
a precision update of the CM and WS state vectors to the TPI time. It then com-

putes the elevation angle-if it has not been specified-and initiates an iteration
procedure to determine the TPI time at which the elevation angle is attained.

This procedure - based on conic trajectories-uses the input TPi time as an

initial estimate. Modifications to the TPI time are based on an empirical rela-
tionship using the angular distance between the current position of the WS and

the desired position of the WS. This relationship assumes that the WS is in a

circular orbit and that both the CM and WS are moving at a constant angular rate

To help ensure convergence during the iteration procedure, the followlng

steps are taken¡

1. The TPI time step size ôt is restricted to 250 sec.

2. If the solution has been passed (ôE¡ ôEg <0), the step

size is halved and forced in the direetion opposite to

the last step.

3. If the iteration is converging ( lang ¡ - lonrl >0), the

sign of ðt is maintained.

4, If the iteration is proceeding in the wrong direction,

the step direction is reversed.
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TPI Program

Inputs; ¡q1, yCI, fWI, Y1y1, t, E¡, ot, FLAG = 0,

N1, n = 0, ótmax = 250 sec

Update rCI, .yCI and _IWI, gWI to time t
obtaining f6, Vg and IW, !W using

Coasting Integration Routine (par, 5.2,2)

tS = t; ICr = fC; JCp = yç; Ir¡rF = Iyy; y147p - y147

qp = UNIT
EO = ¿65-1

x YC)

rc)l
rc) !C

(uSIGN J)

Br- - (gr,
sL-

g

- !.); u

E4 = 2n-E4

Yes
EL=EA

Yes

Yes No

No

No

El=o
FLAG = 2

nrl <0. r

Return to P34

s cos E¡lrwl >l

Yes Exit
with alarm

n= n+ 1; dEO= 66t dE¡= nO- U"

'C = u^ . UNIT (u x r^)/-L - -.'tc
ow= !w. uNIT [(Jw x yy7) x ,r]/"1y

o = EL + sIcN 
lG"c 

x Iw) . u] "o"-1 
(¡s . rw/rç rw)

,, _ a - r +SIGw (r* - r") [r - cos-1 (r" cos nr/rwl
,c-rw

)
es

No

Yes Yes

a-E¡) (rry - rC) =

No

To Sheet 2

Figure 4.6-1. TPI Targeting Prograrn Flou/chart (Sheet 1 of 3)
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I

Yes

Yes

No

No

Figure 4.6-1. TPI Targeting Program Floï/chart (Sheet 2 of 3)

No

ót = ót-u*SIGN

n= 1

YesóE0<0
= -siGN (óto) 

lótl /2

ótmax - ótmax/3

Yes
dt =SIGN (ótO)

I sno l>Þn, I

t=t-1.56i0

610= -61012

t=t+ót
ótdto

Update rCF, gCF and !.WF, yWF through time t - tS obtaining

].C, yC and IW, yW using Kepler Subroutine (par. 5.5,5)

)

obtain tp using !w, yw, úJt in Time-Theta Subroutine (par. 5. b, ?)

Update !W, 91y through tF obtaining ry¡¡, yWT., using Kepler Subrout.ine

Update ¡W, y, to time t + tF obtaining IWT, JWT'

using Coasting Integration n.outine

Yes

1tr" . r*r/"."'") - "] sIcN [-rc " ¡w.r) . s],=onl"o"

Obtain yi, f2 and !'CF, using fC, !"', tF, e = 15o,

Nl in lnitial Velocity Subroutine (par. 5.5, 11)

Obtain Hp using I'C, yó in PERIAPO Subroutine (par. 5.5. 14)

ACrp¡= yó - yC, Ayrpr = CcF - gWT, At.¡pr= t - 1,

s- = f^, Y = -u, z= UNIT ( -r^\. X=Y x Zn ¿ - -(i - 
-

)
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ayrpl (LV) = [o t ,]t ayrpr

Astronaut
Overwrite

Input: Ayrr, (LV)

Obtain new target vector ¡(t2) by updating rg,

vi througfr tt using Kepler Subroutine

Yes

Et=9l,ttpr=t+tF
¡,z = uult 

fto 
* orl t el]

Ro=RtXRt

Ayrpl (LOS) = þr az ur]t o"t",

EXIT

No

aYtpi = XY z] asrPr tl-vl

Yó= oc*AYrpr

Figure 4. 6-1. TPI Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet 3 of 3)
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The iteration is terminated for any of the following reasons, and a

single alarm(as described in Section 4 is set:

The iteration counter has exceeded its maximum
value of 15.

The line of sight emanating from the CM does not

intersect the circular orbit with radius equal to
that of the WS.

The elevation angle is inconsistent with the relative
altitudes of the two vehicles (e. g., if the elevation
angle is less than 1B0o when the CM is above the WS).

Upon convergence, the state vectors are precision updated to the TPI time

The TPI-TPF phase of the program starts with the use of the angle clt
in the Time-Theta Subroutine to determine the corresponding transfer time tt.
The WS state vector is then updated through t" using either a conic or precision

updating routine, depending on the value of N1. Thelnitial Velocity Subroutine (para-

graph 5.5. 11) is then called to compute a transfentrajectory between the TPI and TPF
points with the cone angle € set equal to 15 degrees. The rotation projection
switch f2 and r(t2l are obtained from this routine for use in the

powered-flight steering program as S¡1 and the offset target vector.

The display of Ag.¡'pI (LV) may be overwritten by the astronaut. If so,

a ne\¡r' offset target vector is generated and Af:f pf (LOS) is recomputed as shown

in Figure 4.6-t. This new aimpoint is used for powered f1-ight steering.

l"'he TPI program computes the following data for display:

1

t

3

1. Auf pl
2. Ay1p1 (LV)

3. Ayrpl (LOS)

4. AvTPF

TPI maneuver magnitude

TPI maneuver in local-vertical
coordinates

TPI maneuver in line-of-sight
coordi.nates

TPF maneuver magnitude

Time between the computed TPI
time and the input TPI time

5' ahpl
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t Computed TPI time

Computed ele vation angle

CM central angle between TPI
and intercept

5.4.7 gram (P36)

The Terminal Phase Midcourse (TPM) Targeting Program (P36) com-
putes the terminal phase midcourse coi'rection maneuver. This maneuver
ensures CM-WS rendezvous at the time established in the TPI program. The
astronaut can call this program any time after the TPI maneLlver, but in general
no later than 10 minutes before the intercept time. Figure 4.7-t flowcharts
the TPM Program.

The inputs to program P36 available in the guidance computer are as

follows:

1. CM and WS state vectors, IC, IC, "W, I.W
2. Intercept time, trr"

3. Number of precision offsets, N,

4. Time delay, ôt (tne time required to prepare for the
maneuver)

When the program ls initiated, the number of navigation measurements
since the last W-matrix reinitialization and the time since last maneuver, or ma-
neuver calculation are displayed. Based on this information and the additional
dísplays discussed in paragraph 5. 6. 7, the astronaut can choose to proceed with
the midcourse maneuver at some time. When he does so, the program precision
updates the state vectors to the present time plus the time delay. After updating
the WS state vector to the time tr"U to obtain the target vector IW' , the Initial
Velocity Subroutine is called, with the cone angle € set equal to 15o, to obtain
the velocity vector J'6 on the transfer ellipse. The rotation projection switch f,
and r(tr) are obtained from this routine for use in the powered-flight steering
program as SO and the offset target vector.

6

7

B

Er,

ç

TPM Tarsetins Pro
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I

No

Figure 4.7-1. TPM Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet I of 2)

TPM

Inputs: lC, yC, lW, !W, tTpF, Nt, time delay

61 = time delay

Update ¡'C, yC and ¡r¡¡, y1y to time tpresent + 6z

using Coasting Integration Routine (par. 5,2.2)

Nr=o

Update IW, yW to time tr"*' obtainirg t'VT

using Kepler Subroutine (par. 5.5.5)

tTpF !wt
Routine

!w !w

using C

"o"-1{¡6 .¡wt/rc . rq¡1) -r
Cx

c x 3wT). g9=11 +

u=

Obtain V'g, f (t2) and f2 using IC, IWt, tTpf - (tpresent + ó1),

e = 15o, N, in Initial Velocity Subroutine (par. b.5. 11)

AYrp1yr=Yó-Yc

sR=fz

X =--s
z = UNrT (_tc)
X=YxZ

Avrr*(LV) = x X z]r avtr*

J
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Er = uNIr (¡w - ¡c)
Ez=uNIrftu*nf , o,J
Rr=RrXRo
-u -l -a

aYtpu(Los) = [u, u, ur]t ottrt

Astronaut
Overwrite

of Av^
-l P

Input: AVT"OO(LOS)

avrpvr = 
þ, EzBr] ot""*(Los)

Yô=vc*aYrpM
Arrpvr(LV, = [¡ Y4)'ayrpvr

Obtain new target vector l(tr) updating IC, VC

through trpp - (tpresent+ 6r ) uslng Kepler Subroutine

EXIT

No

Figure 4.7-t. TPM Targeting Program Flowchart (sheet 2 of 2)
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\
P35 computes the following quantities for display:

1 ACfpIU (LV) TPM maneuyer in local-yertical
coordinates

TPM maneuver in 1lne-of-sight
coordinates

CM central angle between TPM
and intercept

2. Ayrpu (LOS)

E

The display of Ay OOS) can be overwritten by the astronaut. If so, a

new offset target vector is generated and the AftpVt(LV) is recomputed as shown

in Figure 4.7-I. This new aimpoint is used for powered-flight steering.

5.4. B NPC Targetine Program (P3B)

The plane change NPC Targeting Program (P38) computes the plane-
change (PC) maneuyer. The inputs to this program are the state vectors of the

CM and WS and the time t of the last maneuver. This last maneuver, made by
the CM, is assumed to result in a nodal point after a 90-degree traverse from
the maneuver position.

Figure 4,8-l contains a flow diagram of the program, which starts
with a precision integration of the CM state vector to the time of the last ma-
neuver. The time tr" of the nodal crossing is then computed by using the

Time-Theta Routine to update the CM state vector through 90 degrees. Following
the precision updating of both the CM and WS state vectors to the time of the plane

change maneuvers, the following quantiti.es are computed for display:

1 4v"", (LV) PC maneuver in local-vertical
coordinates

Time of PC maneuver

Out-of-p1ane displays (See

NSR displays. )

IPC

YC, YC, Yw

3

t

3
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NPC Program

Inputs: -Ig, Yg, !1y, Y1¡¡, t

Update Ig, yç to t using

Coasting Integration Routine (par. 5.2.2)

Obtain At using Iç, v6, cot = 90o

in Time-Theta Subroutine (par. 5.5.7)

tpc=t+at

Update Ig, vç, I\ ¡, vW to tpg using

Coasting Integration Routine

)

Figure 4.8-1. NPC Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet 1 of 2)
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ur = UNIT (v^ v r^)
-l -L --u

g2 = UNIT (Vq¡ x ¡q¡)

Yg=Ig.u2
Yç = Yç . E!

t* = y1¡y. u1

Ay1'C (LV) = (0, - Yg, 0)

Z= -UNIT (r^). Y = rrr. X =Y x Z'-L'- 
- -I- -

aypc = þX Z] avpçfi,v1

EXIT

Figure 4.8-1. NPC Targeting Program Flowchart (Sheet 2 of 2)J
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5.4,9 Targeting Program Routines

The routines described in this'section are used by the NC1, NCz, and

NCC targeting programs.

5.4. 9. 1 REVUP Routine

The REVUP Routine (Figure 4.9-1) conically updates a state vector
r, v through a specified number n of revolutions. The semimajor axis a is
first calculated, and then used to convért n revolutions into a corresponding
time by multiplying n b'y the period of the orbit. After conically updating the
state through this time, the program returns the new state and the time.

5.4. 9. 2 RADUP Routine

The RADUP Routine (Figure 4.9-2) conically updates the WS state vec-
tor rW, v, to be radially above the position of the CM lC. The routine initially
calculates the centrai. angle 0 between the two vehicles as a positive angle*if
the CM leads the WS. The WS state vector is then updated through 0, using the

Time-Theta Subroutine to obtain the desired state.

5.4. 9. 3 COE Routine

The COE Routine (Figure 4.9-3) computes the CM coeltiptic state based
on the state vector J', y of the WS and a delta altitude h. After computing the
semimajor axis a of the WS orbit, COE calculates the desired semimajor axis
ap of the CM orbit. This data is then used to compute the desired radial com-
ponent of velocity vy and the velocity vector y6 for the coelliptic orbit.

5. 4. 9.4 ITER Routine

The ITER R,outine (Figure 4.9-4) encompasses a Newton-Raphson
iteration scheme based on empirical partials. It utilizes as inputs:

1. Current x and old xo values of the independent variable (The

äiffiiî,]'"ii"i ; ï: ï:i :ï ffi äîlïJ :::ïi : 
"'

(t measured in sec) when called by the QRDTPI Routine. )

2- current e and old eo values of the dependent variable

3. Estimate of the partial p = de/dx
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REVUP Routine

Inputs: f, !, n

a = tl Qlr-u , ylul

t=2n n(^3lt4Ll2

Update ¡, y through t using Kepler

Subroutine (par. 5. 5. 5)

Return tT, Y,

i-)
Figure 4,9-1. REVUP Routine Flowchart

Figure 4.9-2. RADUP Routine Flowchant

RADUP Routine

Inputs: I1y, y1y, Ig

[,rr * rs) . (r\^/ x y\Ã/)] 
"o"-1 

(rw. r6/rprs)0 = SIGN

Update 11¡¡, yqr through S using Time-Theta Routine (par. 5.5. 7)

Return lqi, yryy

U
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'-ì

COE Routine

Inputs: I, y, h

vV = ! . g(a/a¡)l'ul"t JC = I - h UNIT (!)

uç=þe¡r,- - 1/ap) - "v4t/',r*rt ((l x y) x ¡) + vy rç116

a= tl2lr - y .'¿lu); ap = a - h

Return IC, yC

)

Figure 4.9-3. COE Routine Flowchart

J
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;' 
'l

= 0.5 =0

Figure 4.9-4. ITER Routine Flowchart

ITER Routine

Inputs: c, s, e, p, x, €o, xo

Ax= 1

>0.5

Ax=3=Q-eo

p=(e-eo)/(x-x6)

c > 15
No

Ax = e/p

/0

Yes

1

c+1;€o=€; X; X= x-AXC= xo=

Return c, s¡ p, x, €9r x o

J
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4. An iteration counter c that also functions as a control switch
as follows:

c = 0 First pass, p equals zero; increment x
by one

c = 0.5 - First pass with nonzero p; compute change in
x to be e/p

c > 0. 5 - Change x based on new partial computed
from e, "o, 

*, and xo

5. A switch s, whjch is set equal to one in case the iterati.on
counter exceeds 15,

In addition to computing a new estimate of the independent variable, ITER updates
the quantities eo, * o, p, and the j.teration counter c. whenever e equals eo, ITER
increments xby 3.

5.4.9.5 QRPTPI Routine

The QRDTPI Routlne (Figure 4.9-5) determines the WS state vector
radially above the cM at the TPI time. The inputs to thj.s subroutine are:

E

WS state vector at the TPI time

Altitude between the WS orbit and the CM
at the TPI time

Elevation angle

Switch ( 1 for coasting integration; 0 for
conic update)

QRDTPI uses the ITER Routine (paragraph 5.4.9.4) in an iterative search for
the desired WS state vector r¡, vr-which is radiaily above the desired CM TPI
positlon vector. Each pass through the iterative loop involves an update of the WS

state vector to the estimated time associated with the desired rr. The routine then
calculates an error e" that represents the difference between the desj.red central
angle between the CM and WS position vectors at the TPI time and the actual
central angle. QRDTPI then iterates until e', is smallerthan €1, usingtheNewton-
Raphson iterative scheme contained in the ITER Routine. If the iteration faits,
alarm code 603 is displayed.

r,v

h

L
S
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,l

No

Yes

Yes

No

Figure 4.9-5. QRDTPI Routine Flowchart

5.4-39

-1

,-)

QRDTPI Routine

Inputs: !, y, Ah, E¡, s

c-t=sF-

EL=EL-oEL) o

s=1
Adyance !, y through t using Kep1er

Routine (par. 5.5.5), obtaining ¡¡, v¡

Adyance ¡, y through t using Coasting

Integration trùoutine (par. 5.2.2), obtaíning g.1, y.1

Yes

eT = Íf 2 - EL - sin-t [", - Ah) cos (n") / r]

- cos 1 
[uNrrtrl 

. uxrr{r¡)] srcN [rr x r) . rr * y)]

Return: f -, v-
-d -.J

<€eT

Update c¡ sþr p, t, €1o, to using e1 in

ITER Routine (par. 5. 4.9.4)

Display
AC 603J



BLANK
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5.5 BASIC SUBROUTINES

5.5. 1 General Comments

This section describes the basic solar system and conic trajectory sub-

routines that are used by the various guidance and navigation routines.

5.5. 1. 1 Solar System Subroutines

The transformation between the Basic Reference Coordinate System and

the Earth-fixed Coordinate System is described in paragraph 5.5.2. The procedure

for transforming between vectors in the Basic Reference Coordinate System and

latitude, longitude, and altitude coordinates ls given in paragraph 5.5.3. The method

of computing the unit position vector of the sun relative to the ear:th is given in

paragraph 5.5.4.

5. 5. 1. 2 Conic Trajectory Subroutines

This paragraph describes a group of conic-trajectory subroutines, which

are frequently used by higher level routines and programs.

These subroutines, whose block diagrams are presented in paragraphs

5.5.5 to 5.5. 10, provide solutions to the following conic problems. (See nomen-

clature that follows. )

Given r (t, ),

tO; solve for r (trl v (tr)
(Kepler Subroutine)

tDZl, sa; solve for v (t1)

(Lambert Subroutine)
g ; solve for tr' r (trl, v ft.rl

(T ime - Theta Subroutine )

r ftr), s i; solve for tr' r (tr), v (tr)
(T ime - Radius Subroutine )

4. Given r (tr),

5. Given r (t), v (t); solve for tp, .A, e

(Apsides Subroutine)

In addition, the paragraph describes six subroutines related to the five

Iisted above.

)

1

G

G

1

2

3

1ven

ven

v (tr),(t1)'r

r (trl,

v (t, ),r (tr),

v (tr),

.,J
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5.5. 1.2. LMethod of Solution. -To minj.mize the total number of computer instruc-
tions, the problems are solved in the "universal" form, i.. e., only equations that

are equally valid for the ellipse, parabola and hyperbola are used.

Keplerrs equation, in the universal form, is utilized to relate transfer
time to the conic parameters. All other necessary equatíons are also universal.
The Kepler and Lambert problems are solved with a single-iteration loop utilizing
a simple first-order slope iterator. In the case of the Kepler problem, a third-
order approximation is available to produce the initial estimate for the independent

variable. (See Equation (2. 2. 4\ of paragraph 5.2.2.2.')

Paragraphs 5.5.5 through 5.5. 10 provide block diagrams of the detailed

computational procedures for solving the various problems. The equations are

presented in block-diagram form with the nomenclature defined below.

5.5. I.2.2 Range of Variables. -Since the values of problem variables are
determined by the solution of the problem being solved, and since the problem
can originate from the ground system, it is essential that the variable range
Iimitations be defined. The conic routines are incapable of handling problems
when the solution lies outside the range.

The following is a list of the maximum allowable numeric values of the

variables. Note that in addition to fundamental quantities such as position and

velocity, Iimitations exist on intermediate variables and combinations of variables

5.5.1.2.3 Scaling for Conic Subroutines (paragraphs 5' 5' 5 to 5' 5. 10)

Parameter Maximum Value'''

28

229

27

r
V

t

a

a

-22

2

2

, 6

N

-&
All dimensional values are in units of meters and centiseconds.

-The 
maximum absolute value occurs for negative values of this parameter.
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I

Parameter Maximum Value

2

2
5

2
5

, T7

-50

+ 4n2

217

26

t

2
3

2
I

2
49

235

249

27

28

215

24

2t

4
P¡'1

cot ?

cot $

x
{(*-2È=4X

Ylc- = r "I_ ^f
"2='uzf u - t

x=r(ttllr(tzl 27

û
I

234

233

t
x

e

cos0-À

xz c (€)

? ,-x" s (€)/V¡¿

2

"1 
* c (€)

2

c, x2 s (€)

* [c2 x2 s (€) + r (tr)l

€ s(€)

x2 c (€)/ r

Çx(€s(€)- Ðlrftzl
c (€)

s (€)

'k411 di*"rrsional values are in units of meters and centiseconds.
''"'Both the maximum and minimum valUes are listed, since neither can be

exceeded.

)

J
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5. 5. 1.2.4 Nomenclature for Conic Subroutines (paragraphs 5. 5. 5 to 5. 5. 10)

r(t. )_I
initial position vector

v(t, )_I
initial velocity vector

y_(trl terminal position vector

v(t,) terminal velocity vector

unit normal in the direction of the angular

momentum vector

reciprocal of semimajor axis
(negative for hyperbolas)

radius of pericenter

radius of apocenter

eccentricity

ratio of magnitude of initial position vector
to semi-major axis

ratio of semi-latus rectum to initial
position vector magnitude

inertial flight path angle as measured from
vertical

true anomaly difference betr¡/een r(t1) and r (t, )

true anomaly of r (lrl

a universal conic parameter equal to the ratio
of eccentric anomaly difference to r/Jãtor the

ellipse, or the ratio of the hyperbolic analog

of eccentric anomaly difference to f,-- q for
the hyperbola

q

9¡q

*P

tA

e

oN

P¡1

^l

e

f

x
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I xr

t

value of x from the previous Kep1er solution

computed transfer time from Keplerrs equation

(t2 - tl)

transfer time corresponding to the previous

solution of Keplerrs equation

desired transfer time through which the conic
update of the state vector is to be made

desi.red transfer time to traverse from r(tr)
to r(t^)

-¿
error in transfer time

fraction of desired transfer time to
which tnnR must converge
increment in x which will produce a smalI"" IERR

value of Ax which will produce no significant
change int^

increment in cot 7 which will decrease the

magnitude of t nRR

value of Acot ? which will produce no signifi-
cant change in t'

product of universal gravitational constant

and earthrs mass

*wrAx maximum vaLue of x

*MIN minimum value of x

cot MAX maximum value of cot 7

minimum value of cot ?

2t

t'27

to

tnzt

Ax

€x

tnRR

tt

Acot "y

ttB

€ c

cotMIN
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y'

4UeX upper bound of general independent variable

a MIN lower bound of general independent variable

*MAXO absolute upper bound on x

k a fraction of the full range of the independent

variable which determines the increment of
the independent variable on the first pass

through the iterator

general dependent variable

previous value of y

error in y

general independent variable

àz increment in z that will produce a small"t YERR

"G
a sign that is plus or minus according to

whether the true anomaly difference between

r(tr) and r(tr) is to be less than or greater

than 180 degrees

Ynnn

z

g a sign that is plus or minus according to

whether the desired radial velocity at r(Lrl
is plus or minus

general vector # 1

general vector # 2

angle between \ l and n,

a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether a

guess of cot ? is available or not

r

r?1

L2

ö

f1
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f. a switch set to 0 or L according to whether
Lambert should determine u*-from r(tr) and l(tr)
or u *is an input

a tag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the

iterator should use the 'rRegulaFalsj." or bias

method

a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the
iterator is to act as a first order or a second

order iterator

a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether
Lambert converges to a solution or not

a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether or
not the new state vector is to be an additional
output requirement of the Time-Theta or Time -
Radius problems.

a flag set to 1 if the inputs require that the conic
trajectory must close through infinity

a flag set to 1 if the Time-Radius problem was

solved for pericenter or apocenter instead of
r (t2)

a flag set to 1 if the input to the Time-Radius
Subroutine produced an e less than 2-18

period of the orbit

2

f
3

fs

f.
5

T

)

6

I

f

f.

fg

,p

k

t1

0

1
tothe minimal acceptance fraction of t

which,nRR must converge
D'¿T

a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether or not

the velocity vector at the terminal position is to
be an additional output requirement of the Lambert
Subroutine
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5. 5. 1. 3 Additional Subroutines

The computation of the required initial velocity vector for a trajectory
of specified transfer between initial and target position vectors is described in

paragraph 5.5.11. Paragraph 5.5.13 discusses a subroutine which computes the

Iines-of-sight of the sun and earth relative to the spacecraft in the Basic Reference

Coordinate System. The computation of the two-body apocenter and pericenter

altitudes, given the position and velocity vectors for a point on the trajectory and

the primary body, is described in paragraph 5.5. 14. Fina11y, paragraph 5.5. 15

discusses a program for computing the time of the first crossing of a specified

longitude after a specified base time-as well as the corresponding latitude-for
earth orbit.

5.5.2 PlanetarY Inertial Orientation Subroutine

This subroutine is used to transform vectors between the Basic Reference

Coordinate System and the Earth-fixed Coordinate System at a specified time.

These coordinate systems are defined in paragragraph 5' 1' 4'

Let r be a vector in the Basic Reference Coor "i 
:nate System, r E the

same vector expressed in the Earth-fixed Coordinati,, Syst: n, and t the specified

ground elapsed time (GET). Then,

"E
M(t) L r (5.2. r)

and (5.2.2\

where M (t) is a time dependent orthogonal transformation matrix, and L is a 3 x 3

matrix included in the prelaunch erasable data load. The third row of the L matrix
is identical to the unit vector urof the earthrs true north polar axis expressed in the

BasicReferenceCoordinateSystem. Thevectorurísused, forexample, intheCoastinq
IntegrationRoutine (paragraph 5.2.2.3), in the Earth Orbit Insertion Monitor, P11

(paragraph 5.3.5), and in calculating the displays described in paragraph 5.6. 10.6.

'I'he matrix L is considered constant for the duration of the mission, although for
long missions L can be updated if desired.

The matrix M (t) describes a rotation about the polar axis
of the earth (the Z-axis of the Earth-fixed Coordinate System), and the
matrix L accounts for the effects of precession and nutation.

T¡I-
r = L ' M(t)' rD

)
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Let

then

Az = AZO* o" (t + tO) (5. 2. 3)

vr(t) =

cos A,
-sin A,

0

sin A

cos A
z

Z

0

0

10

where A ZO 
j.s the angle b.etween the X-axis of the Basic Reference Coordinate

System and the X-axis of the Earth-fixed Coordinate System (the intersection of

the Greenwich meridian and the earthrs equatorial plane) at the time the computer
clock is zeroed, linearly backdated to the astrodynamic epoch;x' tO is the elapsed

time between the astrodynamic epoch and the time the computer clock was zeroed;

and oE is the angular velocity of the earth.

5. 5. 3 Latitude-Longitude Subroutine

For display and data-load purposes, the latitude, longitude, and altitude
of a point near the surface of the earth are more meaningfuL and more convenient
to use than the components of a position vector, This subroutine is used to trans-
form positron vectors between the Basic Reference Coordinate System and Geo-

graphic latitude, longitude, and altitude at a specified time.

The altitude is defined with respect to either the launch-pad radius,

" Lp, or the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid, r F , which is computed from

b
2

F
(5.3. 1)

b22 ) (r - srNL2)

2r
1-(1 -

where a and b are the semimajor and semiminor axes of the Fischer ellipsoid,
respectively, and SiNL is the sine of the geocentric latitude.

The computational procedures are illustrated in Figures 5.3-1, 5,3-2,
and 5.3-3. The calling program must specify either a vector r or latitude (Lat),

longitude (Long), and altitude (Alt). In addition, the program must set the time

ooThe 
astrodSmamic epoch is nominally taken to be the Greenwich midnight uniyersal

time that begins the July first preceding the launch.
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t and the indicator F, where

1 for Fiseher ellipsoid radius
þ=

0 for launch pad radius.

ENTER

Figure 5.3-1. Vector to Latitude, Longifude, Altitude Computation Logic Diagram

)

)

Call Planetary Inertial Orientation
Subroutine to Transform r to rp

SINL =

u= = UNIT (Id
*o
tr.

Determine rg
Fig. 5. 3-3

-1

-1 t1

%
Long = 1"tt

2to tL+
t

u2
Lat = tan ,2

b
2a

Alt =r-r
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ENTER

to

tr.

u2

l-cos (r,one) cos

lsir, (Lone) cos

L 4sin (r,at)
a

= UNITlp

SINL = u,

(Lat)

(Lat)

Call Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine
to Transform Unit Vector r.p to Unit Vector r

0
Fig. 5. 3-3

rmlne r

"=(rO+Alt)r

EXIT

Figure 5.3-2. Latitude, Longitude, Altitude to Vector Computation Logic Diagram
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ENTER

Yes

No

EXIT

Figure 5.3-3. Determination of rO

F= 1

Compute r"
Eq. (5. 3. 1)

r
0

tLP

rr F0

)
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5.5.4 Solar Ephemerides

This subroutine is called by LOCSAM (paragraph 5. 5. 13) to obtain the

line-of-sight unit vector of the sun with respect to the earth, which may be used

for IMU alignment.

The unit position vector of the sun with respect to the earth in the

Basic Reference Coordinate System is given by: i

K:ES

cos (LOS)

sin (LG)

sin (LOS)

(5. 4. 1)
1

K
3

where the true longitude of the sun is approximated by:

LOS = LOSO + LOSR (t+to) - Csin I oMEGAc (t+t0 ¡ + euASE"1, ß'4.2',)

and where t and tO are defined in Time Definitions (paragraph 5, 1.5.5).

5.5. 5 Kepler Subroutine

The Kepler Subroutine solves for the two-body position and velocity

vectors at the tcrminal position, given the initial position and velocity vectors

and a transfer time to the terminal position.

This section contains information to aid the reader in understanding

the less obvious aspects of the Kepler Subroutine block diagram, depicted in

Figure 5.5-1. The subroutines referred to in this figure are presented

in paragraph 5.5.10, and the nomenclature is found in paragraph

5.5.1.2.4.

Before entering the Kepler Subroutine an initial estimate of x can be

generated via Equation (2. 2.41 of. paragraph 5.2.2.2 with

At
2

are non-zero only if the subroutine is being used repeti-

t t andl-t
D 2T D

However, xr and t
tively.

2L

Although there is no upper bound, theoretically, on x, the practieal

bound is set to * MAX' to 'eliminate non-feasible trajectories and increase the

accuracy to which x can be computed. In addition, 
"*2 

has a practical range

of -b0.o*2< (Zt¡2 which determines an independent upper bound on x' The

*MAX used, then, corresponds to the smaller of the two vatrues'
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ENTER.

YES NO

NO

Figure 5.5-1. Kepler Subroutine (Sheet 1 of 3)

I

o

,), v(tr), to, x, xr, tzt', ÉE

i' 20
r(tr) =l!tr) |

u", = UNIT(g(t1)

r(t.)..v(t.)-r-¡
.,ñÊ

r(t.) v(t.) .v(t.)
l- I

a o (l - cr)/r (tr)

"l '

"z' -l
tt6

cì0

¡IytAx ' z¡ hlî r"^* -\ffi'

¡MAx

rMAx '¡Mtx o

YES
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rl

o

N

>0

lxl -

<0

Figure 5.5-1. Kepler Subroutine (Sheet 2 of 3)

0

N

>0

"G
tp

XMAx

csec
28l<2

Yes
<0

to = sign (tD) [ ltDl -

x sign

>0
x = sign (to)

2

*MIN = o0

*MIN = - *MAx

rJ
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Ax"x-xl

E' o*2

C¡ll KEPLER EQUATION ¡ubrouttn¡,
.1, 

"2, x, €, r (t1), gE

tr' a(E), c(l)
Rêgume

IERR'tD-tzt

C¡ll ITERATOR eubroutlnc

0, 0, t2l, t2l', tERn, Ax, x, 0, *D!AX, *IvtrN

Âx, xrO*, x*¡
Resumc

NOla*l r cx

Calt STATE VECToR ãub!'Gutln.

¡ (tr), r (tr), r (tr), 9¡1, x, l, ¡ (E), c (l), t21' x¡¡

'2t "21

x¡x+ax
I'i- l

Resumc

r (tr), r (tr)

YES

YES

YESi'0

r(tr), v(tr), x, t21
Return

NO

Figure 5.5- 1. Kepler Subroutine (Sheet 3 of 3)
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The transfer time convergence criterion is approximately the same as

the granularity of the time input. Since, for some of the problems to be solved,

the sensitivity of tj.me to x is so large that the granularity in xft--) produces a" \x/
change in time that exceeds the granularity in time, it is necessary to introduce
(_- as a redundant convergence criterion.

The Kepler Subroutine wì.11 always produce a solutlon, provided the

parameter range constraints are satisfied.

A negative value of tO will cause the subroutine to update the state

vector backward in tlme (i. e., backdate the state vector). The subroutine can

be called to update or backdate for any amount of time; there are no restrictions
on whether the time t O is less than a period.

5. 5. 6 Lambert Subroutine

The Lambert Subroutine solves for the two-body initial velocity vector
given the initial and termlnal position vectors and a transfer time between the

two.

This paragraph contains information to aid the reader in understanding

the less obvious aspects of the Lambert Subroutine block diagrams depicted in

Figure 5.6-1. The subroutines referred to in this figure are presented

in paragraph 5. 5. 10; the nomenclature is found in paragraph 5. 5. 1,2.4.

If the Lambert Subroutine is used repetitively and rapid computation is
required, the previous value ofthe independent variable, eoty, can be used as

a starting point for the new iteration. Flag f, provides this option.

The Lambert Subroutine computes the normal to the trajectory u*
using the two input position vectors. If these vectors are nearly colinear, it is
desirable to specify the normal as an input rather than rely on the ill-defined
normal based on the two input position vectors. Flag f , provides this option.

The presence of the inputs in parentheses, therefore, is contingent upon the

setting of these flags.

The theoretical bounds on the independent variable, col y , correspond

to the infinite energy hyperbolic path and the parabolic path that closes through

infinity. These bounds are dynamicaÌly reset by the iterator to provide a more

efficient iteration scheme. In addition, if during the course of the iteration,
cot y causes a parameter of the problem to exceed its maximum-as determined

by its allowable range-the appropriate bound is reset and the iterator continues

)
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ENTER

î

c

Figure 5.6-1. Lambert Subroutine (Sheet 1 of 2)

5.5-18

r(tr), r(t.), to2t, .c, nl, tl,þot rl, l¿, (r¡LAr

f¡- o

Catt CEOMETRIC PARAMETDRS subroutine

¡(tl), r(t2), óc, ra

r (tt), r (t2), .ln lt, co. ,,(On), *r,
Reruña

ls'
Pt'
Pz'

"or 
?¡¡Ax - T+åå" +-¡lJ¡

(tr

I

1- co! {t

0-t

(tzl

t=20

9843? 1 r

cot ' 31.9843?rl

sG: o

col ?MtN . ptl.tn , col IMIN . - 31, 1843?1

YESltr,tI¡

t . 2-l{

col ?M^X + cot ?MJN--.--------T-_èot

k - .21
ôcôt?.cott

ÞN';ñ? *ih%
oN ' 2'cn (r +.otz 1)

C.U ITNIVERS^L V^R¡^BLE .ub¡etl¡c
rln t, cor t, cot i, r(tt), oN, pN

r, l, cl, c¡
Raauma

YDS

NO

NOYES

NO



1'-)

C¡U KEPLER EQUATION subrouttne
cl, cz, r, €, r (tr), rip

i=i -1
tr' e(€), c(€)
Reeume

tnnn =tpzt - tzt i=0

l).t toz

YES tzr ' t2l'

NO

NO

o, ll, lzl, t¡l', tEnR, Acot 1, cot ?, k, cot lvrï, cot 1¡6,
C¡ll ITERATOR rubrot¡tlnc

Acot n fï cd IMAX, "d ?MIN

Re¡umc

YES

NO tnnnl' kl tn2r *
1 csec

A cot à.c
"l

f¡- o fl'r

,rrl -fficot Mrl + ùn, r"r)

nl'o vttr).8
r\t2l

(e "ter 
- t) o., * (r - v (tr)r'

RetuB¡
v(ttl,
cot ï

y(tr), y(tr),
Rcturn

cot ?

NO

,.,J

NO YES

YES

RETrlRhI

YES

Figure 5. 6-1. Lambert Subroutine (Sheet 2 of 2)

YES

Yrs.

NO

cot ? -cot ? + Acot ?
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trying to find an acceptable solution, (This logic does not appear in Figures

5.6-1 and 5.6-2, as it is pertinent only to fi.xed-point programing.) If no ac-

ceptable solution is reached, the transfer time input was too small to produce

a practical trajectory between the input position vectors. When this happens,

A cot 7 approaches its granularity timit e 

" 
before time converges to within a

fraction e , of the desired time. This same granularity condition exists, how-

ever, when the sensitivi.ty problem occurs as described in the Kepler Subroutine,

paragraph 5.5. 5, In this case, an acceptable solution does. exist. This dual

situation is resolved via a third convergence criterion. If the error in transfer

time is greater than the usual fraction .t of the desired transfer time, but still

less than a slightly larger fraction k, of the desired transfer time and Acot 7

is less than €c, then the solution is deemed acceptable and the required veloc-

ity is comPuted.

5.5.? Time-Theta Subroutine

The Time-Theta Subroutine solves for the two-body transfer time

given the initial position and velocity vectors and the true anomaly difference

(transfer angle) to the terminal position'

This paragraph contains information to aid the reader in understanding

the less obvious aspects of the Time-Theta Subroutine block diagram, Figure

5. ?-1. The subroutines referred to in this figure are presented in paragraph

5.5.10, and the nomenclature is found in paragraph 5' 5' t'2'4'

The flag f u must be zero if the user desires computation of the ter-

minal state vector in addition to the transfer time.

If the conic trajectory is a parabola or hyperbola and the desired trans-

fer angle, g, lies beyond the asymptote of the conic, f 7 will be set indicating

that no solution is Possible.'k

In addition to the parameter range constraints imposed on Kepler's

equation, the additional restriction on Time-Theta that the trajectory must not

be near rectilinear is indicated by the range of cot 7' i'

The Time-Theta problem is not well defined for near rectilinear tra-

jectories, i. e. , the transfer angle 0 is no longer a meaningful problem para-

meter. This will not cause difficulties provided the input variables are within

the specified ranges.

'*If th" Time-Theta Subroutine is called with inputs for which no solution
is possiUfe (for either or both of these two reasons), tfre subroutine will
abort with an alarm code of 20607 '
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i-l
ENTER

NO

YES

Figure 5. 7 -1. Time-Theta Subroutine

r(tt), yttr¡,¡r"pin o, cos 0, fu

Call CONIC PARAMETERS subroutine

r(tt), v(tl), trE

o N, pN, cot ?, uN, r(tr), rr.,
Reeume

Call UNIVERSAL VARIABLE subroutine

sin 0, cos 0, cot Y, r(tr), o¡, P¡

Resume
x, €, c,

"2

Call KEPLER EQUATION subroutlne

€, x, 1, cr r(tr), rtp

tr, , s(f), c(f)
Resume

fo'o

Return

tzt
Call STATE VECTOR aubroutlne
r(t1), v(tt), r(tr), u.r, x,

ç, s(€), c(l), tr' l o

¡(tr), y(tr)
Resume

Return

t2r, :(t2), y(tr)¡ 0¡

)
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5. 5. I Time-Radius Subroutine

The Time-Radius Subroutine solves for the two-body transfer time to

a specified radius given the initial position and velocity vectors and the radius

magnitude.

This section contains information to aid the reader in understanding

the less obvious aspects of the Time-Radius Subroutine block diagram de-

picted in Figure 5. B-1. The subroutines referred to in this figure are

presented in paragraph 5.5. 10, and the nomenclature is found in paragraph

5.5.t.2.4. The third, fourth, andfÍfthparagraphs of paragraph 5.5.7 apply

to the Time-Radius Subroutine as well. {'

Since an inherent singularity is present for the cj.rcular orbit case,

near-circular orbits result in a loss of accuracy in computing both the transfer

time, tZt, and the final state vector. This is caused by the increasing sensi-

tivity of. t^ to r(t,) as the circular orbi.t is approached. In the extreme

case when the eccentricity is less than approximately 2'LB , the problem is

undefined and the subroutine exits without a solution, setting flag f n to indicate

this.'k (The precise conditions are given in Figure 5. B-1' )

If r(tr) is less than the radius of pericenter or greater than the

radius of apocenter, then r (l ) is ignored and either the pericenter or the

apocenter solution, respectively, will be computed. A flag f u, will be set to

indicate this.

5. 5.9 Apsides Subroutine

The Apsides Subroutine solves for the two-body radii of apocenter and

pericenter and the eccentricity of the trajectory given the position and velocity

vectors for a point on the trajectory.

This subroutine is depicted in Figure 5.9-1. The subroutines referred

to in this figure are presented in paragraph 5.5. 10, and the nomenclature is

found in paragraPh 5. 5. 1.2.4.

t'If th" Time-Radius Subroutine is called with inputs for which no solution
is possible (for any one or more of the reasons given in paragraphs 4 or
5 oi paragraph 5.5. ? or paragraph 3 above), the subroutine will abort with
an alarm code of 20607.

)
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)

ENTER

Regume

dt¡, pN, cotl, gN, r(tr), gr' dtt), !"t

YES
RN

(Abort with alerm
code 20ô0?)

NO

NO YES

NO

Figure 5.8-1. Time-Radius Subroutine (Sheet 1 of 2)

r(tr), g(tr),,tÉ,r(tzl, .p 1O
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0

0

0
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tr "f, < z-36, u..,,

n.l <z-38, u,
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cos f- i lel

p N r (t 
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.rt t -r

fa't
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aot? r, I

cosf(0
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YES
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.-)

Call UNIVERSAL VARIABLE subroutine
sin 0, cos 0, cot"y, r(tr), a¡, pN

x, €, cr c,
Resume

Call KEPLER EQUATION subroutine

€, x, cl, cr, r(trl, U,

tr' s(€), c(€)
Resume

tzr
Rcturn

Catl STATE VECTOR su

{tr), v{tr), r(t, ), gr1, x, E, s(€), c(€),

ne

))2 2r(t g(t

)2v(t
Return
t21' !(t 2l'

NO

YES

Figure 5. 8-1. Time-Radius Subroutine (Sheet 2 of 2)
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ENTER
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r(t1), vftr),u"

YES

NO

Figure 5.9-1. Apsides Subroutine

Call CONIC PARAMETERS subroutine

r (tr), v (tr), uu

a*, p*, r (tr)
Resume
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=--raN
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"P
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"At0
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"A = tMAxNO

Return
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It is characteristic of this computation that the apsides become unde-
fined as the conic approaches a circle. This is manifested by decreasing accu-
racy. When the conic is nearly parabolic, or hyperbolic, the radius of apocenter
is not defined. In this event, the radius of apocenter is set to the maximum posi-
tive value allowed by the computer.

5. 5. 10 Miscellaneous Subroutines

Three subroutines that are part of the conic trajectory subroutines are
useful in their own right. These are the Conic Parameters, the Geometric
Parameters and the lterator Subroutines which are depicted in Figures 5. 10-1.,

5.70-2 and 5. 10-3, respectively.

The Conic Parameters and Geometric Parameters Subroutines are self-
explanatory. The Iterator Subroutine serves several purposes, however, and

requires more explanatlon. It is used when flag f n is set to zero to solve for
the value of the independent variable that drives the error in the dependent vari-
able to zero, provided the function is monotonically increasing. To improve con-
vergence for functions whose derivative changes rapidly, the limits are reset as

shown in the block diagram.

With f n set to 1, the Iterator seeks a minimum of the function, pro-
vided the fiist derivative is sÍngle-valued between the limits. The inputs are re-
defined so that y is the derivative of the independent variable with respect to
the dependent variable, and x j.s the value at which the derivative was computed

or approximated. Since the desired value of y is zero,

Y nRR J

Since the Iterator uses the "Regula FaLsi" technique, it requi.res two

sets of variables to begin iteration. If only one set is available, flag f, must
be set to 1, causing the iterator to generate the independent variabLe increment
from a percentage of the full range.

In addition to the above subroutines there are three other subroutines
of primary interest to the five basic conic subroutines described in paragraphs

5.5. 5 to 5. 5.9. These are the Universal Variable Subroutine, the Kepler Equa-

tion Subroutine and the State Vector Subroutine, shown in Figures 5. 10-4, 5. 10-5

and 5. 10-6, respectively.
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Figure 5, 10-1, Conic Parameters Subroutine
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Return
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Figure 5. 10-2. Geometric Parameters Subroutine
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Figure 5" 10-3. Iterator Subroutine
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Figure 5.10-4. Universal Variable Subroutine
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ENTER

Figure 5. 10-5. Kepler Equation Subroutine
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ENTER

Fiþure 5.10-6. State Vector Subroutine
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The Tlniwers¡l V e Subroutine is utilized by the Lambert, the
Time-Theta, and the Time-Radius Subroutines to compute the universal para-
meter x required for the time equation. Two different formulations are required
depending upon the size of the parameter w. If the input to the subroutine requires
the physically impossibie solution that the trajectory "cLose through infinity, " the
problem will be aborted, setting flag fr.

The Kepler Equation Subroutj.ne computes the transfer time given the
variabLe x and the conic parameters

@ computes the position and velocity vectors
at a point along the trajectory given an initial state vector, the variable x, and

the transfer time.

5. 5. 11 Initial Velocity Subroutine

The Initial Velocity Subroutine computes the required initial velocity
vector for a trajectory of specified transfer time between specifi.ed initial and

target position vectors. The trajectory can be either conic or precision depending
on an input parameter (namely, the number of offsets). In addition, for a precision
trajectory, the subroutine also computes an "offset target vector, " to be used

during pure-conj.c-cross-product steering. The offset target vector is the terminal
position vector of a conic trajectory that has the same initial state as a precision
trajectory whose terminal position vector is the specified target vector.

In order to avoid the inherent singularities in the 180-deg transfer case

when the (true or offset) target vector may be sì.ightly out of the orbital plane, the

Initial Velocity Subroutine rotates this vector into a plane defined by the input
initial position vector and another input vector (usually the initial velocity vector),
whenever the input target vector lies inside a cone whose vertex is the origin of
coordinates, whose axis is the 180-deg transfer direction, and whose cone angle is
specifieC by the user.

The Initial Velocity Subroutine is depicted in Figure 5. 11-1. The

Lambert Subroutine, paragraph 5. 5. 6, is utilized for the conic computations; and

the Coasting Integration Subroutine, paragraph 5,2.2, is utilized for the precision
trajectory computations.
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5. 5. 11. 1 Nomenclature for the Initial Velocity Subroutine

r(t.)
I

v(t.)
I

Initial position vector.

Vector (usually the actual initial velocity vector)
used to determine whether the transfer from the
ilritial position vector to the target vector is through
a central angle of less or greater than 180o, and also
used in certái"n cases to specify the transfer plane
(see text).

Target Vector (True target vector if Nl > 0, or
Offsèt target vector .if N, = 0).

Desired transfer time from initial position vector to
target vector.

Number of offsets to be used in calculating the offset
target vector from the true target vecton. (Nf î 0
implies conic calculations only with offset target vec-
tor input).

Cone Angle of a cone whose vertex is the coordinate
origin.ñd *ho"e axis is the 180o transfer direction
(i. e". , the negative initial position direction). The
cone'angle e is measured from the axis to the side
of the cone.

Switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether a guess of
cot 7 is input or not.

Guess of cot "f .

Required initial velocity vector of a precision Ia c,o.nic]
trajectory which passeÀ through the true Ior offset]
tarþet veôtor, or the rotated true Ior offset ] target
vecîor if the original target vector was in the cone,
at the end of the desired transfer time, if Nl > 0

[or N, = 0].

Computed offset target vector.

Final precision @onic] velocity vector resulting from a

precision þonicl updãte of the initial pogitigl vector and
ihe require-¿ init-i,at veloc:ty vector vt(t1), if N1 > 0,

f"t Ni = o, res'ectivelfl

Final precision position vector.

Value to which the Lambert Subroutine converged
(for later use as guess to minimize computation time)'

Switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether the input
ftr.ru ot offset) target vector was not or was in the
ðãné, anA consequãntly was not or was rotated into
the plane.

ft

N
1

€

[cot 'y ]

r-(tr)

to

vr(t, )

r(to)

vr(tr)

cot ?

lTIt2)

f
2
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Figure 5. 11-1. Initial Velocity Subroutine (Sheet 1 of 2)
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r(t2) nx r(t,
I= SIGNS

G

Call LAMBERT Subroutine
r (t1), r{tr), tO, sa, N1, f1, 

["*r], 
tr, 

[n], fr'

Ir (tr,,ltt {t, )] , cot 'y

Resume

0f,.

Call Coasting Integration Routine

r (tr), v, (tr), tO

(tr), v, (tr)
Resume

lr

-N +1

Yes= ltJN
2 1

r(to) = r(t}\ - "TtT ( (t2 t2

No Yes

No Return
r ( t, ), Ir ( tr ), r (t2), tt( tzl, rT'ft21,

cot y, f

Figure 5.11-1. Initial Velocity SubroutÍne (Sheet 2 of 2l
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5.5.12 Paragraph 5.5.L2 has been deleted.

5. 5. 13 LOCSAM Subroutine

The LOCSAM Subroutine computes the lines-of-sight of the sun and

earth wi.th respect to the spacecraft in the Basic Reference Coordinate System.

These data are used by the IMU alignment programs whenever the astronaut elects

to sight on the sun or earth, instead of a star, for purposes of IMU alignment. The

data are also used by the Star Selection Routine (paragraph 5. 6.4) when testing for
star occultation. In addition, this subroutine computes the sizes of the occultation

cones used in the Star Selection Routine and the correction for abberation of light
that is applied in the IMU alignment programs to the line-of-sight unit vector of a
star stored in basic reference coordinates.

and earth,
as follows:

The unit vectors u, and uU specifying the Lines-of-sight to the sun

respectively, in the Basic Reference Coordinate System âre computed

(s.13.1)

= -UNIT (r^)
-L-

(5. 13. 2)

where E and S, respectively, denote the earthand sun; tC is the posÍtionvec-

tor of the CSM, and u ,, is the unit position vector of the sun with respect to the

earth obtained from the Solar Ephemerides Subroutine of paragraph 5,5.4. The

line-of-sight vectors are determined for a time specified by the calling program

or routine.

The occultation cones used in the Star Selection Routine for the sun and

earth are computed as follows:

--o= cos Ib (5.13.3)

9nsu^
-5

tE

"s

E cos (5. 13.4)

where c is the cosi.ne of one half the total angular dimension of a cone and rep-

resents a more convenient way of treating the dimension of a cone in the Star

Selection Routine; "C is the magnitude of the CSM position vector; and RE is
the equatorial radius (6378.166 km) of the earth.

The vector a that is used by the IMU alignment programs to correct

the stored star vectors for aberration of light is determined as follows:

c 50 + sin-1 (.Ð
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a 9s x 3p"
rc

(5. 13.5)

where u, is as caLculated by -Equation (5. 13. 1); rC is the velocity of the CSM

with respect to the earth body; c is the speed of light; and

c
a

1'

!e"f = (aberration constant) [0, - sin (obliquity), cos (obliquity)]

= cO (0, -KB, +K1)
(5. 13.6)

5.5.74 Pericenter-Apocenter (Periapo) Subroutine

The Pericenter-Apocenter Subroutine computes the two-body apocenter
and pericenter altitudes given the position and velocity vectors for a point on the

trajectory and the primary body. This subroutine is depicted in Figure 5.14-1.

5.5. 15 Time of Longitude Program (P29)

The Time of Longitude Program (P29) computes the time of the first
crossing of a specified longitude after a specified base time, as well as the cor-
responding latitude, for earth orbit. The program is depicted in Figure 5. 15-1.

Inputs to the program consist ofthe base time t0, the desired longi-
tude OO, and a vehicle option (CSM or WS). The base time is measured in terms
of Ground Elapsed Time, and is not to be confused with the tO defined in para-
graph 5.1.5.5. The desired longitude is measured positive in an eastward direc-
tion from the conventional zero meridian of the earth; west longitudes can be

specified negatively, if desired.

The permanent state vector corresponding to specified vehicle is trans-
ferred to a temporary location and precision-integrated to the base time t O by the

Coasting Integration Routine. Let rO and vO be the position and velocity vectors
at the time t0. It is re-emphasized that the program finds the Ground Elapsed

Time of the first crossing after the base time tO, -regardless of where either
vehicle is at the "present" time-provided that rO and vO define an elliptic or-
bit.

The unit angular momentum vector Ér, is formed, and used to calculate

a supplementary unit vector g" that will be needed later to determine whether a

transfer is through 0 or 360-0 degrees. The direction of the vector &r, is then

placed in the same hemisþhere with the earth's north polar unit axis ¡.1, . The unit

locaL east vector gU at the base position rO, and the unit vector ¡,1" normal to
both ¡¿, and p," (and'pointing to the center or A-Z axis) are calculated.
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ENTER

Figure 5. 74-7. Pericenter-Apocenter Subroutine

I1t¡' Y1¡¡, I'rB

ro = rl,p

Call Apsides Subroutine

1t)' Y(t)'r¡e

eResume 
"p, "A,

h =r -r,ppD
h.=rO-rO

Return ho' h"' e

)
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Flgure 5. 15-1. Time of Longitude Program (P29) (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Figure 5. 15-1. Time of Longitude program (p29) (Sheet 2 of 3)
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To
Sheet 1

Yes
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To Sheet 2

Figure 5. 15-1. Time of Longitude Program (P29) (Sheet 3 of 3)
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The iteration variables, r , t, and A p correspond to the estimate
on the latest iteration of the position, time, and longitude difference from the longi-
tude of rr.,, of the spacecraft at the desired longitude; these variables are ini-_U
tialized to start the iteration process from the base point rO. The factor 16l Ls
reduces the number of iterations required for convergence of the procedure by
approximating the ratio of the number of revolutions of the spacecraft with respect
to inertial space to the number with respect to a fixed longitude in equal time periods.
The value corresponds to an earth-orbiting spacecraft with a period of g0 minutes.

The iteration loop is entered with a call to the Latitude-Longitude Rou-
tine, which transforms the inertial position vector r at the t into body-fixed
spherical coordinates so that its longitude can be compared with the desired longi-
tude. If the two longitudes are within the tolerance €ç , the iteration process has
converged and the corresponding time t and lati.tude À are output for display.

If the two longitudes are not within the tolerance <þ , a new current
iterative approximation A Ø of the longitude difference between the longitude of

"0 and the desired longitude is caLculated. Because A p must always be positive
for the factor F to correctly compensate (reflecting the posigrade motion around
the earth) and because the angle values used for the calculations are modulo 360
deg, a complicated series of tests is necessary to determine whether 360 deg
should, or should not, be added or subtracted to (ød - ø). After the first pass, the
tests pick out the eight cases ín which a 360-deg adjustment is necessary from the
24 possible arrangements of þ, Qd, 90, and 0. These tests hold for all longitudes
between -360 deg and +360 deg.

After the new current estimate of Ag has been determined, the unit

local east vector g rl at the current iterative approximation of the desired longi-
tude is calculated, and from this is obtained the current iterative unit position vec-

tor ¡.¿O , which yields the current approximation of the transfer angle e . Using

the conic Time-Theta Routine, the base state vector (r0, IO) is updated through

0, to a new terminal position r, with which the iteration loop is re-entered.
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5.6 GENERAL SERVICE ROUTINES

5. 6. 1 General Comments

The routines presented in this section include the following general-
service functions:

1. IMU alignment modes

2. Basíc coordinate transformations

3. Computer initialization procedures

4. Special displays that can be called by the astronaut

5. Automatic optics positioning.

5.6.2 IMU Alisnment Modes

5.6.2,1 IMU Orientation Determination Program (Pbl)

The IMU Orientation Determination Program (P51) is used during free
fall to determine the present IMU stable-member orientation, with respect to
the Basic Reference Coordinate System, by sighting on two navigation stars or
known celestial bodies with the sextant (SXT) or the scanning telescope (SCT),

\Mhen the CSM is docked to the workshop, the crew can also use two other
sighting-data sources-the acquisition sun sensor and the star tracker of the
Apollo telescope mount (ATM). The astronaut indicates the sighting data source
at the time he identifies the eelestial body he is using with the data source. It
should be noted that any two of the four data sources can be used in a single
alignment.

At the start of program P51, if the astronaut plans to use the CSM

optics (SXT or SCT) and the CSM is not docked to the t;i/orkshop, he ean acquire
the desired celestial bodies by maneuvering the spacecraft until they are visible
in the instrument. During [his auquisiliul phase, he munitt¡r.s t]re FDAI BaIl to
avoid IMU gimbal lock. If he desires, he can also coarse align the IMU gimbal
angles to zero.

After establishing satisfactory IMU gimbal angles, the astronaut
performs the following on each of two celestial bodies with whatever sighting data
sources he plans to use:

)
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1. When the astronaut depresses the MARK pushbutton, the Sighting

Mark Routine (R53 of section 4) records the time of measurement

and the CSM optics and IMU gimbal angles' If the SXT or SCT ís

beíngused,theastronautmarkswhenhehascenteredtheinstru-
ment on the celestial body. If the ATM sun sensor is being used,

the astronaut marks when he is satisfied that the workshop is in the

solar inertial attitude, which usually implies that the sensor is

locked onto the sun. If he is using the ATM star tracker, the

astronaut marks at the same time he records the star-tracker

gimbal angles for later entry in the computer'

2. After the mark is made, the astronaut identifies the celestial body

andthesightingdatasourcebyusingacelestialbodyeodeanda
sourcecode'separatecelestialbodycodenumbersareprovided
for the 3? navigation stars, the sun, the earth, and a general

eelestial body (referred to as the planet code). separate source

code numbers are provided for csM optics (sXT or scT), the ATM

sunsensor,andtheATMstartracker.IfheselectstheATMstar
tracker source code, a request will be made for the star-tracker

gimbal angles recorded previously.

3. The unit vector u'"" defining the direction of the celestial body as

a result of the measurement with the selected sighting data source

is obtained in the IMU Stable Member coordinate system as follows:

If CSM optics (SXT or SCT) was used, then:

Lrr, to 
"os 

sal
g,cB = [Nesvr] [snNe] lsin re sin sA I t6'2't\

I "oste J

where [NeSrVf] is the transformation matrix in paragraph 5' 6'3'2't
using the IMU gimbal angles stored for the optical mark; [SnNe]

is the matrix in paragraph 5.6.3.1. L; and SA and TA are' respec-

tivel¡ the shaft and trunnion angles of the SXT or SCT stored for

the optical mark.

If the ATM sun sensor was used, then:

g'cB = [Nnsvr]3eru ß'2'2\

where [NnSvll is the transformation matrix in paragraph 5' 6' 3' 2' 1
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using the IMU gimbal angles stored for the mark; and zn* is a

unit vector, previously computed and stored by the ATM Orienta-
tion Determination Program (P50, described in paragrapn S. O.'2. S),

which represents the direction of the tZ-axi:s of the ATM sensor
coordlnate system in navigation-base coordinates.

If the ATM star tracker was used, then;

I cosr/, sinV, I
I'ce = þlesnnl [atvlrvnl l-.o"v, "o"v, IL -sinv, J

(6. 2. 3)

where [NeSnnl is the matrix in paragraph 5.6. 3,2.7 using the IMU
gimbal angles stored for the mark; [etUNel is the transformation
matrix described in paragraph 5.6.3.4, andú, and rlrrare, respec-
tively, the inner and outer gimbal angles of the ATM star tracker
recorded at the time of the mark.

4. After u'"" is computed, the subroutine LOCSAM (paragraph 5.5. 13)

is used to compute the correction for aberration of light, and the
line-of-sight vectors of the sun and earth in the Basic Reference
Coordinate System for the time of the mark. If the sun or earth
code was selected, the vector for that body will be used later.

5. The unit vector g"", defining the direction of the indicated celes-
tial body in the Basic Reference Coordinate System is then deter-
mined as follows. If the celestial body is one of 37 navigation stars
shown in Figure 9.1-1, the vector is obtained from the star catalog
in fixed memory. If the celestial body is the sun or earth, the
vector previously computed by LOCSAM for that body is used. If
the planet code is selected, a request will be made for the astronaut
to load the vector components of the desired body.

t) The vector n'a, is then corrected for aberration of iight as

follows
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9CB = UNIT {g*"u + 4 (6.2.4)

where a is the aberration correetion vector computed by the sub-

routine LOCSAM when this subroutine was cal1ed after the celestial

body sighting, ancl g""" and 5t are, respectively, the uncorrected

and corrected unit vectors to the celestial body in basic reference

coordinates. Although this correction is correct only for distant

objects such as stars, it is also applied, for program simplification,

to the unit vectors of the sun, earth, or a planet, if any of these

bodies are being used. It should be noted that the aberration

correction is negligible in comparison to the errors in sighting on

the sun or earth.

When the above steps have been performed for two celestíal bodies, the

computer has the unit line-of-sight vectors for the two bodies in both IMU stable-

member and basic-reference coordinates. Let u'""O and u'"tt be the unit

vectors for the two celestial bodies (A and B), which are obtained with Equations

(6. 2. 1) through (6. 2. 3), and 1et lcea "rd gcen be the unit vectors for the same

bodies obtaíned withEquationß.2.4'). At this point in the program, the Sighting

Data Display Routine (n54) computes the angle between the unit line-of-sight

vectors (u'CBA and g'CBB) obtained for the two bodies in stable-member coordi-

nates and the angle between the comesponding unit line-of -sight vectors (gC"e

and u""r) for the two bodies in basic-reference coordinates. The magnitude of

the difference between the two angles and the angle between ItCga and ur"t' are

displayed to the astronaut and either he accepts the results or he repeats the IMU

orientation determination process.

If he accepts the results of the Sighting Data Display Routine, the unit

vectors g'CnA, gtCBB, kge, and 5Ut are used to determine the present

stable-member orientation ancl REFSMMAT, using the procedure given in

paragraph 5.6.3.3.1.

5.6.2.2 IMU Realignment Program (P52)

The IMU Realignment Program (P52) is used during free fall to re-align

the IMU to its presently assumed orientation or to align it from a known orienta-

tion to one of the desired orientations gíven in paragraph 5.6.3.3 of this document'

)
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)
and in P52 of GSOP Section 4. This alignment is made by sighting on two navíga-

tion stars or known celestial bodies with the sextant (SXT) or the scanning

telescope (SCT). W'hen the CSM is docked to the ïvorkshop, the crew can alsö

use the ATM sun sensor and star tracker to obtain sightíng data, as explained in
paragraph 5.6.2.t,

At the beginning of program P52 the astronaut indicates which of the

following stable-member orientations he desires:

L, Preferred-for thrusting maneuvers

2. Nominal-for alignment with respect to local vertical

3. REFSMMAT-for realignment to presently assumed orientation.

The preferred and nominal orientations are defined in paragraph 5.6.3.3.

If the astronaut selects the nominal orientation, it is computed by P52 in

the manner shown in the referenced paragraphs, and in P52 of GSOP Section 4.

The preferred orientation must be computed before entering P52. Whenever the

astronaut selects the preferred or nominal orientation, the program also computes

and displays the IMU gimbal angles for the desired stable-member orientation
using the present vehicle attitude. These angles are computed by the CALCGA

Routine descrÍbed in paragraph 5.6. 3,2.2, The inputs to this routine are the

unit vectors (uXSVt, IySVl, gZSVf) defining the desired stable-member axes with
respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System, and the unit vectors (1we,

INe, 3.\Te) defining the present navigation-base axes with respect to the Basic

Reference Coordinate System; the latter are computed as follows:

rNe

JNe

zNe

[nnnsvtvtar] 
T *'Ne

[nnrsuvtar]T J'Ne

[nCIrsrumerlT Z'ue

(6. 2. 5)

where [nnrsumAT]T is the transpose of the present InrrsvlvtAT] and I'NB,
X'NB, and zt*" define the navigation base-axes with respect to the present Stable

Member Coordinate System and are computed by the CALCSMSC Routine described

in paragrâph 5. 6. 3.2.5,

If the computed IMU gimbal angles are unsatisfactor¡ the astronaut

maneuvers the vehicle to a more suitable attítude and has the program recompute
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and display the ner,ry gimbal angles. Onee satisfactory angles are dísplayed, the

astronaut keys PRO; he is then requested to indicate whether the IMU is to be

aligned to the desired orientatíon by using the Coarse Alignment Routine (nSO ot
Section 4 GSOP) or by torquing the gyros. If he chooses to have the gyros torqued
to the desired orientation, the gyro-torquing angles are computed by the CALCGTA

Routine (paragraph 5.6.3.2.3). The inputs to this routine are the unit vectors
(-ry IO, zO) defining the desired stable-member axes with respect to the present

Stable Member Coordinate System; they are computed as follows:

*D

yD

zD

þnnsrurvrar] gxsm

þnnsvtuerl gvsm

þnnsnnnnarl grs,

(6. 2.6)

where IXSVI, gysnn, ttd IZSI' \Ã/ere previously defined. During the period when

the gyros are being torqued, the IMU gimbal angles are displayed to the astronaut

so that he can avoid gimbal lock by maneuvering the spacecraft. After the gyro-
torquing process, the astronaut either terminates program P52 or performs a fine
alignment usíng sighting data on two celestial bodies.

If the astronaut elects to have the IMU aligned to the desired orienta-
tion via the Coarse Alignment Routine (nSO¡, R50 will first compute the IMU
gimbal angles for the desired stable-member orientation, just as done previously.

The routine then determines if all the required gimbal angle changes are less than,

or equal to, one degree. If so, the IMU is automatically gyro torqued to the

desired orientation using torquing angles computed as follows.

The unit vectors x*, and Xilï, defining the orientations of the navigatÍon

base x and y axes with respect to the present IMU Stable Member Coordinate Sys -
tem are computed by the CALCSMSC Routine (paragraph 5. 6. 3. 2, 5). The unit

vectors 1tnog and T'¡1g defining the orientations c¡f the Ëeme two axes with respect
to the desired IMU Stable Member Coordinate System are computed as follows:

xr NB [xnsu] o til

til

)

r'NB [Nesvi] o
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where [XBSU] O is the matrix for transforming vectors from navigation-base to
desired stable-member coordinates usíng the desired IMU gimbal angles computed
initially by Routine R50. Once the vectors INe, INS, I'NB, and ¿'*" have been

computed, they are used Ín the AXISGEN Routine (paragraph 5. 6. 3. 2,41 to compute
the vectors Þ X and z defining the orientations of the desired stable-member
axes with respect to the present IMU Stable Member Coordinate System; these
vectors are then used by the CALCGTA Routine to compute the gyro-torquing
angles.

If R50 determines that at least one gimbal angle must be changed by
more than one degree, the IMU is first coarse aligned by driving the gimbals to
the desired values, and then gyro torqued to trim any residual errors in obtaining
the desired gimbal angles. The gyro-torquing angles for this case are computed
in the same manner as for the other case. It should be noted that any change in
vehicle attitude during the time the gimbals are first driven to the desired values
will introduce error in the alignment.

Afterwards, the astronaut can maneuver the CSM to a desired attitude
for celestial-body acquisition if he plans to use the CSM optics and if the CSM is
not docked to the workshop. He can use the Star Selection Routine (paragraph

5. 6. 4) to establish which celestíal bodies he will use wíth the CSM optics or he

can make his own selection. If he uses the Star Selection Routine, program P52

wíll call the LOCSAM Subroutine (paragraph 5. 5. 13) before calling the Star Selec-
tion Routine, since LOCSAM computes the directions and the occultation cones of
the sun and earth for the occultatÍon tests in the Star Selection Routine. When

LOCSAM is called for this purpose, the specified input time is the present tÍme
plus an additional amount (Trr) to ensure that the time used in computing the LOS

vectors for the sun and earth is near the middle of the sighting-mark process.
The time increment T* is based upon estimates of the time required to do the
Star SelectÍon Routine and to perform the optical sightings.

If the Star Selection Routine is unable to find two satisfactory stars at
the present vehicle attitude, the astronaut either repeats the above process of
changing the vehicle attitude and using the Star Selection Routine, or selects hÍs
own celestial bodies.

After making the selection, the astronaut performs the following steps
on each of the two celestial bodies:
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1. The astronaut identifies the celestial body and the sighting data

source by using a celestial body code and a source code, as

explained in P51 (paragraph 5.6.2.1). If the Star Selection Routine
was used earlier, the celestial body code number for one of the
stars found by that routine wÍlI be dÍsplayed for his perusal.

The LOCSAM Subroutine is then used to compute the correctíon for
aberration of light and the line-of-sight vectors of the sun and earth
in the Basic R.eference Coordinate System for the current time, IJ

the sun or earth code was selected, the vector for that body will be

used later,

3. The unit vector 5" defining the direction of the indicated celestíal
body in the Basic Reference Coordinate System is then determined
as in steps 5 and 6 of P51. This vector will be used to designate
the CSM optics (SXT and SCT) if the Auto Optics Positíoning
Routine (R52) is used in step 4 below.

4. If the CSM optics source code was selected in step 1, the Auto

Optícs Positioning Routine is used to drive the CSM optics to the

LOS of the celestial body. At the same time, the Sighting Mark
Routine (R53) ís called by routine R52 to request a mark after the

astronaut has manually centered the SXT or SCT on the celestial
body. If the ATM sun sensor or star tracker source code was

selected in step 1, only the Sighting Mark Routine (R53) wíII be

called at this point. The time when a mark ís made for either ATM
source is given in step 1; paragraph 5.6.2.1 for P51.

5. After the mark is made, steps 2 through 6, shown in paragraph
5.6.2,1, are performed, with the exception that the unit vector
u", (see Equation (6,2.4', in step 6 of paragraph 5.6.2.1') is ex-
pressed in terms of the desired IMU Stable Member Coordinate
System instead of the Basic Reference Coordinate System as follows:

9cB = uNIr{[o"ttt*ar)n tgå, * Ð ] (6. 2.8)

where a is .the aberration correction vector computed by the
LOCSAM Subroutine, and [nnf SmuAf l O is the matrix (paragraph

5.6.3.3).for transforming vectors from the Basic Reference Coor-
dinate System to the desired IMU Stable Member Coordinate System.
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After the above steps have been performed on two celestial bodies, the

computer has the unit line-of-sight vectors for the two bodies in both present and

desired IMU stable-member coordinates. Let ur"rO and u'"r, be the unit'
vectors for the two bodíes (A and B), which are obtained with .Equations (6. 2. 1)

through (6. 2. 3) and let gCee "rd gcne be the unit vectors for the same bodies

obtained with Equation (6. 2. B). At this point in the program the Sighting Data

Display Routine (R54 of Section 4) computes the angle between gCee ..d llcen,
and the angle between g'CeA and g'CBB, and displays the magnitude of the

difference between the two angles and the angle between gCne ttd gCgg to the

astronaut. If he accepts the results, the four vectors are used by the A)ISGEN
Routine of paragraph 5.6.3.2.4 to compute the desired stable-member axes with
respect to the present Stable Member Coordinate System, which are used ín the

Gyro TorquÍng RoutÍne (R55 of Section 4). Routine R55 computes the gyro-
torquing angles required to drive the IMU stable member to the desired orienta-
tion by using the above vectors in the CALCGTA Routine of paragraph 5.6.3,2.3.
The gyro-torquing angles are displayed to the astronaut so that he can decide

whether to have the gyros torqued through these angles or not. If he is not

satisfied with the results of the Sighting Data Display Routine or the Gyro
Torquing Routine, he can repeat the optical sightings without terminating the
program.

It should be noted that the ground can uplink, to the CMC, the present

stable-member orientation or a desired stable-member orientation. If the

present orientation is uplinked it is done by transmitting a REFSMMAT to the

CMC. Under normal circumstances, however, it is not desirable for the ground

to uplink the present stable-member orientation since this orientation should be

determined by the CSM GNCS. If ground desÍres an orientation different from
the present orientation, however, this desired orientation can be transmitted as

a preferred orientation. By treating a desired stable-member orientation in this
manner, program P52 will be able to correct for any large differences between

the present and desired orientations by coarse alignment. In addition, this
approach avoids the introduction of orientation errors that affect celestial-body
acquisition.

5,6.2,3 Backup IMU Orientation Determination Program (P53)

The Backup IMU Orientation Determination Program (P53) is used

during free fall to determine the present IMU stable-member orientation with
respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System by sÍghting on two navígation
stars or known celestial bodies with some optical device other than the sextant
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or scanning telescope. An optical device that is a backup to the normal CSM
optics is the Crew Optical Alignment Sight (COAS). Like program P51 this pro-
gram can also use the ATM sun sensor and star tracker to obtain sighting data.

This program is identical to program P51 except that the Alternate LOS Sighting
Mark Routine (R56 of Section 4) is used in place of the Sighting Mark Routine
(R53) to sight on the celestial bodies. lVhen P53 calls R56, R56 requests the
astronaut to load the coordinates of the backup optical device before performing
the optical sightÍng. These coordinates are the equivalent SXI shaft and trunnion
angles of the device that would be indicated for the SXT if it were possible to
direct the SXT along the same direction as the optical device. If the ATM sun
sensor or star tracker is being used, these coordinates are irrelevant and wíll
not be used. When an optical sighting is performed using Routine R56, the
measurement time, the IMU gimbal angles, and the equivalent shaft and trunnion
angles of the backup device are stored by the computer. After the optical sighting
the astronaut identifies the celestial body and the sighting data source via a
celestial body code^and a source code, as explained in P51, except that the source
code for CSM optÍcs now indicates the use of a backup optical device other than
the ATM sensors. If the source code for the ATM star tracker is selected, a

request is made for the star-tracker gimbal angles recorded at the time of the
mark,

The manner in which the IMU orientation is determined with the sighting
data is the same as that given for program P51, with the exception that the angles
SA and TA of Equation (6. 2.1) are those indicated for the backup device whenever
one is used.

5.6.2.4 Backup IMU Realignment Program (P54)

The Backup IMU Realignment Program (P54) is used duríng free fall to
realign the IMU to its presently assumed orientation, or to align it from a known

orientation to one of the desired orientations given in paragraph 5.6. 3. 3 and in
P54 of Section 4 by sighting on two navigation stars or known celestial bodies with
sorne <-lpticaL tlevice other than the sextant or scanning telescope. For example,
the optical Crew Optical Alignment Sight (COAS) can be used. Like program P52

this program can also use the ATM sun sensor and star tracker to obtain sighting
data. This program is identical to program P52 except that the Alternate LOS

Sighting Mark Routine (RS6 of Section 4) is used in place of the Sighting Mark
Routine (R53) to sight on the celestial bodies. In addition, the Auto Optics
Positioning Routine (R52) is not used in this program. A description of the Alter-
nate LOS Sighting Mark Routine is given in Section 4 and in paragraph 5.6.2.3.
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The rnanner in which the astronaut indícates the celestial body and the source used

to sight on it is the same as that given in program P52 except that the source code

for CSM optics now indicates the use of a backup optical device other than the ATM

sensors.

5, 6.2.5 ATM Orientation Determination Program

5.6.2.5. 1 Introduction. -The ATM Orientation Determination Program (P50) is

used to compute and store the orientation of the Apollo Telescope Mount Sensor

Coordinate System with respect to the Navigation Base Coordinate System when

the CSM is docked to the workshop. This data is required whenever an IMU

alignment is performed in P51 or P52 with sighting data from the ATM sun sensor

or the ATM star tracker. In addition, the data is required in the ATM Star

Tracker Gimbal Angle Program (P55 of paragraph 5.6.2.6) in order to computethe

gimbal angles as requiredbythe startracker to point at a designated celestial body.

The orientation data computed by P50 is in the form of two unit vectors

Ie,'oo .rd 3A,'oo , which define the respective directions of the +Y-axis and

+Z-axís of the ATM Sensor Coordinate System in navigation-base coordinates when

the CSM is docked to the workshop. It is assumed that the +Z-axis of the ATM

Sensor Coordinate System is pointing in the same direction as the ATM acquisition
sun sensor, and that the -Y-axis is pointing in the same direction as the ATM
star tracker when the star trackcr gimbal anglcs arc zcro.

P50 provides three techniques (or options) for computing the two ATM
vectors. It is assumed that the expected nominal values of the two vectors will be

loaded into erasable. memory before launch and that P50 will be used during the
mission to make partial or complete updates of the vectors. Whenever new ATM
vectors are computed by P50, the equivalent docking angles, which describe the

orientation of the ATM Sensor Coordinate System with respect to the Navigation
Base Coordinate System, are computed and displayed to the astronaut for his
approval. At this point he can either accept or reject the proposed new vectors,
or he can load his own docking angle values, which will then be used to compute

new ATM vecl,urs -[ur' s[urage. I[ shuuld be rruted lhat üre ATM vectol values
present in storage before this program is initiated will not be replaced by new

values until the astronaut so indicates in the aboye display.

5.6,2.5.2 Option 1-ATM Vector Determination Using ATM Sun Sensor. -Option 1

is selected by the astronaut when he wants the two ATM vectors IA' oo and 3lf Vt
to be updated using only the ATM sun sensor data. It is assumed that the IMU is
at a known orientation (i. e., a REFSMMAT is present) and that the ATM is in the

solar-inertial attitude-which implies that the ATM sun sensor is pointing at the
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sun. At this time, it is possible to determine the direction of the +Z-axis of the

ATM Sensor Coordinate System in navigation-base coordinates without using

any knowledge of the structural orientation of the ATM with respect to the CSM

navigation base (for example, the docking-ring angle). This is accomplished as

follows. The Sighting Mark Routine (R53) is used to request a mark from the

astronaut. lVhen the astronaut is satisfied that the ATM is in the solar-inertial
attitude, he performs a mark, which records the present time and IMU gimbal

angles. These data are then used as shown below to obtain the vector Z'AfiVl
that represents the estimated direction of the *Z-axis of the ATM Sensor Coor-
dinate System in navigation base coordinates.

I'Arvt [sviue] [nersuvrer] uns (6. 2. e)

where þUXn] is the matrix in paragraph 5.6. 3.2,t using the IMU gimbal angles

recorded for the mark; [nnnSVlVtat] is tfre matrix in paragraph 5.6.3.3; and

gnS i" the unit LOS vector of the sun in basic-reference coordinates computed for
the time of the mark by the Solar Ephemerides Subroutine (paragraph 5. 5.4).

\il'hen the calculation is made, 1'ATw' and the previously stored unit
vector fe'U are used in the following manner as inputs to the A)CSGEN Routine
(paragraph 5. 6. 3. 2. +) to obtain a netv estimate ItATm of the direction of the
+Y-axís of the ATM Sensor Coordinate System in navigation-base coordinates:

s,a 3'Atvr

le = retul

oA
0

0

1

(6. 2. 1o)

0

9'B 1

0

The output of AXISGEN will b" I'ATM, X'ATM, and z'Or*, where the

latter happens to be the same as the z'Or* used in the input. It should be noted

that ytOr* Ín this case,.is simply leflt corrected in the plane of z'Or* and

IgfVl so as to be perpendicular to 3tATM. In other words, I'ATVI represents
a partial update of X^TM based upon the new estimate (zrOroo) of the ATll|lI +Z-
axis.
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After the unit vectors (I'ATV', X'ATM, I'etVf) have been computed by
A)CISGEN, they are used with the following unit vectors

Ii]
rwn rme and z*,

in the CALCGA Routine of (paragraph 5. 6.3.2.2) to compute a set of pseudo-IMU
gimbal angles (OGA, IGA, MGA) ttrat describe the orientatÍon of the ATM Sensor
Coordinate Systemwithrespecttothe Navigation Base Coordinate System. These
angles would be the same as those indicated by the IMU CDUis if the IMU stable
member were at the same orientation, with respect to the navigation base, as the
ATM Sensor Coordinate System. This orientation is displayed to the astronaut by
three docking angles (øATM, ÊATr, TATM), which are related to the pseudo-gim-
ba1 angles as follows:

aATM=1Boo-oGA

Êatoo = IGA (6.2. 11)

ATM = MGA

The nominalvalues of aATM, BATm, "rd TATM expected in a mission
are 145 deg, 180 deg, and 0 deg, respectively. The angle aATM represents the
value the docking-ring angle should have after the nominal value has been correc-
ted by the angular deviation indicated on the docking-ring scale located between the
CSM and the workshop, If the astronaut is satisfied with these angles, he keys
PRO, which causes X'AT* and z'Or* to replace letVi "rd ZAIVI in storage. If
he is not satisfied with the angles, he can load his own values, which will then be

used to compute new values of leru md S.ATlvl for storage. These vectors are
obtained by first converting the docking angles to the equivalent IMU gimbal angles
according to the relationships in Equation 6.2.11, and using the results in the
CALCSMSC Routine (paragraph 5. 6. 3. 2. 5) to obtain the unit vectors IWB, XNB,
and z*r, which represent the directions of the navigation-base axes in the ATM
Sensor Coordinate System. The desired vectors are then obtained as follows
.(the numerical subscript identifies the component of the vector):

v

l;ïïl

0

1

n

0

retvt
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(6.2. t2 cont. )
Servt

5.6. 2. 5. 3 Option 2-ATM Vector Determination UsinE ATM Sun Sensor and Star

Tracker.-option 2 is selected by the astronaut when he wants lervt
and zOr* to be computed using both the ATM sun sensor and the ATM star t'racker.

Unlike option 1, which updates the ATM sensor orientation in only two dimen-

sions, this option performs a complete update. When using this option it is
assumed that a REFSMMAT is present, the ATM is in the solar-inertial attitude,

and the star tracker is locked onto a celestial body.

At the begiruring of this option the Sighting Mark Routine (R53) makes a

request for a single mark, which is made when the astronaut is satisfied that the

ATM is in the solar inertial attitude and the ATM star tracker is locked onto a

celestial body. At the time of the mark, the astronaut records the star-tracker

gimbal angles for later entry in the computer. After the mark, the astronaut

indicates the celestial body being tracked by the star tracker and loads the star-

tracker gimbal angles recorded during the mark.

In option 2 the method for computing the unit vector 3'ATV' is the same

as that in option 1. (See Eq. 6.2.g. ) The AXISGEN Routine is used to compute

Ih1nn. The inPuts are

3'Atwr

[svrNn] [nnrsvlmar] uNIT {g""u + 
")

(6.2.13)

s,a

c
:E}

oA

It]
""."t, sin{,

-cost/, cost/,

- sinV t

sr B
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where I Cg is the unit LOS vector of the indicated celestial body in basic-reference
coordinates; this vector was either taken from the computerrs star catalog in fixed
memory, calculated by the computer, or loaded by the astronaut; a is the light-
aberration correction vector computed by the LOCSAM Subroutine (paragraph

5.5. 13); andV, andr/, are the inner- and outer-gimbal angles of the star tracker,
respectively. Although the correction for aberration of light is not required in
this program, it is applied because of commonality of coding with P51 and P52.

The output (*'ArM, X'ATM, 3'g,'Vf) of AXISGEN is then handled in the

same way as described for option 1 for the computation and display of the equiva-
lent docking angles and the decisions made by the astronaut.

5.6.2.5.4 Option 3-ATM Vector Determination Us ing Independent Docking-Angle
Data. -Option 3 is selected by the astronaut when he wants IATVI md

lAtU to be updated with docking-angle data from sources other than the ATM sun

sensor and the ATM sun tracker; for example, the docking-ring scale indication.
This option can also be selected simply for displaying the docking angles for the

presently stored values of IA'V' and zOr*.

Initially, this option computes and displays the docking angles in the
same manner as in options 1 and 2, except that the presently stored values of

IefVl "td SAtVl are used instead of the values (¿'etU and z'Or*), which are
estimated by options t and 2, From this point on, the astronaut can perform as

descríbed ín option 1. If he wishes to change any of the angles, he can do so and

new values of Xetm "rd ZA'V' will be computed and stored.

It should be noted that the docking angle øATVI computed in options 1

and 2 will usually be more accurate than that computed in option 3 via the docking-
ring scale. The greater accuracy of aATM is due to its lack of structural
mounting errors and to the fact that it contains only the relatively small errors of

IMU alignment and the determination of the direction of the sun in basic-reference
coordinates.

5.6.2.6 ATM Star Tracker Gimbal Angle Program

5,6.2,6. 1 Introduction. -The ATM Star Tracker Gimbal Angle Program (P55)

computes and displays the gimbal angles required by the ATM star tracker to
point at a desired celestial body. The data computed by P55 can be used by the
astronaut to point the star tracker at a desired object or can be loaded into the

ATM computer to provide it with inertial-attitude information in the event of a
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star-tracker failure.

P55 provides two optíons (or techniques) for computing the desired
star-tracker gimbal angles. Both options require the astronaut to ídentÍfy the

celestial body to be acquired by the star tracker; ít is assumed that the ATM
Orientation Determination Program (P50) has previously been used to determine
the ATM sensor attitude vectors (yo-y1 ..d ,ATM).

5.6.2.6. 2 Option 1-Star Tracker Gimbal Determination Using an Aligned
IMU. -In option 1, the IMU must be aligned to a known orientation

(i. e., a REFSMMAT must be present). When the astronaut selects this option,
the computer requests that he identify the celestial body to be acquired by the

star tracker. He then chooses a celestial body code from those provided for the
37 navigation stars, the sun, the earth, or the general celestial body (normally
referred to as planet). It is assumed that the astronaut will never select the sun

or earth for the star tracker. If he selects the planet code, the astronaut must
load the coordinates of this celestial body in the Basic Reference Coordinate
System,

After the astronaut identifies the celestial body, the unit LOS vector
(kg) of the body in ATM sensor coordinates is computed as follows:

gcB = INBATM]ISMNB]IREFSMMAT] uNrT (gl, * Ð (6.2.14)

where LCg i" the unit LOS vector of the indicated celestial body, in basic-refer-
ence coordinates, which was either taken from the computerrs star catalog in
fixed memor¡ calculated by the computer, or loaded by the astronaut; a is the
light-aberratÍon correction vector computed by the LOCSAM Subroutine, and

lmeatM] is the matrix defined in paragraph 5. 6. 3. 4. Although the comection
for aberration is not required in this program, it is applied because of eommon-
ality of coding with P51 and P52.

To obtain the desÍred star-tracker gimbal angles (r/, and Vr) ttre
following calculatíons are made:
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lsp UNÏT

oxcB

tYCB

0

cos dr
.) 9sp (-Y.nru)

sin t/, lsp äemr

,,!

3
ARCTRIG (sinr/r, cosVU)

(6.2.15)

cosV, = lsp ke

sin ú, = gcB . (-Zetm) .

,! L = ARCTRIG (sinr/r, cosrl,r)

where rxcg "rd r,.cB are the X and Y components of gc'; ARCTRIG is a routine
that computes the angle, choosing either sin-' or cos-1 so as to yield maximum
accuracy; and

_ATM rATvr = 3.ervr

After Ú, and .X, are computed, a check is made to cletermine if they
are within the following angular limits of the star tracker:

-B To < ,l/ + 8?o
3

(6.2.16)
< +4oo

[|[t]

-400 < !/
1

If the angles are not within these limits the PROG alarm light ílluminates and an
alarm code is stored. In either case, however, the angles are displayed in arc
minutes decimal. By keying PRO the astronaut can also have 1r, displayed in a
special format suitable for loading into the ATM computer ín the event of star-
tracker failure. If the astronaut is not satisfied with the angles, he can recycle
for either display, and select another celestial body for gimbal-angle computation.
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5. 6. 2. 6. 3 Option 2-Star Tracker Gimbal Angle Determination Using CSM

Optics. -Option 2 does not require that the IMU be on since IMU orien-
tation with respect to the Basic R,eference Coordinate System is not used, Instead,
the orientation of the ATM Sensor Coordinate System ls determined with respect
to the Basic Reference Coordinate System by sighting on one celestial body with
the CSM optics while the ATM is in the solar-inertial attitude. The known LOS

of the sun then serves as the other spatial direction ín space that must be

determined.

At the beginning of option 2, thre astronaut uses the SXT or SCT in
conjunction with the Sighting Mark Routine (R53) to perform a sighting on one

celestial body; he later identifies this body via the celestial body code. The

AXISGEN Routine (paragraph 5.6.3. 2,4\ then provides the matrix lenat]Wl for
transforming vectors from basic reference to ATM sensor coordinates. The
inputs to this routine are:

I'A

^toB þvearrvrl lsnrve]

sin TA cos SA

sin TA sin SA

cos TA (6. 2. t7)

9-ps

UNIT 1,ri- + a)
-UIJ

where SA and TA are the shaft and trunnion angles recorded for the mark; [SgNg]
is the matrix in paragraph 5.6.3. 1; INBATM] is the matrix in paragraph 5.6.3.4;
gpS i" the unit LOS vector of the sun in basic-reference coordinates computed for
the time of the mark by the Solar Ephemerides Subroutine of paragraph 5.5.4; a

is the correction vector for aberration of light, and li" i" the unit LOS vector
of the indicated celestial body in basic-reference coordinates; this unit vector was

either taken from fixed memory, calculated by the computer, or loaded by the

astronaut.

After AXISGEN determines [BRATM], the astronaut identifies the

celestial body to be acquired by the star tracker, and the unit LOS vector (gCg)

of the body in ATM sensor coordinates is computed as follows:

e:A

ê:B
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lcn lsnernrluNrr (gf" + a) (6. 2. 1B)

(0. s. r)

where a is the correction vector for aberration of 1ight, and li' i" the unit LOS

vector of the indicated celestial body in basic-reference coordinates.

From this point on, the desireC star-tracker gimbal angles are computed

and displayed as they are in option 1, It should be noted that option 2 assumes that

the orientation of the ATM with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System

will remain fíxed from the time of the optical sighting with the SXT or SCT until

the star-tracker gimbal angles are used by the crew.

5. 6. 3 IMU Rqttittes

5. 6. 3. 1 Sextant Transformations

5.6.3.1. 1 Sextant Base-N aviEation Base. -To transform a vector from sextant-

base to navigation-base coordinates, the following transformation matrix is used:

[sr*u]

cosa 0 -sine

010

sína 0 cosa

where a= -s}o 31' zB. lg

This matrix and its transpose [NgSg] are both present in computer

1Tì.€lT Cf)¡.

The sextant-base coordinate system refemed to above is frequently

called the Block I navigation base coordinate system in deference to the present

navigation base coordínate system (glock II). Transformation of vectors between

the sextant base and the present navigation base requires use of the above

transformations.
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5.6.3. 1.2 Sextant to Navigation Base. (SXTNF). -To obtain a unit vector (gNe),

which specifies the direction of the line-of-síght of the sextant in navigation-base

coordinates, use is made of the following:

sin TA cos SA

9Ne [srr"] sin TA sin SA (6.3.2)

cos TA

where [Snun] is the transformation matrix given in paragraph 5.6.3. L.1, and

TA and SA are the trunnion (precision) and shaft angles, respectively, of the

sextant.

5.6.3. 1.3 Calculation of Sextant Angles (CALCSXA). -Given a unit star vector
gslt it stable-member coordinates, this routine computes the angles SA and TA

required to position the optics such that the line of sight lies along the star vector

The star vector is first transformed to the sextant base coordinate

system as follows:

)

9se [N"s"] þrv'Ne] s* (6. 3. 3)

(6. 3. 4)

where [NeSe] anA [SvtNe] are given in paragraphs 5.6.3. 1. L and 5.6.3.2.t,
respectively.

Next, a unít vector g'lA, defining the direction of the trunnion (pre-

cision) drive axis in sextant-base coordinates, is obtained.

lrne = UNIT 3e x 9se

0

0

1
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follows:
Using 5* and gfnA, the angles SA and TA are determined as

sinSA = ETDA' (-¡Se)

eos SA = 9TDA . ISe

SA = ARCTRIG ( sin SA, cos SA )

(6. 3. 5)

TA = cos -1
:SBfus

where ARCTRIG implíes computing the angle, clroosing either sin-1 or "o"-1 "oas to yield maximum accuracy, and

rss

1

0

0

and ISg =

(:)

5. 6. 3. 2 IMU Transformations

5.6.3.2,7 Stable Member-Navisation Base. -Let IGA, MGA, OGA be the IMU
inner, middle and outer gimbal angles, respectively. Defi.ne the following
mat:'ices:

cosTGA 0 -sinIGA

Q1 0 0 (6.3.6)

sin IGA cos IGA

cos MGA sin MGA 0

-sin MGA cos MGA 0

1

1

0

00

Q2
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001

(6. 3. B)

(6. 3. e)

I

o

Q3 0 cos OGA sin OGA

0 -sin OGA cos OGA

Stable Member to Navigation Base Transformation

llNe = Qs Qz ar {svl

SMNB = Q3QrQ1

Navigation Base to Stable Member Transformation

Q3Q1
t nrt nrt T T

9srvr $ve' (6. 3. 1o)

5. 6. 3. 2. 2 Calculation of Gimbal Ansles (CAL CGA). -Given a stable-member

orientation and a navigation-base orientation, both referred to the same coordi-

nate system, the following procedure is used to compute the corresponding gimbal

angles.

Srvrc = UNIT ( hqs " Isrvr )

cos OGA= ar" 3Ne (6.3.11)

þur*] = n,t r,

sin OGA = SnnC ' INe
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OGA = ARCTRIG ( sin OGA, cos OGA)

cos MGA= ISlt ' ( ervrC t INe )

sin MGA= ISrVr ' INe

MGA = ARCTRIG ( sin MGA, cos MGA) (6.3.11 cont. )

cos IGA = SVrC ' ZStr

sin IGA = IMG ' ISiVI

IGA = ARCTRIG ( sin IGA, cos iGA)

where the inputs are three vectors along the stable-member axes and three

vectors along the navigation-base axes.

5.6.3.2.3 Calculation of Gyro Torquing Angles (CALCGTA). -In the fine align

procedure, after the present platform orientation is determined, the torquing
angles required to move the platform into the desired orientation must be com-
puted. The computation is made as follows.

Let x,, y¡, and z,be the desired stabLe member axes referred to the

present stable member orientation, and let I* Ip, and z_" denote the present

stable member axes. The rotations are performed in three steps; (1) rotating
through o, about the present y axis, yielding *, Xp, and zi (2) rotating through

0 z abovt the z axis, yielding lfr X, z; (3) and finally rotating through 6* about

the xO axis, yielding x.n LO, ?O, The relevant equations are as fo]lows:

UNTT (-x 0, 
"D,1)z

sin 6 = z"yr

D,3',
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cos 0
v

sin 0
z

COS0 =z

cos 6x

sin 0x

0v
ARCTRIG (sin er, cos oy)

zD

*n, 
z

"8"D,1 - '1 
*D,3

ARCTRIG (sín or, cos 0r)

,D

ARCTRIG (sin o*, cos o*)

(6.3.12 cont. )

0
v.

Y¡

z

z

0 x

The required ínputs are the three coordinate axes of the desired stable-
member orientation refemed to the present stable-member orientation.

5.6.3.2.4 Coordinate Axes Gengratqr (AXISGEN). -Given two unit vectors
(usually star vectors), s.r, and s*, expressed in two coordinate systems, denoted
by primed and unprimed characters, i. e,, å'A, g'g, gA, sU, this routine com-
putes the unit vectors t L, ?that are the primed coordinate system axes referred
to the unprimed coordinate system. This is accomplished by defining two ortho-
normal coordinate sets, one in each system, in the following manner:

UNIT ( si sbX

UNIT (sO x s")

)

I

X! I'A

9x* gi

s.a

sv

v2

tx

!y

uz

--)

lxx rv
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The primed coordinate system axes expressed in terms of the unprimed
coordinate system axes are:

I = "kr9x * 'irIy* u'z.'gz

Y- = ukzgx * tlz ly * uLz\z (6. 3. 14)

1 = tksgx * uis Yy * u'zyYz

It should be noted that vectors can be transformed from the unprimed
to the primed coordinate systems by using the following matrix constructed with
the output (Equation 6. 3. 14) of AXISGEN:

T

T (6.3.15)

T

5.6. 3. 2. 5 Calc ulation of Stable Member Coordinates of the Spacecraft
(CALCSMSç). -To determine the directions of the X, y, and Z axes

of the present'¡ehicle-coordinate system o:: the navigation-base coordinate system
with respect to the IMII Stable Memher Coorclinate System, the CALCSMSC
Routine is used,

The unit vectors INB, X*8, and z*" definÍng the directions of the
navigation-base coordinate system axes with respect to the IMU Stable Nlember
Coordinate System are determined as follows:

cos IGA cos MGA

sin MGA

-sin IGA cos MGA

?

Y=:NB
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os IGA sin OGA sin MGA
+ cos OGA sin IGA

-sin OGA cos MGA

os OGA cos IGA
sin OGA sin MGA sin

(6.3. 15b)

c

Ixe=l5exINe (6.3.15c)

where IGA, MGA, and OGA are the inner, middle, and outer IMU gimbal angles,
respectively. It should be noted that the rows of the transformation matrix
[Suue]a1so give the above vectors.

5. 6. 3. 3 REFSMMAT Transformations

The matrix required to transform a vector from the Basic Reference
Coordinate System to the IMU Stable Member Coordinate System is refemed to as

REFSMMAT. This matrix can be constructed as follows with the unit vectors

lXslt, gySM, .td gZSVI defining the orientations of the stable-member axes with
respect to reference coordinates.

Tu
-XSM

REFSMMAT - T
9vsvr (6.3.16)

T
9zsvr

5. 6. 3. 3. 1 Present REFSMMAT From Star SiEhtinss. -The present IMU stable-
member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System, and

the associated REFSMMAT, can be determined by sighting on two navigation
stars with the CSM optics. If s'O and sr, are the unit vectors defining the

measured directions of the two stars in the present Stable Member Coordinate
System, and sO and s, are the unit vectors to the corresponding stars as known
in the Basic Reference Coordinate System, then these vectors can be used as the
input to the AXISGtrN Routine (paragraph 5.6.3.2.4) to obtain the present iMU
orientation and REFSMMAT þquations (6. 3. 14) and (6. 3. 15)l .
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5.6.3.3,2 Alignment for Thrusting Maneuvers (Preferred Orientation), -During
certain thrusting maneuvers the IMU will be aligned according to the following
equations.

UNIT (x-)9xsvr

9vsvr UNIT (lxStr * l)

9zsm 9xsvr 9vsvr

(6. 3. 17)

I

where Ig is the vehicle or body X-axis at the preferred vehicle attitude for
ignítion and r is the CSM position vector. The associated transformation matrix
(REFSMMAT) is given by Equation (6. 3. 16).

5. 6. 3. 3. 3 AliEnment to Local Vertical in Orbit (Nominal OrientatÍon). -The IMU
stable member can be aligned to the local vertical at a specified time. For this
type of orientation, the stable-member axes are found from the following.

Ixsnn (gvst gzsnn)X

9vsnr UNIT (y x r) (6.3.18)

Ezsrr UNIT (-r)

where r and v are the position and velocity vectors of the CSM at the specÍfied
time. The vectors r and v are computed by the Coasting Integration Routine
(paragraph 5.2.2). The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation is
found from Equation (6.3.16).

"Ir,.P4l, tt lU"r,,. f | . 216 meters, or inp40 o l,U"r* " urvrr r) l <

2-12 radians, th"rgysM = UNITIU"', x (UNIT r + 0. rzs uUrr Ð] rrur"
v is the CSM velocity vector.
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5. 6.3. 3.4 Plane C Ali ent. -The plane change alignment is used

whenever the CSM performs a plane change maneuver to the thrust attitude

during MINKEY. The alignment is accomplished by pulse torquing the

Z-gyro either through minus 45 deg, before the maneuver, and through

plus 45 deg after, or through plus 45 deg before and minus 45 deg after.
The purpose of the pulse torquing after the maneuver is to return the

IMU to its original orientation. The choice of pulse torquing plus or
minus 45 deg before the maneuver is made as follows. If cos (CDUY)VGYLV=0

the Z-gyro is first pulse torqued minus 45 deg and then plus 45 deg. Other-

wise, the reverse j.s done.

gxSVr = UNIT (gxSvto cos 45o - gySVto sin 45o)

(minus 45o then plus 45o)

(6. 3. 18a)

(6.3. 1Bb)

or

gxStt = UNIT (t"SwrO cos 45o + gySmo sin 45o)

(plus 45o then minus 45o)

gysvr = UNIT (gzsvto x gxsu) (6.3.18c)

ozsM = 9zstto (6.3.18d)

where 0 refers to the orientation existing before plane change alignment.

5. 6. 3. 3. 5 Earth Prelaunch AÌ nment. -Prior to earth launch the IMU stable

member is aligned to a local-vertical axis system.

lZSl,l = UNIT (-r) (local vertical)

UNIT (A) where A is a horlzontal vector'

pointed at the desired launch azimuth angle
(6.3.18e)

'YSM=uzsMxlxstr

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMII orientation is given in

Equation (6. 3. 16).

9xsrt
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5. 6. 3.4 Navigation Base to ATM Transformation (NBATM)

To transform a vector from navigation base to ATM sensor coordinates
use j.s made of the matrix [NBATM] which ì.s computed as follows:

(xot* * leru) T

[Nearu] T
xetvr

Tlerm

(6 . 3. 1e)

where le1,nn .td ?ATlf are unit vectors that define the corresponding directions
of the *Y-axis and +Z-axis of the ATM Sensor Coordinate System in navigation-base
coordinates when the CSM ls docked to the workshop. It is assumed that antici-
pated nominal values of XAflt .td IATV' will be loaded in erasable memory before
launch and that they will be updated by the A'IM Orientation Determination program
(P50) after docking to the workshop. To transform a vector from ATM sensor to
navigation base coordinates use is made of the matrix

[arurvn] [rvearrvr-]T (6 . 3. 20)

5.6,4 Star Selection Routine

The Star Selection Routine is used by the IMU Realigrrment Program
(P52) and the Backup IMU Realignment program (pS¿) to select the best pair of
stars in the viewing cone of the sextant for fine alignment of the IMU. The logic
diagram for this routine is shown in Figure 6.4-L.

This routine tests each pair of stars from the computer catalog
of 37 stars to determine if both stars are within a 76-degree viewing cone
centered with respect to the shaft drive axis of the sextant (SXT). The routine
then checks to determine if the angle of separation between the stars is at least
30 degrees.
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Figure 6, 4-I, Star Selection Routine
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If a pair of stars passes both tests, the routine further checks to deter-
mine if either star is occulted by the sun or earth. The sizes of the occultation
cones are such as to not only account for true occultation, but also to prevent

the selection of stars too near the bodies because of visibility problems. The

directions and the associated occultation cone sizes of the two bodies are actually
computed by the LOCSAM Subroutine (paragraph 5.5. 13), which the IMU Realign-
ment Programs call before they call the Star Selection Routine.

The pair of stars that passes all the above tests and that has the largest
angular separation is chosen by this routine. If the routine is unable to find a
satisfactory pair of stars after testing all combinations, it is seen in programs
P52 and P54 of Section 4 that an alarm code is displayed; the astronaut can then

either repeat the star selection process at a different spacecraft attitude, or
select his own stars later.

5.6.5 Ground Track Routine

This routine is used by the astronaut in near-earth orbit to obtain CSM

or WS trajectory information. The astronaut specifies a time (GET) and a vehicle
(CSnn or WS). The routine uses the Coasting Integration Routine (paragraph 5.2.2)
to extrapolate tlie desired vehiclers state vector to the specified time. The

resulting estimated posítion vector is converted to latitude, longitude, altitufle
coordinates by means of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (paragraph 5.5.3), and

these data are displayed. Altitude is defined with respect to the launch pad radius
for earth orbit. The astronaut can request the state-vector extrapolation to con-
tinue in ten-minute steps, or to another specified time, and obtain additional
displays of the coordinates of points in the spacecraft's orbit. Alternatively, the

astronaut can request a display of altitude (to tO n. mi. ), irrertial velocity magni-
tude (to 1 ft/sec), and flight path angle (in degrees) at an astronaut-specified time.

5. 6. 6 VHF Range Rate \{ark Processing Routine

The VHtr- Range Rate Mark Processing Routine, P"27, provides a

least-mean squares fit of VHF range data to a second-order polynomial in
time. It also includes the computation of 9, the angle between the local
horizontal and the sextant LOS, or 0, the angle between the local hori-
zontaï and the +X body axis. Range data are incorporated into the expan-

sion recursively. The potynomial is expanded about either the current
time or some fixed time supplied by the astronaut. The estimates of
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range and range rate are optimized at this fixed time for use in chart solutions

for rendezvous maneuvers.

The inputs to the routine are:

ov VHF ranger variance

r a priori acceleration error used to initialize WU

a priori value of r: used to degrade the W-matrixt

t the fixed time at which the optimum estimate of range and

range rate are desired
d

tn a time interval during which range and range-rate values

are optimized.

:-:--;
The inputs ou, and tO are fixed-memory -c-onstants; 

r and tO are pad-

loaded erasable-memory constants; and r is an erasable-memory con-

stant set to zero at initialization of R2?' Although tO is set to zero at

pad load, its value can be changed at the discretion of the crew. The

outputs of the routine are range and range rate at the current or fixecl

time, and the angle 0 or 9,

\Mhen one of the three programs -P20, P25, or P48-is selected, two

flags associated with R27-R2?UP1 and R27UP2-are set to zero. The first two

VHF range measurements are used to generate an initial state; succeeding meas-

urements are incorporated recursively. The flowchart in Figure 6.6-i shows the

branches for the initialization and recursive procedures. The initialization
procedure forms an estimatecl state, x, ancl weightíng matrix, W, as shown in the

flowchart, Figure 6.6-2, The three dimensional polynomial state, x, is made up

of the three elements:

*0 = f0 range at to

*1 = v0 range rate at tO

*2 = a0 range acceleration at tO

)
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Enter

Figure 6.6-1. Initialization and Recursive Branches for R27
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Flgure 6. 6-2. Initialization Procedure

xo = (R6+Rm)/2

x, = (R*-R')/(tm-t0)

*2=o
to - (t_ + tol 12

>F

\M

wo
.W,

=

WB

-0

= ou*

-tol tm 0,F
1";
tE

FIXD = 0
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The weighting matrix, 'W, is composed of nine elements numbered as follows:

w (6. 6. 2)

The rows of this matrix may be thought of as vectors and numbered as folLows:

% (wo, w1, wz)

'wo (w3' w4' wS) (6.6.3)

\Ã/^
-b

(w6' w?' wg)

Since two range measurements cannot yield an estimate of acceLeratlon,

x, is set equal to zero. The correspondíng diagonal term of the 1ü matrix, 'ffU, is

set equal to an a priori value, r. The fixed-display f1ag, FIXFLAG, is set to 0 to

lndicate that the range and range rate are to be extrapolated so that the state 1s at

the current time.

Following initialization, measurements are incorporated recursively as

shown in the block diagram, Figure 6.6-3. The power series coefficients can be

considered a three-dimensional state, x = (16, vO, aO), at iO. The estimated

range at the time of the measurement t-- as a function of the state is,

r(t)eût ro + to (tm - to) * T^o {t* - to)2 (6. 6. 4)

dQ
(6, 6. 5)

w0

\M3

\M6

wt

w4

tvV?

*, I
wsl
*rl

The dffference in tÌ¡e measurecl and estimated range, rlQ, can thus be wrítten,

R -r (t )mem
R -b'xm
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The vector b is

d r(t)em' or b (1, At, f, nt2l (6.6. 6)
ôxi

Using this b vector the weightíng vector w can be calculated and the state, x, and
'W-matrix, \M, can be updated.

Following the update, a set of logical choices is made dependÍng on the

valuesofthequantitiesFIXFLAG, t*, td, andtO. The function of this set of choices

is to decide whether x is to be the state at the current time or at some fixed time
tO and to set the time At to extrapolate the state and W-matrix as needed. The

result of the logic is to:

Compute the current time state if the time of the measurement
is not within tO of tO in either directÍon.

Begin computing an optimum estimate of range and range rate
at tO as soon as tr' is greater than tO - tO.

Replace the last computed current state for the time t.l - h by

the optimized state at the new time tO as soon as t* is greater
than tO.

Continue improving and updating the optimum estÍmate until t*
is greater than tO * tO, then begin computing the current state

once again.

If required, the state and W-matrix are extrapolated in time by the

amount At set in the previous logic. For each extrapolation, the W-matrix is
degraded by an amount dependent on the value of r The effect on the covariance

matrix WWr is to increase the third diagonal term e'j "ï by the amount
:--i- 9 , .

( r at)'. L'he purpose of this "degrading" of the V[-matrix is to take into account

errors in the estimated state due to truncated, but non-zero, higher order range

derivatives.

5. 6. 6. 1 Data Read Routine for Range Rate Mark Processing

The granularity in the VHF range data is 0. 01 n. mi. This leads to

errors in the measured range between zero and 60. 76 feet, This error can be

a

b

c

d
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reduced by making a rapid succession of VHF measurements and accepting a value
when the reading changes. Figure 6.6.4 shows the logic for choosing the VHF
measurement at the "change" time.

5. 6, 6. 2 Provision for VHF Range Modulus

If the filter is being used in conjunction with P20 or P48, the range
returned from R08 will be the true range; if it is used with P25, however, the

range will be modulo 327 .68 n. mi. In the former case, the basis for constructing
the true range from the modulo 327.68 n. mi. VHF ranger reading is the range
computed in R61 from the CM and \MS state vectors. These vectors are assumed
to be unavailable for P25 operation; therefore a logical sequence-indicated
VHFMOD in Figure 6.6-4 and illustrated in Figure 6.6-5-is designed to keep the

first component of the polynomial state, x0, between the values of zero and

327. 68 n. mi, It is left to the crew to add multiples of 327.68 n. mi. according to
their knowledge of the range between the vehicles.

5. 6. 6. 3 R27 Computation of Theta and Phi

The angles É (in P2O) and 0 (in Pa8) are defined completely in paragraphs
5.6.7.1 and 5.6.7,2. They are computed in R27 independently of R31 and R34.

In P20, accuracy requirements for $ at t = td make precision integration
necessary in extrapolating the CSM state vector to this time. Otherwise, for t < tO,

computation of P is done with conic integration.

In P48, use is made of the current Average-G state vector r(t), v(t) in
updating 0 every two seconds.

The logic for the computation of the angles p and á in R27 is shown in
Figure 6.6-6.

5.6.7 Additional Rendezvous Displays

During the final phases of rendezvous the following four routines may be

called by the astronaut for the purpose of computing and displaying special quanti-
ties related to the rendezvous geometry.

'}
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Figure 6.6-5. Polynomial Range Estimate Modification Due to VIIF Range Modulus
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5.6. 7. 1 Range, Range Rate, Theta Display (R31)

Routine R31 may be called upon to compute and display the range and

range rate between the two vehicles and an angle 0 shown in Figure 6.7-1.

The angle 0 represents the angle between the CSM X-body axis and

the local horizontal plane. It is defined in a manner completely analogous to the
definition of E" in subsection 5.4. Theta, therefore, can have values between 0

and 360 deg.

rcstt

LOCAL HORIZONTAL

Figure 6.7- 1 Definition of Theta

The equations used to compute the display parameters for R31 are given

below

R = r - r^
tR = UNIT (R)

nANGE = lRl (6.7.1)

(6. 7. 2)

To compute I the following vector is defined

I

R^NCE Il^'t'E - (Iw - IC) . gn
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u.¡ IREFSMMAIIT lNes]ul

where NBSM and REFSMMAT are defined Ín paragraph 5.6. 3 and l¡ is a unit

vector along the X-body axis expressed in basic reference coordinates. The

angle 0 is then found as follows:

u UNIT (r" x y").

sp UNIT

-1
Ftr) k

[OOscN(u".r,.k)]

(6. 7.3)

0=cos

If u-.. r^<o; o = 2t - e
-^. -L-

The three displays of R31 are automatically updated until R31 is termi-
nated by the astronaut. The logic flow requÍred to accomplish this update is
shown in Figure 6,7-2,

5.6.7.2 Range, Range Rate, Phi Display (R34)

Routine R34 may be initíated by the astronaut to display the computed

range and range rate between the two vehicles as well as an angle / shown in
Figure 6.7-3.

!csm

LOCAL HORIZONTAT
ó

SXT LOS

Figure 6.7-3. Definition of Phi

r_
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The angle ó represents the angle between the SXT line of sight and the
local horizontal plane. It is determined ín the same way as 6 in Equation (6. 7. 3)

except that

u.x lR¡rsumerlT lxesnr] grve

where lNg i" the sextant line of sight in navigation base coordinates as given in
paragraph 5.6.3.1.2

The three displays of R34 are automaticalty updated in a manner similar
to the R3l" update.

5.6.7.3 Final Attitude Display (R63)

Routine R63 may be used to compute and display the gimbal angles
required to point a specified spacecraft vector, SCAXIS (as defined in paragraph
5.2.5, L), at the WS, After initiation of this routine the state vectors of both
vehicles are extrapolated to the present time plus one minute. Based on these
new state vectors the required gimbal angles are computed and displayed.

There is no automatic display update, However, R63 can easily be
reeycled to manually accomplish an update of the display.

5. 6.7.4 Out-of -plane Rendezvous Display (RB6)

Routine R36 can be used during any phase of the rendezvous sequence
to provide information about the out-of -plane position and velocity of the CSM
relative to the wS orbital plane and the out-of-plane velocity of the ws relative
to the csM orbital plane. These three quantities are computed for a given time.
Thr-' present tirle t-rf ignltlon is aul.umatfcalty selected Ín the absence of a time
input by the astronaut.
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The definition of the three quantities computed is given by the following
se! of equations where ICU, ICVi is the state vector of the CSM and r'yg, I1ryg is
the state vector of the WS.

9cnn UNIT (rcvr* lcivr) (6.7 . 4)

9ws UNIT (Iws " lws) (6. 7. 5)

YCM Ycvr' 9ws (6. 7. 6)

YCM !cvi' 9ws (6. 7 .7',)

Y
WS rws ' 9cvr (6. 7. B)

5, 6.8 Automatic Optics Positioning Routine

5. 6.8. 1 General

This routine (corresponding to R52 of Section 4) is used during align-
ment and navigation procedures to automatically point the optics in the direction
of a specified tracking target to aid the astronaut in the acquisition of the target.
The two target modes available in this routíne are as follows:

1. Star mode

2. WS mode

The calculations and positioning commands in this routine are repeated
approximately every two seconds provided the optics mode switch is set to CMC.

The routine consists of two subroutines, Line-of-Sight and Command. Let t be the

time (GET) at the beginning of a cycle and let

t
ó

t + ót (6. B. 1)

where ót is a lead term to compensate for system 1ags. During the first part of

the cycle the Line-of-Sight Subroutine computes the desired line-of-sight vector
at time tó , glOS. The Command Subroutine then computes updated values of the

desired optics angles from the desired line-of-sight vector, glOS, and the current
vehicle attitude. The entire procedure is then repeated. A basic CMC routine
drives the optics to the orientation indicated by the desired angles.
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)
5. 6.8. 2 Line-of-Sight Subroutine

5,6,8.2,L Star Mode. -This mode is used during IMU alignment procedures to
point the optics in the direction of a specified celestial body. The desired line-
of -sight vector, glOS, is the specified unit vector of the celestial body which was

either obtained from fixed memory, computed by the CMC, or loaded by the
astronaut.

5.6.8.2.2 WS Mode. *This mode is used during workshop (WS) trackÍng phases to
point the optics in the direction of the WS. The Kepler Subroutine (paragraph 5. 5. 5)

is used to compute r" and l1y, the estimated conic position vectors of the CSM and

the WS, respectively, at time tr. Then, the desired line-of-sight vector ís given by

9los UNIT (lw - tc) (6. 8. 2)

5, 6. 8. 3 Command Subroutine

During this subroutine the line-of-sight vector, glOS, is transformed
to stable member coordinates by means of

9sm IREFSMMATI u- ^-_LUJ (6.8.3)

The desired optics trunnion (precision) and shaft angles, TA and SA, respectively,
are computed as described in paragraph 5.6.3,1.3.

5. 6. I Optics Angles Transform R,outine

The Optics Angles Transform R,outine (R64 of Section 4) computes and

displays the tracking angles that correspond to given sextant shaft and trunnion
angles. The computed tracking angles specify the spacecraft axis to be pointed

by the tracking program in use when R64 is called.

Giyen the sh-aft and trunnion angles SA and TA, loaded by the astronaut,
the corresponding tracking angles 7 and P (yaw and pitch, respectively) are com-
puted as follows:

Pitch (P) = -sin-t ut", ,

yaw(7) =tan-'(Hffi)

where g'n i" the sextant line of sight in navigation base coordinates as given in
paragraph 5. 6.3. 1. 2.
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5. 6. 10 Orbital Parameter and Entry Display Computations

This paragraph presents the CMC computations required for the displays
in the following routines and programs:

a. The Orbital Parameters Display Routine R30, which is callable by

the astronaut via an extended verb.

b. The Splash Error Computation Subroutine DELRSPL, which is
automatically called by R30 when either the -Earth Orbital Insertion
Monitor Program (P11) or the CMC Idling Program (P00) is running.

c. The Entry Preparation Program (P61),which provides displays to
initialize the EMS.

d. The CM-SM Separation and Pre-Entry Maneuver Program (p0Z) anA

the Entry Ballistic Program (P66), which display IMU gimbal angles

corresponding to current CM hypersonic trim attitude.

e. The Entry Final Phase Program (P67), which displays the current CM
geographic location.

5. 6. 10, 1 Orbital Pararneters Display Routine(R30)

The Orbit Parameters Display Routine (R30) can be called by the astro-
naut via an extended verb (VAZ) to compute and display the orbital parameters
defined below. This display is automatically updated only when Average-G is
running. The option to select the vehicle for which these orbit parameters are to
be displayed and the time of the state vector to be used for these calculations,
however, will be available only when Average-G is not running.

Normally, the apocenter altitude, pericenter altitude, and the time
from a reference altitude (300,000 ft above launch-pad radius) are displayed. If
the chosen orbit does not intercept this altitude, the third display is -59859.
Under certain circumstances-explained in Section 4-.n additional display of time
from pericenter can also be requested by the astronaut. The details of each

option and the acceptable astronaut responses are discussed in Section 4.
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The computational logic and equations used in R30 are shown in Figure
6. 10-1. The following is a list of parameter definitions that apply to these figures.

State vector of the selected r¡ehicle

Apocenter altitude

Pericenter altitude

*LP Earth launch-pad radius

trr Time from a reference altitude

tprR Time from pericenter

SPLERROR See paragraph 5.6,L0.2

The TFF Subroutines, TFFCONIC, TFFRP/RA, CALCTPER, and

CALCTFF, which are called by R30 to perform the mathematical computations,
are described in paragraph 5.6.10.4. The Splash Error Computatíon Subroutine
DELRSPL, which is also called by R30 if P11 or P00 is running, is described in
paragraph 5.6.70.2.

It should be noted that R30 and DELRSPL use the sta.ndard values of
the gravitational eonstants, The TFF Subroutines, however, use "adjusted"
values for the near-earth trajectory computatio¡:¡s involved in the P61 displays,

As a convenience, the display conventions for tr, ttd tpER, which are

defined in Section 4, are summarized here. The display conventions differ,
depending on whether or not Average-G is running.

t

Y

ha

hp
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During Average-G, t* and tpgn represent the transfer times between

the present state vector (supplied by Average-G) andthe specified terminal radius
(to the reference altitude or to pericenter). The displays are periodically recom-
puted, and change as Average-G updates the state vector. The displayed transfer
times are the negative of the values calculated by the TFF Subroutines, as in count-

down. When the state vector supplied by Average-G lies between perigee and ter-
minal radius, a positive time representing time-since-terminal-point is displayed.

When the supplÍed position passes beyond perigee, negative time to terminal radius is
displayed once again. For outbound hyperbolas or parabolas, however, positive

time since terminal point is displayed,

When Average-G is not running, a síng1e state vector is supplied to the

TFF Subroutines, and the calculations are performed only once. The crew desig-

nates which vehicle state vector is to be used and the GET of the state vector.

Precision integration obtains the designated state vector and supplies it to the TFF

Subroutines. The transfer time between the supplied position and the terminal
radius is computed, as described in paragraph 5.6. 10.4. This transfer time is
corrected to account for the difference between the specified state vector time and

the present time, Thus tr, "rd tpER reflect the time of freefall from the present

position of the specified vehicle to the terminal radius. Since the transfer time is
computed only once, a 1-second clock is used to update the display'

The sign of the display depends on the position of the specified vehicle

with respect to the terminal radius. Thus, if the specified vehicle is approaching

terminal radius, the displayed transfer time is negative. The display is incre-
mented each second, counting towards zero. If the specified vehicle has passed

terminal radius, the displayed transfer time is positive, and increases as it is
incremented by the 1-second clock, In either case, any change in the display is

due to the 1-second clock; and the sign of the display changes only if the value

passes through zero.

When Average-G Ís not running, the crew can designate a new time for
the state vectclr by cxcrcising Lhu rccyule t-r¡.rLiotr (VS3E irr res¡rouse to V1Û N4.1).

A new time of transfer is computed and displayed, according to the conventions

given above.
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Figure 6. 10-1. orbital Parameters Display Routine (sheet I of 2\
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Figure 6. 10-1. O¡bital Paramotcrs Display Routine (Sheet 2 of. 2\

NOTq.:-The values of tr, *rd t pER as displayed on the DSKY are first corrected

for the difference between the state vector time and the present time

before being made to actually "count down" every second, i. e. , the DSKY

displays are automatically.updated once a second, but only if Average-G

is not on. This is not shown explicitly in the above figure'
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5. 6. 10. 2 Sptash Emor Computation Subroutine (DELRSPL)

The Splash Error Computation Subroutíne (DELRSPL) (Figure 6. 10-2)

is automatically eaIled by the Orbital Parameters Display Routine R30 if the Earth

Orbital Insertion Monitor Program (ptt) or P00 is running.

DELRSPL provides an approximate indicatíon of landing point miss

distance, SPLERROR. The error is computed as the difference between an

approximation to the range to be covered and the range to the predicted target

point. This assumes that all range components lie in the same p1ane. The range

to the predicted target point is the distance between the present position and the

target-as specified by the target coordinates and an estimate of the time of

impact. The flight time is the sum of the conic freefall tÍme to 300,000 ft altitude
and an estimate of the entry duration. The approximate range to be covered is the

sum of the conic freefall range to 300,000 ft altitude and an estimate of the entry

range. If the conic path from the present position does not intercept the 300,000

ft altitude, however, or if the vehicle's present location has already passed below

the intercept altitude, the miss distance is defined and displayed as minus the

range to the target. In both cases, the sign convention is that negative ranges

correspond to undershooting the target.

DELRSPL uses the VGAMCALC and TFF/TRIG Subroutines, which are

described in paragraph 5.6.10.4. It also uses one of the Latitude-Longitude Subrou-

tines described in paragraph 5.5.3 for converting a known latitude and longitude into

a position vector. !'urther, DELRSPL uses the empirical formulas for the entry

range and entry time given by the AUGEKUGEL Subroutine. (See Figure 6. 10-3. )

The coefficient 3437. 7468, used twice in the DELRSPL calculations, is
a conversion factor of the reentry calculations, and is deflned in Subsectlon 5.7
of this GSOP. (It is referred to as ATK in that subsection. )'k

The parameters LATSpi, and LONGS'L are the geodetic latitude and

longitude of the splash point. These quantities are either pad loaded, uplinked, or
entered via the DSKY by the astronaut.

It should be noted that the EarthOrbital Insertion Monitor Program (P11)

has automatic displays that are not associated with R30 or DELRSPL. These

displays are described in paragraph 5.3,5.6.

tr
See note on page 5.7-2.
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Figure 6. 10-2. Splash Error computation subroutine (sheet 1 of 2)
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See note on page 5.7-2

Figure 6.10-2. Splash Error Computation Subroutine (Sheet 2 of 2l
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5. 6. 10. 3 The Entry Preparation Program (P61) Disptays

The following display computations are made in program P61:

The 400,000-ft. altitude is referenced to the F'ischer ellipsoid, and a two-step

iteration is made to calculate this radial length.

The following three display parameters are required to initialize the

entry monitor system (EMS):

GMAX

VPRED

GAMMAEI

RTC.O

VIO

TTE

Maximum predicted deceleration for entry at the

nominal ro11 angle (L/D = 0. 3).

Predicted inertial velocity at an altitude of 400, 000 feet.

Predicted flight path angle between the inertial velocity
vector and the local horizontal at an altitude of 400,000

feet.

Range-to-go from the EMS altitude to the predicted

splash point.

Predicted inertial velocity at the EMS altitude.

Time-to-go from the current time to the EMS altitude
(negative and decreasing). TTE is decremented every

two seconds until 0.05g is sensed.

The EMS altitude is measured above the Fischer ellipsoid and is stored in erasable

memory during the prelaunch erasable load. (EMSALT)

The principal computation required for these display parameters is the

conic calculation of time to a radius of speeified length. The intersection of a

conic with an altitude above the Fischer ellipsoid is a two-step iteration. An

initial calculation is made using an estimate of the radius length. The latitude of

the conic with this assumed length is then used to calculate the radius of the

Fischer ellipsoid. This calculated radius is then used to calculate a second radius

length; and display quantities are referred to this second radius. Additional iter-
ations are not required to achieve the necessary display accuracy.

The computation logic for the P61 displays is presented in Figure 6. 10-4.

These computations use the TFF Subroutines that are described in paragraph

5.6.10.4.
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Figure 6. 10-4. Display Calculations for P61 (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Call Entry l¡:itialization

Resume T]RTO, TTR, ETE, ÛRT

Is EMS altitude -290000 feet POS

t\= þp þt = L.0012 ¡¿
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Call TFFCONIC, r, y,õ;
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FLgure 6. 10-4. Display Calculations for P61 (Sheet 2 of 3)
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See note on
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Figure 6.L0-4. Display Calculations for P61 (Sheet 3 of 3)
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The earth gravitation constant used in these calculations can be increased
to take into account missions that are confined to low inclination angles from the

equator where oblate earth effects can be significant. " Th" drag loss in reaching
the EMS point (0. 05g) is also approximated for these display computations.

Besides the TFF Subroutine symbols (which are defined in paragraph

5. 6. 10. 4), and the symbols that are defined above, the following additional symbols
are used in Figure 6.10-4.

THETA (O) The angle between the present position and the initial
target vector at the nominal time of arrival. (Ttris

is a reentry variable; see subsection 5, 7. )

Time of flight constant = 1100

State vector of the vehicle at the present time

tG First estimate of the terminal radius

= rpAD + 284,643 feet

= 2!,194,545 feet
(since tpAO = 6, 373, 338m = 20,909, 902 ft)

þL Gravitational constant used with an adjusted value
that is 0.12 percent greater than the standard value
of the gravitational constant, used only if the EMS

altitude is less than a specified value.

lrE Gravitational constant for spherical earth

5.6.10.4 The TFF Subroutines

The TFF. Subroutines are used tc calculate various conic parameters,
such as the semi-latus rectum, the semi-major axis, apoeenter and pericenter
radii, the transfer time from an initial or present position to specified terminal
r"adii (which may include apocenter and pericenter), the transfer angle of such

transfers, and the velocity magnitude and flight-path angle at the terminal position.
For these subroutines, the terminal radius is supplied by the calling program, and

defined to be on the inbound side of the trajectory.

KTETAl

I
v )

The choice to use the spherical earth gravitational constant or the adjusted
constant depends upon the value of the pad-loaded EMS altitude,
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The sign conventions used by the TFF Subroutines are defined by the

logic flow of paragraph 5.6. 10.5, To summarize these conventions it is convenient

to think of a succession of points along a conic path, each representing a state

vector that may be supplied to the TFF Subroutines by the calling program. This
point can be the present state vector of the CSM or \MS; it can be an estimation; or

it can be a previous or future state vector as calculated by the calling program. If
the supplied point occurs before the terminal radius, a positive (decreasing) transfer
time is computedbythe TFF Subroutines. Inthe eventthatthe supplied position lies
between the terminal radius and perigee, a negative (increasing) time representing
time since terminal point passage is computed. When the supplied point occurs

beyond perigee, positive (decreasing) tÍme to (subsequent) terminal radius is

computed for ellipses. However, for the open-ended conics-outbound h5r'perbolas

or parabolas-negative (increasing) time since terminal point passage is computed.

Since the supplied state vector may not be the current vehicle state vector, and

since a count-down display is preferred by the crew, the transfer time, as dis-
played on the DSKY, can, in general, differ in sÍgn and magnitude from that

calculated by the TFF Subroutines. The display conventions are defined in
Section 4, and are repeated, for convenience, where appropriate in Section 5.

(See, for example, R30. )

The TFFCONIC Subroutine (FiEure 6. 10-5) calculates various conic
parameters and stores them for short-term use. It also computes other inter-
mediate quantities to avoid duplication by following subroutines.

The TFFRP/RA Subroutine (ElgqSg !.!!:q) calculates pericenter and

apocenter radii for the general conic. For h¡rperbolic or parabolic orbits, or for
those elliptic orbits in which the apocenter radius exceeds the scaling, r. is set

equal to r" MAX, which corresponds to the largest expressible number in the

double-precision CMC word.

ThC CALCTFF /CALCTPER SUbTOUtiN e lF'iøure 6 10-7) calculates the

time of freefall to a given radius or to pericenter dependíng on the entry point to
the subroutine. The subroutine also calculates the quantity Y required by the

TFF/TRIG routine in its computation of the transfer angle. In the event that the

terminal radius does not lie on the present conic, t is set to the largest time
expressible in double precision, 228 - 1 csec, as a f1ag. After TFFCoNIC has

been called, CALCTFF/CALCTPER can be cal1ed, as desired, with different
terminal radii to obtain the various times of freefall to these radii for the same

conic.

)

)
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The TF'F/TRIG Subroutine (tr.isure 6.10-8) calculates the sine and
cosine of the transfer angle 0 from the initial position vector to the terminal
position vector. The computation of the intermediate parameter Y is done during
the appropriate branch in CALCTFF/CALCTPER and is saved temporarily. Thus,
the caller of TFF/TRIG can make only one call for each call to CALCTFF/CALCTPER

FISHCALC Subroutine (Fisure 6. 10-9) calculates the sine of the geo-
centric latitude of the terminal position vector, and then ealls the Fischer Ellipsoid
Radius Routine (part of the Latitude-Longitude subroutine of paragraph 5. s. s) to
obtain the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid, using Esuation (5.3. 1).

calculates the velocity magni-
tude at the terminal position and the flight-path angle relative to the local horizontal
at the terminal position, The user of the subroutine must supply the proper sign to
the flight-path angi.e.

omenclature of the TFF Su

ror
vor

'h

th

þn

"o
%

Present or initial state vector

Gravitational constant

Reciprocal of the semi-major axis of conic (negative

for hyperbolas)

Semi-latus rectum of conic

EccentricÍty of conic

Perícenter radÍus

Apocenter radius

Terminal position radius

Velocity magnitude at terminal positior:

Flight-path angle relative to loca1 horizontal at the
terminal position

Switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether the transfer
time is calculated to the terminal position radius
(CALCTFF) or to the pericenter (CALCTPER)

p

a

p

e

rp

r
d

srrr'
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rF Radius of Fischer ellipsoid along the terminal
position unit vector

t Conic transfer time from the present or initial
position to the terminal position (CALCTFF) or to
pericenter (CALCTPER)

"MAx
The largest apocenter radius expressible in the double

precision CMC word at the relevant scaling.

5. 6. 10. 5 Equations Used in Calculating the Conic Time of Flight

The time of flight along any conic trajectory proceeding from an

arbitrary radius 5 in the direction of velocity 5 to a radius of specified length

rn is provided by Kepler's equation. The following formulation, while not quite

universal, is explicit and direct. With a single equation, time of flight can be

calculated for conic paths that are hyperbolic or parabolic and for those elliptie
paths having laøl = 90 deg. An alternate equation is needed for the elliptic paths

having lael>SO a"g. Highly circular orbits are excluded by the constraint of

tength for the terminal radius. In the absence of a vector direction, highly

circular cases are not treated.

The two conic parameters that appear in the time of flight equations

are given by

Angular momentum

ê

Semi-1atus rectum

Reciprocal semi-
major axis

Transfer angle

r

E

p

hto x

H.E

z Y¡'Io
d =- roþ

(6.10.1)
p

The equation for reciprocal semi-major axis a has the usual sign convention; a is

negative for hyperbolic orbíts, zeîe for parabolic orbits, and positive for elliptic

orbits.
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Figure 6. 10-5. TFFCONIC Subroutine
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Figure 6. 10-7, CALCTFF/CalC.IfeR Subroutine (Sheet 1 of. 2)
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tlz=olN
V = aPsgn(Qo+
X = lloZo

r
Z2X = aZ

z=
Y=

N/D
p zlzl

tt =Z[ro+rn-22 T (X)]
,

r' = ll J- +en - en+afr¡q v
z(xT(X) - 1)

eZ

tt>0

Yes
( Qo)t tzo

d >0

+tttr 2r
;sp

=Q
28t=(2 - 1)

csect
It

RETURN
t,)ÇY

1

T

Yes

No

No

Yes

Figure 6. 10-?. CALCTtr"F/CalCfeeR Subroutine (Sheet 2 of 2)
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ENTER

Figure 6. 10-8. TFF/TRIG Subroutine

r,rOX,Y

cos 0 = | _ 2 lyl/tr rn (1 + X)l

sin 0 = sgn(Y) t - (cos g)2

Return cos 9, sin 0

)
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ENTER

Figure 6. 10-9. FISHCALC Subroutine

c

1., y, ht, cos 0, sin 0

u = UNIT (r)
-r
ü.r = UNIT (ht)
-ll

u , = u cos 0+
-rn -r x (-gn')) sin 0

v- = Unit vector of Earthts North Pole
-'& in the Basic Reference Coordinat

SYstem
SINL = u , ' 1lz

-fn -¿J

Call GETERAD, SINL

Resume rF

Return r u
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ENTER

Figure 6. 10-10. VGAMCALC Subroutine

r 4lh'
(rrt)2 ht,

+ Z (î - rh)/ (r rn)

?E = ARCCOS (h'/rn v',)

vn = Ç vttr

(v')2vl=n

Return th, yE
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Two intermediate quantities, given in two useful equivalent forms, are;

Qo = sen (úo) to å . Io/{¡,

V.
-h

l4 tt"h

-p

-p

2-qr

2-qr

0
(6. 10. 2)

Qn = ssn (ín)
h

r-
-h

It is these quantities that exclude highly circular orbits, since, being proportional

to radial velocity, they become uselessly small. For TFF application to reentry,

A is on the returning side, so the sígn of ún is chosen as negative. Excepting

ellipses for which laelzg0 deg, the conic time of fiight ís given by

r = ØlJ-ul(.' + rh - 2 Z2 T (x)) (6.10.3)

where Z is tine obtained by one of the following:

if QO and Q¡ have opposite signs

, = (Qn - Q0)/(2 - e (rO + rn)) (6.10.4a)

if QO and Q¡ have like signs

z = (rr - roll(en + qo¡ (6. 10.4b)

and where if
2aZ < 1.0

then

X= aZ 2 (6.10.5a)

For those elliptic cases having l¡el = 90 deg,

then

ând

oz2> t.o

X = 1/ (o z2\
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,l The c<¡nic time of flight is given by

t= 7r:
r/a

-Qn+Qo+ 2(xr(Ð-r
aZ

The function T(X) is defined by the seríes

("d( (6.10.6)

r(X)=å-ã.+-+ +

,VX - arctan (rF if 0<x< 1 (6. 10. 7)
X(X

- _ V-X - arctanh (,V-x) ifx<0
XúX

The Equations (6. 10.4) are equivalent, except that each has a point of
indeterminancy, The selection used in Equation (6. 10.4) excludes the indeter-
minant point of each from the region of application. The geometric sígníficance
of opposite signs for the Q's is that 1O and rn lie on opposite sides of the conic
axis of symmetry. For like signs, the radii lie on the same side. In applÍeation
to spacecraft landing, in is negative and Equation (4a) applies to outbound trajec-
tories, while Equation (4b) applies to inbound ones.

The choice of Equation (6.10.3) or Equation (6.10.6) depends on

whether oz2 is less than or greater than one. since both Equation (6.10.3) and
Equation (6. 10.6) reduce to the same form when X = 1,0, the division made above
is arbitrary. Equation (6. 10.3) gives both positive and negative values, indicating
time to terminal point, and time since terminal point passage. A positive value,
time to terminal point, is always provided for the ellipse by replacing negative t
by 2nf ar/"u + t, Equation (6. 10.6) yrelds positive values only.

The t'ime of flight equations are exact and jnvolve a,pproximations only
to the extent that the function T(X) is represented by a polynomial. Furthermore,
Equation (6.10.3) is continuous as the conic changes from hyperbolic to elliptic.
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)5,6. 10.6 Desired Gimbal-angle Display for Entry Attitude Used During P62 and

P66

In the CM-SM Separation and Pre-Entry Maneuver Program (P62) and

in the Entry Ballistic Program (p00), the desired IMU gimbal angles corres-
ponding to entry attitude (hypersonic trim with respect to the computed wind axis)

at the present time are calculated and may be displayed. The calculations are

shown in Figure 6. 10-11. The following nomenclature is used:

KWE Equatorial Earth Rate = 1546.70168 ft/sec. (This is a reentry
constant; see subsection 5,7).

uz Unit vector of earthrs North Pole direction, left by pad load.

UXA

UYA

UZA

UXD

UYD
UZD

OGA

IGA

MGA

ROLLC

dt

The trajectory triad computed each two seconds in reference
coordinates by CM/POSE (part of the DAP calculations).

Desired body triad for trimmed flight with respect to the

relative velocity vector, using ro11 command and trim angle

of attack.

Outer Gimbal Angle-Roll

Inner Gimbal Angle -Pitch

Middle Gimbal Angle-Yaw

Commanded Roll Angle

Hypersonic Trim Angle of Attack for CM, stored in erasable

memory during the prelaunch memory load.

5. 6. 10. 7 Entry Terminal Display of CM Geographic Location

During the Entry Final Phase Program (P67), after the relative wind

velocity becomes less than VQUIT (f OOO fps), the Entry guidance ceases to com-

pute a new ro11 command for specifying the CM Iift vector dircction. Instead, the

current value is kept constant and the DAP continues attitude control for the

remainder of the flight. The guidance mode SELECTOR is changed to compute
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/--)

-)

ENTER

\ühere:

UXA = - UNrT (y + KWE (UNIT (r) x gr))

U YA = - UNIT (U XA x UNIT (r))

Figure 6.10-11. Calculation of Glmbal Angles Corresponding to Entry Attitude

X UYA)XA(uZA!

UyD = UyA cos (ROLLC) + rJ ZA sin (ROLLC)

9XD = UNIT (!YD X UXA) sin a*

+ gXA cos o,t

U ZD = UXD X UYD

XNB = UXD
YNB = UYD
ZNB-UZD

Store REFSMMAT in
XSM, YSM, ZSM

Call CALCGA

Resume OGA, IGA, MGA

)
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the CM geographic coordinates for display to the crew. The computation is as

f ollows:

Call Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (paragraph 5. 5. 3) with the para-
meters as defined in that paragraph and having the following values:

= Average-G position vector

= time of position vector

=0

I
t
F

Obtain

Lat =

Long =

present geodetic latitude

present longitude

5.6. 11 Paragraph 5. 6. 11 has been deleted.

5. 6. t2 CMC idling Program

The CMC Idling Program (P00) is used to maintain the CMC in a state
of readiness for entry into any other program. While the idling program is in
operation, the Coasting Integration Routine (paragraph 5.2.2) is used to advance

the estimated CSM and WS state vectors. This periodic state vector extrapolatlon is not
necessary from a theoretical point of view, but does have two practical purposes.
F'irst, it is advisable to maintain current (or at least nearly current) state-vector
estimates in case an emergency situation arises, Second, a significant amount of
computation time is transferred from a period of high computer activity ( for
example, navigation measurement processing, targeting) to a period of low

activity.

The state vectors of both vehicles are extrapolated even if the vehicles
are attachecl. A special DSKY verb exists whose use allows the WS state vector
to be made equal to the CSM state vector.

In order to use the Coasting Integration Routine efficiently, the maximum
value for the integration time step At*"* is computed as described in paragraph
5.2.2.5. The value of At*"* is a function of radial distance and varies from step to
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') step, Let t" be the time associated with the estimated CSM state vector and t,
be the current time, The estimated CSM state vector is extrapolated ahead when

t_>t^+4atlumex (6. 12. 1)

The integration is terminated when At*"* is more than the integration tirne-to-go,
In this manner no extra and smaller-than-maximum integration time steps are
performed, and the periodic integration is accomplished most efficiently.

The estimated WS state vector (if applicable) is then extrapolated to the
CSM state vector time.

The error transition matrix W (see paragraph 5.2,2,4) is extrapolated
with the estimated WS state vector if RENDWFLG indicates that the W-matrix is
valid. RENDWFLG is defined in paragraph 5. 2.5.2.

The logic for the periodic state-vector extrapolation is illustrated in
Figure 6. t2-7. The variables D and V are indicators that control the Coasting
Integration Routine. The quantities x" and x* are the estimated CSM and WS

state vectors, respectively, and x is a temporary state vector used for integration,
Refer to paragraph 5.2.2.6 f.or precise definitions of these items.

As shown in the figure, time synchronization of the two state vectors is
achieved and maintained by this program, The purpose of the state vector syn-
chronization is to guarantee correct W-matrix extrapolation during rendezvous
navigation.

In order to permit correction of wrong erasable memory parameters,
whicìr have caused, or could cause, an invalid and excessively lengthy integration
process to begin, there is an emergency special DSKY verb to ter"minate or inhibit
the Coasting Integration Routine. This special verb causes the following to occur:

If the Coasting Integration Routine is in operation, it is terminated
at the end of the current time step.

The current program is terminated.

The CMC Ïdling Program (P00) is activated.

The P00 state vector test is b¡passed so that no state vector
integration occurs until a ner¡/ program is entered or P00 is
reselected.

1

3

4
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No

ENTER

Figure 6.1,2-1" CMC Idling Program-state vector Extrapolation

V =Q
x=x

I

Inhibit Selection of New Program*

Wait Ten MinutesCompute A

t¡.

V
x

t
1

1

Ic

Allow Selection of NewD=0

Compute At' max

_<t+at¡ maxExtrapolate CSM State

Vector One Time
Step to Time t * At*r*

x
t

IC

>t+4at

Yes

t¡' C
t

ENDWFLG =

D=0 xx \MD=6

'l'except P-27 or P00

Yes

No

Extrapolate WS State Vector ( and W
Matrix i-f D = 6 ) to time tp Using

Integration Routine (Sec. 5.2.2)Coast

)
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Note that this operation does not maintain state vector synchronization and can,
therefore, cause incorrect W-matrix extrapolation in rendezvous navigation.

5.6. 13 IMU nsation

The IMU Compensation is designed to compensate for PIPA bias and
scale factor error, and, at the same time, to accumulate gyro torquing commands
necessary to compensate for the associated bias and acceleration caused gyro
drifts. The correction to the PIPA's is

PIPAC = (1 + SFEI) PIPAI - BIASTAt

where

PIPAC is the compensated data for the Ith
denoted PIPAXC, PIPAYC, PIPAZC

PIPA

SF-SF
SFE =

nom ( erasable load'l')
SFnom

SF = Scale-factor CM Sec

Pulse

BIASI is the bias for the Ith PIPA ( an erasable load )

The compensated data is then used to compute the IRIG torquÍng neces-
sary to cancel the NBD, ADIA, and ADSRA gyro coefficients. The computations
are

XIRIG = -ADIAX PIPAX C + ADSRAX PIPAYC - NBDX At

YIRIG = -ADIAY PIPAY. + ADSRAY PTPAZC - NBDY At

7,IRIG = -ADIAZ PIPA.Z - ADSRAZ PIPAYc + NBDZ AtC

oTh. tu"* "erasable load" refers to data entered into CMC erasable memory just

)

before launch.
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where

XIRIG, YIRIG, ZIP.IG are gyro drift compensation

NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are gyro bias drifts ( an erasable load )

ADSRAX, ADSRAY, ADSRAZaTe gyrodriftsdue to ac-

celeration in spin reference axis ( an erasable load )

ADIAX, ADIAY, ADT.AZ are gyro drifts due to acceleration

in the input axis ( an erasable load )

\Mhen the magnitude of any IRIG command exceeds two pulses, the

commands are sent to the gyros'

During freefa1l, only NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are the relevant coefficients;

and the routine is so ordered that only these terms are calculated for the gyro

compensation.

5. 6. 14 Impuls ive AV Program (P77)

The purpose of the Impulsive AV Program (P77) is to update the estimated

CSM state vector after the execution of a thrusting CSM maneuver not monitored by

the GNCS.

The logic for this program is shown in Figure 6,74-1. In the figure,

AV is the CSM velocity change, expressed in the CSM local vertical coordinate

system; and tOU is the time of the maneuver.

5.6. i5 Estimated RMS Position and Veloc ity Error Display

In order to provide the capability for astronaut monitoring of the GNCS

estimate of state vector accuracy, a special DSKY verb exists that causes the RSS

of the estimated RMS position and velocity errors to be computed from the W-matrix

and to be displayed. Based upon the values in this display and the details of the

particular mission, the astronaut elects to stop the navigation that is in progress,

to resume, or continue with the current navigation procedure, or to reinitialize the

W-matrix and continue navigating. The capability of selecting the W-matrix initiali-
zation parameters is also included in this process.
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START

EXIT

Figure 6.14-1. Impulsíve Avprogram (p?T)

Inhibit Rendezvous Navigation
Data Processing

Inhibit Other Program
Selection via V37

Extrapolate CSM State Vector to
Time tOO. using Coasting Integration

Routine ( Section 5. Z.Z )

Rectify CSM State Vector
. 2"2-2 ) Obtaining lcon, jcon, tAV

= -UNIT(r )'-con'

= UNIT (v x r'-con

=9.tx9z

vV

con

T

T T T T+con con

T
\2

AV

Yz

9r

!s
to

t1

Extrapolate CSM State Vector to original
CSM State Vector Time using Coasting
Integration Routjne

Rectify CSM State Vector
(Fig. 2.2-2) Obtaining lcon, Icon, t¿V

Allow Other Program
Selection via V37
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The logic for the RSS position error (ArnSS ) and RSS velocfty error
(AtnSS ) display is illustrated in Figure 6.16-1. The vectors wÍ are partitions of
the ÌvV-matrix as defined in Equation (2,2.26) of paragraph 5,2,2.4, The variables
w- -- and w _ are \ff-matríx initialization parameters, and RENÐWFLG is the W-rr rv
matrix validity flag. See paragraph 5.2,5,2 for further definitions and usage of
these terms.

5.6.16 Paragraph 5.6.16 has been deleted.

5.6.17 Paragraph 5.6.17 has been deleted.

)
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Yes

Tlargest value displayed will be 9999? ft. for orRSS > 30479 meters.

Figure 6.16-1. RSS Position and Velocity "Emor Display

)
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5

Ar wT
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i

i=0 -

11

twL-l
=6

Display ÀtRSS t, OuOr, ,Code

RSS

RSS

r

w Av
V

1¡/ = Ar
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5.7 ENTRY GUIDANCE

The entry guidance is used for control of the CM entry vehicle and is
described by the logic flowcharts in Figures 7.0-1 through 7.0-16. A detailed
description of the guidance and steering concept is presented in MIT/DL Re-
port R-532, 't Reentry Guidance for Apollo", R. Morth, January 1966.

For the Skylab Mission, the entry guidance program retains its high
velocity capabilities, as is reflected in the following flowcharts, although only the
earth-orbital logic is used. In certain flowcharts, the earth-orbital flow sequence

is designated by the heavy lines to aid the reader.

NOTE:- P65 and P66 have not been tested and are not,
therefore, considered operational for Sky1ab.

Figure 7.0-0 illustrates the overall picture of operations during entry,
Each block in Figure 7.0-0 is described in detail in following figures. Figure ?.0-1
defines the symbols that represent computed variables stored in erasable memory.
Figure 7.0-2 tabulates the variables used in Section 5 with their descriptions,
maximum values, and corresponding Section 4 display nouns. (Those parameters
that are computed only for display purposes during the entry phase are presented
in paragraph 5.6. 10.) Figure ?. 0-3 gives the values and definitions of constants.
The initialization routine shown in Fi.gure 7.O-4 is entered only once at the start
of entry. Besides setting the appropriate variables to their initial values, this
routine presets the variable SELECTOR to INITROLL.

Every pass through. the entry equations (done once every 2 seconds)
begins with the powered flight navigation-Average-G Routine-(see Figure ?. 0-5),
presented in paragraph 5.3.2, which integrates to determine the vehiclers new
position and velocity vectors. The navigation routine begins before encountering
the entry interface at 400,000 feet altitude, and operates continuously from that
time to landing. The targeting section of entry (Figure 7.0-6) then computes the
relevant data, shown in the figure, based on the vehicle's position and velocity and

the position of the landing site.

The mode selector chooses the next sequence of calculations depending
upon the phase of entry trajectory that is currently being flown. The initial roll
section (Figure 7,0-7) maintains the ro11 angle that was previously selected in the
initialization routine and determines when to start the next phase. For entry from
earth orbit, the CM velocity is less tban27,000 fps. The commanded ro11 angle
is maintained at the initially designated value until the drag exceeds 0. 05 g, where
a crossrange correction is made. The commanded roII angle again remains
constant until the drag exeeeds 0. 2 g. This effect is obtained as follows. When
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the drag exceeds 0.05 g, INITROLL (Figure 7.0-?) changes the selector to KEP2
(Figure ?.0-12), but continues on to the lateral logic shown in Figure 7.0-16.

Subsequent passes go to KEP2. When the drag exceeds 0.2g in Figure 7.0-L2,

the selector is set to PREDICT 3 of Figure 7.0-13, and the final phase is entered.

For a high velocity entry, the program proceeds from INITROLL to the

next phase that maintains a constant drag trajectory while testing to see if it is
time to enter the upcontrol phase. The testing is presented in Figures ?.0-8 and

?.0-9. The constant drag equations are given in Figure ?.0-10. The other

phases (upcontrol, ballistic, and final) are described in Figures ?. 0- 1 I, 7, 0-L2,

and 7.0-13. (See Figure 7.0-0. )

The final phase is accomplished using a stored reference trajectory
with linear interpolation between the stored points. The characteristics of this

trajectory as well as the steering gains are stored as shown in Figure 7.0-14.

The routine that prevents excessive acceleration build-up (G-Iimiter)
is given in Figure 7.0-15. Finally, that portion of entry that performs the lateral
logic calculations and computes the commanded roll angle is described in
Figure 7.0-16.

For detailed descriptive material about the interaction of Entry Guidance

with the Entry DAP and with the mission control programs P6 1-P67, see Section 3.

PINBALL (DSKY Displav) NOTE: In the CMC , range is measured along a great

circle and is expressed in revolutions for nouns 50, 63, 64, 66, and 6?. (Noun 50,

splash error, is discussed in paragraph 5.6.L0.2; the other nouns are defined in

Figure 7.0-2. ) tfre DSKY display of the range components of these nouns uses the

PINBALL scale factor 3441.3272L4 n. mi. /rad. The conventional scaling is ATK

of Figure 7. 0-3, corresponding to 60 n. mi. is equal to one deg of arc. Since the

flowcharts are drawn in terms of nautical miles, the DSKY-displayed range is

Iarger than the flowchart range value by the factor 1.001041507.

I
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)

NOTE. -The heavy lines
indicate that portion of
the coding used in entry
.from earth orbit, i. e.,
Skylab Mission.

Figure 7. 0-0. Entry Computation
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DESIRED L IFT TO ORAG RATIO
I VERT ICÂL PLÄNE )

TEMP STORÂGE FOR L/D III LÂTERAL
LÂD COS{ I5DEG)
PREDICTED RÁNGE ( FINAL PHASE )

FINÀL PHÀSE RANG€
M I N I MUI.{ DR AG FOR UPCOÀITR.OL
ALTI TUDE RÂTE
REFERENCE RÐOT FOR UPCot¡TROt
REFERENC€ RDOT IFINÂL PHÂSE TÂ3LEI
REFER€NCE RDOT FOR OOIINCBNT
ROLL CO¡4I,IAND
RÂNGE TO GO ( FIÀIÂL PITÂSE TÂßi-E )

SINE OF LATITT'DE
T T f.TE

DESIRED RÂNGE { RÀDIANSI
VELOCITY MÂGNITUD€
INITIAL VELOCITY FOR UPCONTROL
EXIT VELOClTY FOR UPCONÏROL
ItTERTtAL VELOCITY MÂGNITUDE' lvl I

REFERENCE VELOCITY FOR'UPCONÏRIL
REFERENCE V {FINAI PHÂSE TAStEI
VSAT OR V I, I{HI CHEVER I S SIIALI-ER

22
vt /vs¡T

22
NOR,TALISEÐ VEt. SOUÂRED = v /VSAT
EARTH RÀTE TIltE5 TI}iE

INT€RI,I€DIATE VARI IELE
LTIERÂL I{¡SS LIXIT

P
-J
I

C¡

L/Ðl
L /DCH I NR
PR. ÊDÄòIG L
o2
o?
RDOT
RDOI REF
RDOTREF{
RDfR
ROL LC
RÏOGO( }

ST
T

I
t
2700 NM
21600 Nr.4

8O5 FPSS
2 VSÂT
2 VSAT
2 VSAT
2 VSÂT
I R,EVOLt'T I ON

2700 Nl.

ETATH

I
B

2
2
2
2
t2
2

2
2

Fx +2
NOT SAVED
P I PT I xE_T I 14E /RTO
THE T ÂH

v
vt
VL
Vl'tÂG I
VR EF
VR,EF(
vst

28 CENT I SEC
PI RÂÐIANS
VSÀT
V SÄT
V SÂT
8 H/CENT I SEC
vsÂT
VSAT
VSAT

NOT SÏORED

V6AR S 4

vso
¡rT

4
T REVOLUTION

SAI
AD I AilS

= VSOUARE
ñoT srvÉD

= HIE {DTEAROII
NOT SAYED
¡toT sav€D

x IN G-LIIlIIER 2 Y
4n

Figure ?.0-1. Computer Variables (Sheet 2 of 4)



EXTRA COMPUTER ERASABLE LOCÂT IONS' NOT SHOI.IN ON FLOI{ CHARTS

VARI,\BLE DESCRIPTION MÂXIHUM VALUE

GOT OÅ DDR

XP I PBUF
YPIPBUF
ZPIPBUF
P I PCTR
JJ
I'tM
GRAD

ADDRESS SELECTED BY SEOIJENCER

EUFFER TO STORE X PIPÂ COUNTS
BUFFER TO STORE Y PIPA COUNTS
BUFFER TO STORE Z PIPA COUNTS
COUNTS PÀSSES THRU PIPÂ REÀD ROUTINE
INDEX IN FINÂL PHASE TAELE LOOK-UP
INDEX IN FINAL PHASE TAELE LOOK-UP
INTERPOLÀTION FACTOR IN FINAL PHASE
DRANGE/D LlD = F3 2?OO Nl'l
ÂREF 8O5 FPSS
RTOGO 2700 Nt|
RDOTREF VSAT/4
DRANGE/D RDOT = F2 2l6oO/2vs NH/FPS
DRANGE/D DRAG = Fl 27OO/8O5 N|'|,/FPSS
T EI{PORARY LOC ÀT I ON
TII.IE OF INITIÄL TARGET RTINTT 8 28 CENTISEC
EST TII'E BETI¡EEN RTINIT ÂND RT B 28 CENTTSEC

FX
Fx+1
FX+2
Fx+3
FX + 4
FX + 5

C¡

{
I
o¡

T E14 1B
TII,IElRTO
DIEÂROT

UNI TV

UNITR

-VREt

COIIPUIER

UNIT V V€CTOR

UNIT R VECTOR

NEGATIVE VELOCITY RET TO ATI{OSP

S}II TCHES

2

2

2 VsÂT

INIIIÂL STÂIE

GONE PAS T

REL VEL SII
EGSW
NOSWITCH
HIND
INRLSI{
LÂÏST.I
.05GSl{

(t)
{o)
lo,
(o)
(0,
(o)
{t)
(0)

INDICAÌËS OVERSHOOT OF TARGET 8RÂNCH

RELÂTIVE VELOCITY S}IITCH NON-ERANCH
FINÂL PHASE Sb'ITCH NON-ERANCH
tNHIEIT TATERAL S¡¿ITCH NOÑ-BRANCH
INDICATES ITERATIO¡¡ IN HUNTEST l'lON-BRÂNCH
INDICÂTES INIT R,OLL ATTITUDE SET NON-BRANCH
TNHIBIT DO}INLIFT SIIITCH IF NOT SET BRÂNCH
I NDI CATES DRAG EXCEEOS .05 GS I.¡ON-BRANCH

clrlFLAGS = S¡AIE +ó

95D, ßIìlO
9óD' BIl9
97Dr 8ll I
98D' 8I Ï 7
99Or BII ó

looD, 8I I 5
l0lD, 8Iì 4
IO2D, .BI T 3

llzD' BI'l I IN S'¡ÂlE + 7GONE 8Y INDICATES GONE PÂST TARGET ( SET 
' 

SELF_INIfIALIZING

Figure ?.0-1. Computer Variables (Sheet 3 of 4)



o

EODY ÂTTITUOE OUANTITTES {C1.I,/POSE I

VÂRTAEtE DESCRTPTIO}I

-VR€L

üÂx If{ufi vÀLrJE

2 vsAI¡I€GÀTIVE VELOCITY REL TO ATI,IOS.

USET, FOR UYA ÐELOÍ IOOO FPS 2

Ctl

-¡
I\¡

OLDUYA

ux^/2

UY A12

uzlt2

-u"rn

uaf /2

uBzt2

t,i¡¡T VECTOR TR, IÂO

EASED ON

ÏHf TRAJECTÍI¡Y.

U'{T¡ VECTOR,

EODY TI,IAD

FOR Cr{.

2

2

2

2

2

2

Figure 7.0-f . Computer Variables (Sheet 4 of 4l



DISPLÂY OUANTITIES.'. (FOR USAGE'SEE SECTION 4: P óI THROUGH P ó7}

THIS TABLE PROVIDES THE REÀDÊR WITH DISPLAY OUÂNTITY INFORMATION. THE VÂRIÂBLE NAIIES REFLECT

SECTION 5 USAGE. EXCËPTING IMBEDDÊD BLÅNKS, THE SECTTON 4 NAI''IES ÄRE PARENTHESIZED'IF DIFFERENT'
sIGN coNVENTIONS ÂRE FOUND IN SEcTION 4. IF THE DISPLAY VÁRIÄBLE NAME DIFFERS FROI{ SECTION 5 USAGE'

say BEcAUSE OF SCALE FACTOR, THE ÂLTERNÀTÊ SECTION 5 NÀME IS ENCLOSED IN ANGTJLAR ERACKETS: < >-
DISPLÀY QUANTITY INFORMATION APPEÂRING ELSEI{HERE IN SECTiI]N 5 OTHER THAN IN 5.7 HÀY 8E ÉOUND THUS3

N óO 6 N 63 ( ALLI FIGURE ó.IO-4 IN 5.ó.10.3
N 22 { ÂLL) FIGURE 6-10-11 IN 5.6.10.ó
N ó7 ( LAT' LONG) SECTION 5.6.I0.7

VARIABLÊ DESCRIPTION IlAXIIlUI.I VÂLUE DISPLAY NOUNS

Gr.tÂx

V PRED

GÂMMÀE I

RTGO

vIO

TTE

OGÄ
IGÂ
HGA

D

VMAG I
ROL LC
X RNGE RR

DNRNG E RR

LAT
LONG

PREDICTED HÀXIMUM ÉNTRY ÀCCEL Ió3.84 GS N óO

PREDICTED VELOCITY AT ÂLTITUDE I28 I'IICENTISEC N 60
4OOK FT ÄBOVE FISCHER RADIIJS.
PREDICTED GAMMÀ ÀT ALTITUDE I REVOLUTION N óO

4OOK FT ABOVE FISCHER RADIUS.
RANGE ANGLE TO SPLÀSH (RTOGO) T REVOLUTION N 63
FRCM EI'SÅLT FT ABOVE FISCHÊR
RADIUS. ( IN NI'l )
PREDICTED VELOCITY ÂT ÂLTITUDE I28 I'IlCENTISEC N 63
EMSALT FT ABOVE FTSCHER RÂDIUS.
TIME OF FREE FALL (TFE} TO B 28 CENTISEC N ó3
ALTITI-'DE EMSALT FT ABOVE FI SCHER
R.ADIT,'S.
OUTER GIMBAL ÀNGLE (OG ROLL' T REVOLUTION N 22
INNER GII.IBAL ÂNGLE ( IG PITCH) 1 REVOLUTION N 22
MIDDLE GIMBAL ANGLE (MG YAW} I REVOLUTION N 22
ÂLL ÂBOVE ÀNGLES FOR HYPERSONIC TRIM
DRAG ACCELERATION ( G' 805 FPSS

TNERTIAL VELOCITY I,IÄGNITUDE (VI 
' 

128 I{/CENTISEC
ROLL COI4MAND ( BETA) I REVOLUTION N 6óT
CROSS-RÄNGE ERROR <LATANG IN NI.t> I REVOLUTION N óó
DOHN RÀNGE ERROR *+ I REVOLT'TION N 66
<PREDANG - THETÂH IN III"I>
** <DNRNGERR DISPLAYS 9999'9 IF GONEPÂST =t IN P 67>
ÂLTITI'DE RÀTE <RDOT> I28 I'IICENTISEC
EX I T DRAG LEVEL ( DL } 805 FP SS

EXIT VELOCITY FOR UP-CONTROL 2 VSAT

DESIRED R,ÀNGE ÀNGLE <THETAH> I REVOLUTION N 677
<-THETÂH IF GONEBY =Or THETÂH IF GONEBY =l>
GEODETIC LATITI'DE OF VEHICLE I REVOLUTION N 67
LONGITT'DE OF VEHICLE T REVOLUTION N ó?

See note on page 5.7-2.

Ctl

\]
i

ó8
64
64

N

N rN
N

N74
N74

NÓ9,N?468r

Nó8
o7
VL

olHD

R TOGO

NÓ9
NÓ9

N64

THE FOLLOWING IS À DÀTA INPUT NOUN {REFER TO SECTION 4'P 6I T' P 621

HEÂDSIJP INDiCÁTOR FOR IÑITIÂL ROLL 1 REVOLUTION N óI
LAT( SPL } GEODETIC LATI TIJDE OF TARGET I REVOLUTION N 6I

{ IMPACT LÂT}
LNG( SPL} LONGITI,,DE OF fÂRGET ( II''PACT LONG} I REVOLUTION N 6],

Figure 7. 0-2. Display Information



CONSTANTS ÂND GÂINS VÂLUE

C1
Clf.
cl7
ctR
c20
c.2 I

c HnnK
cHt
cnst5
nL Éwr)0
f)T
CI,ìA X

KÀ1
KÂ2
KÂ3
KÀ/+
(BI
KB?
K Div l t\r

KIFTA
KLÀT]
K44
LÂTHIÂS
LEr.rr)l
ÞNIÑT1
o3
o5
c6
n7F
n7¡¡ l N

1:)lc
VFINÂLI
VF I NÂL
VLVIN
VMIN
VR CNN] R L

25l\rM
vr.Jt ti T

FÀCTOR IN ÂLP CN¡4PIJTÀfJIì^I
CI'INSTN GAIfÍ NN, NRAG
CfìNSTN GAIN NNI RDNT
BIÀS VÊ1. FOR FJAIÂL PIlÂSE STÁRT
f":AX DRÀG FnR ntìt^tN-L I F-t
DEÁG FFf{ ¡III LATFRÄL SWTTCH
FACTNR INI AHONK CfIIúPIITÀTJfìI\
FÀCTOR I1\I GÄMMÂL COMPII'TATINN
ctìs{ l5 rrEG )

INIlltlL VAtìll\TlilN INr LFbtD
CO¡lPIITÀTtfIf\ CYCLE TIÈJF I^ITERVAL
MÂX I I.1IIM ÀCCELÊRÂ'T J fìN
FACT(ìR JÀì KA CÂLC
FÀClnR I Nr KÂ CÂLC
FÀCIi)R IÀI DO CALC
FacT(lR I Àr 0o c^LC
(IPTIMIZFN IIPCTìNTRNL GÂIN
0PTIivllFD tiPCnNiTRnL cÂlr!
INCREMÉAIT I'I\1 O7F TN NFTECI E¡Jf] NF KFPLFR
TI¡¡F tìF FLIGHT CnNTST^N,T
ËÀC.IIìR IN! KLÂT'CÀLC
GÁlt\r IrSED IN l¡t ITIÂL R{)LL SECTION
LÂTERÁL SWI TC,H BI ÂS TERt.I
ÀinMIÀt/1t_ llPcn¡tTPnL L/n
FACTIIR T(ì RFOI'C-E IIPC(]f\TR{ìL GÂJN
FIÀIAL PHÂSÊ DP.ÂNGF/N V
FIÀ,ÀL PHASF DRÂNGF/ ]) GÂIqMÂ
F]NÂL PHASF IIIITIAL FLiGHT PATH AIlGLF
¡4Jt\' DRÂG Ff.ìR UPCnl\tTRnL
MIN VôLIIE FNR O7 IN FÂCTIIR CALC(]LATJON
FÀCTFR IN GÀMMÀLT CÀLC.IILÂTIfIN
VEL(ICITY TO STÂRT FIÀIÀL PHÂSF ON J^IJTIÂL
FACTrlrì I lrr '¡ ¡1T I AL Up-nnhlN CÂLC
MIÀI IMIJI,4 VL
VFLOCITY TII S'NITC,H TN RELÀTIVE VEL
RDfìT-T(ì STÁET INTN HI'NTFST
VRCIINÏ = CtIMPI,TER t\rÂMF
TNLERANCÊ TTI STI]P RÀI\'GF ITERÂTTO¡I
VFLOC I TY IlI STOP STFÊR ING

o.0t
o. ô02
500
7lo
144
o.?5

o .91'5
-o. 05

?,

?57.6

FÞS
FDSS
FPSS

FPSS
GS
CS
FPSS

40 FPSS

aì. on25
0.5 FPSS
I OoO
t/?4
lq74q55o FPS
o.4125296I NM
o.ll
o.l
o.07 NM/FPS
705O NM/RÂf)
o. 0349 R At)
6 FPSS
8O5 FPSS
0.5
27000 FPS
2f'fi00 FPS
IROOO FPS
VSÂT/Z
7OO FP S

( T}ISABLE FÂCTNR )

( ß c-s )

90

Ctt

{
I
(o

PHASE

Ê NITR Y

25
I noc)

ÀtM

FPS

3437.7468 Nil/RAD
32.2 FPSS
28500 F I
o.oo I 6234ó
I 54ó.70 tó8 FPS
3.986032233 E 14 CUEIC r1l SEC SEC
21202900 FT
20925738.2 FT
25766.1913 FPS
o.oooo7292l 1505 RAD/SEC

ATK
GS
HS

J
KII E
T'UÉ
R,E

REO
V SÂT
I{IE

ANGLE IN RAD TO NIi
NOI.IINAL G VALUÊ FOR SCALING
ATI{OSPHERE SCALE HEIGHT
GR,ÂVI ÏY HARI{T]NIC COEFFICIENT
EOUATORIAL EARIH RATE
EARTH GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT
EARTH RADIUS
EARTH EOUATORIAL RADIUS
SATELLITE VÊLOCTTY AT R,E

EARTH RÀTE

Figure ?.0-3. Constants, Gains and Conversion Factors



Use N61 input data to obtain the initial target vector:
Call LÁTITUDE-LONGITUDE SUBROUTINE (paragrAph 5. 5. 3)

with the parameters as defined there having the following
values:
Lat = LAT(SPL), Long = LNG(SPL), Alt = 0, F = 0

t = TIME/RTO, where TIME/R,TO = current state vector
time

INITIALIZATION

Obtain URT0
-unrO 

= uNrT(ÚRTO)

URÍO: ÎARGET VECTOR AT IITE OF IN¡I¡ALIZAT¡OII

RfE . UZ*URÌo

UIR . RIE*UZ

a

o

URT . lNlflAL T^ÀGET VECÍoR AT l{oxlNAL Ì.1¡lÊ 0F ARRIVAL
IFOR IHIS CÀLCULAI¡ONI

. J.ro . Jr*,a., rrr - r) * ira 'n *,
IIHERE LT = I Tf{Ol{r lNoli:500 SEC

UNI = Ut{lT lv*UN¡llR) )

LAT^NG = URT.UNI

fHÊTA . ARCCOS(URT.UNlf(R) I

K2ROLL ! -SIGN(LAIANG)

0? E 07F

SELECTOR = lN¡TROLL

FACIOR = I
LoD = LODPAD

tAD . LADPAD

KLAT = KLAII L^D

L/DCl,tlNR = LAD COSI5

L/ù=-L^0SGñ(HEADSUP)

)

o¡FFoLD = 0

DLEIo = DLEIDo

LEID = LEliol

Aîit¡alize& o* s*tf o?

åuNr-esT

oz = -1992 + 3500 LAD
INIIIALIZE SI'TICHÉS

GONEPASI = 1
ÉGSl = 0
H¡NO . 0
LITSI s I

RELVELST - 0
.O5GS| = 0
lNRLSL . O

NOSv.llTcfl t Q

Figure 7.0-4. Entry Program Initialization
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TËAD¡ CI.ÊAR PIPAS

SAVE VEi INCTEM€NI

as õErv

DELV= (REFSMMAT)T Ðnlv
rENt . vr+Dr +. ry
ñ ' i+oIÍEM

R : ABVAI li)
sr ' uNrr (ã1.ÚZ

+ = ff [0.,rryftr-ssr¡t) u¡lrrri]" zsr.,rçoíoz]

Vr .rã¡r.Ef*.ot$

)

NOTE. -Theõñþ[tati.ons shown
in this figure are used
in the Sky1ab Mission.

NOTE. -This routine
is identical to Average-G
Floutine, paragraph 5. 3. 2.

Figure 7. 0-5. Average-G Navigation Routine for Entry from Earth Orbit
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NOTE. -Thecomputations and
coding shown in this
figure are used in
earth-orbit entry,
i. e., the Skylab
Mission.

YES NO

YES NO

YES

NO

" 05GSW = 0

Figure 7. 0-6. Entry Targeting

5. 7 -L2

NO

NO

NO

See Figure 7.0-2

ARGE

IS RELVELSW ZERO ?

V=VI V=Vr - K\ME üz*UNIT(R)

V= ABVAL(V)
VSQ = V2lVSerz
LEQ = (VSQ-l) GS

RDOT = l. UNrr(n)
úNr = uNrr(l*uNrr(R))

LV DTD = ABVAL

XS RELVEI,S\A/ ZEP.O ?

WT=WIET

T=WIE(KTETA THETA+T)iS V-VMIN POS ?

RELVEI-SW = 1

WT= WIE +RE THFTA
V

-RDOT IDTt-l2

YES

D=Dr-D(

YES

unr = TRro + u-TR(cos wr - 1) + nrn snq wr
LATANG = Unf'U-Nf

-1 -THETA = COS_'(URT' UNIT(R))

T X UNIT( POS ?).iS

GONEBY = 0
RTOGO = -THETA

GONEBY = 1

RTOGO= THETA

rS D-" O5G NEG?

" 05GSW = I

YES

GO TO SELECTOR



\
)

Yes No

Ye

Yes

NOTE. -The heavy lines
indicate that portion of the
coding used for entry from
earth orbit, i. e., the
Skylab Mission.

Yes No

No

Yes

Yes

o

No

No

Yes

Figure 7.0-7. Initial RotI (INITROLL)

INITRO

IS INRLSW O ?

IS.05GSW = 1 ? IS RDOT + VRCONTRL NEG?

GO TO 310 SELECTOR=HUNTESTISD-KA POS?INRLSW = 1

GONEPAST = 0

co ro 310 GO TO HUNTEST

KA =(KAiFH' + KA2) GS

GO TO CONSTD

IS KA - 1.5 GS POS ?

KA=1.5GS

V.VFINALI NEG

LECTOR = KEPZ DO = KA3 + KA4

GO TO 310

IS V-VFINAL +K44(RDOT /V) POS?3

L/D = LAD LIO = -LAD

GO TO 310

5.7-13



)

HUNTEST

IS RDOT NEG ?

lQCt HS LAD))
Vl=V+RDOT LAD

YES

Ao =(v1/v¡21o+nootzRo = (vl/v)2(o+n Dor2lzcl Hs LEWD)
Vl= V + RDOT LE\MD

IS L/D NEG ?

Vl =V1 -VQUIT

ALP = 2 Cl A0 HS/(t pWO Vtz)
FACTI = Vl/ (i - ALP)
FACT2 = ALP(AI,P-1)/AO
VL= FACTl(l - SQRT(FACT2 Q7 + ALP))

ß VL - VLMIN NEG?

IS VL-VSAT POS?SELECTOR=PREDtrCT3
EGSW = I

TO PREDICT3 ß VI-VSAT POS ?

V1 VSl= VSATSELECTOR=HUNTEST
GO TO CONSTD

YES

DV

DVL=VSl-VL

IS GA]VIMAL NEG'/

(3AHOOK DV
TLI¿ - ALPI I

+zDVL)(CHl GS/ (DHOOK VL))VL=VL+LEWD-
?=((i-vL/FAC FACT2

GAMMAL = 0

GAMMALI=GAMMALI(I -Qig) +Q19 GAMMAL

GO TO RANGE PREDICTION

NO

YES

NOTE. -This portion of the
entry coding and computations
is not used for earth-orbit
entry (Sky1ab Mission).

NO

YES

YES

Figure 7.0-B . Huntest

5.7 -L4

NO

NO

NO

)



RANGE
PREDICTION

COSG=1-GAM]./.AL2I}

E = SQRT (1 + (VBARS -2) COSGz VSERS)

VBARS = VT,2/VSAT2

ASKEP =

ASP1 =

ASPUP =

ASP3 =

ASPDWN =

ASp =

DIFF =

2ATK sin-1 1ygARS COSc GAMMAL/E) , ballistic range

Q2 + Q3 VL , final phase range

ffi t"tlcAMMALl) Loc (40 vrzl(ez v12)), up-phase range

Q5 (Q6 - GAMMAL) , gamma correction

-RDOT V ATK/(A0 LAD RE) , range to pullout

ASKEP + ASP1 + ASPUPI-ASP3+ASPDWN , total range

ATK TFIETA - ASP

IS ABS (DIFF) - 25NM NEG?

SELECTOR = UPCONTRL IS HIND = ZEP.O?

GO TO UPCONTRL IS DIFF NEG?

DLEWD =

trS LEWD + DLEWD NEG?

DLEWD = -LI'WDI2
N

LEWD = L.EWD+

HIND = 1

DIFFOLD = DIFF

Q7 = e7F

TO HUNTEST

NO

Figure 7. 0-9. Entry Range Prediction

YES

YES

DIFFOLD = DIFF
O? = e?F

GO TO CONSTD

NOTE. -ThispõIIon of the
entry cocling and
computations is
not used for earth-
orbit entry (Sky1ab
Mission).

5. ?-15



I

CONSTD

L/D = :LEQ/DO.+ çló(D-DO) - Cl7(RDOT + 2HS DO/V)

NEGTEST

ts D-c20 Pos?

LATSW = 0

IS L/D NEG ?

L/D = 0

GO TO 3ì0

N

NOTE. _LATSW
Ts-Feset by DAP.

NOTE. -ThispFion of the entry
coding and compu-
tations is not used
for earth-orbit
entry (St<ytan
Mis sion).

Figure 7. 0-10. Constant Drag Control

5.7-16



)

)

NOTE. - This portion
õfGñt--ry coding and
computations is not
used for earth-orbit
entry (Skylab Mission).

YES

Yes

Yts

NO

Yts

NO Yts

NO

Figure 7.0-11. Entry Upcontrol

Yrs

NO YES

YTS

PCONTR

IS D-C21 POS ?

NOSWITCH = 1

DR = (V/VI)2 AO-RDTR2/(2 cI HS LAD
L/D = LAD + CIó (D.DR)

-cl7 DOT- R DTR )

RDTR =

SILE R = PREDI

EGSW = I
GO TO PRTD

GO TO TTST STLE = KEP2

VREF = FA

RDOTR.TF = LEWD (VI-VRTF RDOTRTF . LTWD (VI.VRIF).CHI GSUSI.VREF)z

I + AHOOK (VSI-VREF)
---TEõõR-VRrF-

FACTOR =

TEMIB = - 82 FACTOR I FACTOR (RDOT. RD EF +V-VR

TTMIB = P0lNTl + P0lNTt ( TEMI B - POINTI SICN (TEMIB)

+

5.7 -L7



Come here from INITROLL
in earth-orbital entrY.

NOTE. -The heavY
ffiEindicate that
portion of the coding
used for entry from
earth-orbit, i. e., the
Skylab Mission' NO YES

YES

Figure 7.0-L2. Entry Ballistic Phase

For RH see

ENTRYDAP,
Section 3.4

'l'Do"ing ballistic mode, DAP maintains
attitudã control to zero sideslip, trim

NO

angle
3.4). Du

of attack, and ROLLC (Subsection
earth-orbit

cons as crossrange
correction.

P2

$ .05GSW 0

R H

0

0

IS D - (Q7¡'+ KDMIN) POS ?

EGSW = 1

SELECTOR = PREDICT3

GO TO PREDICT3

Compute desired
angles for displaY Pur-
poses corresponding to
zero sideslip,trim angl
of attack,
(See para

and ROLLC.
a 5.6.I0.6)

Go to 38

5.7-18



No

Yes
NOTE. _MAXRNG
9989.49585 n.mi.
This ls displayed as
9999.9 n.mi. on
DSKY.

NOTE. -The portion of
the entry coding shown
in this figure is used for
earth-orbit entry (Skylab
Mission).

Yes

No

Figure 7.0-13. Entry Fina1 Phase

PREDICT3

IS V - VQUIT POS ?

SELECTOR = N67DISPREDANGL = RTOGO(V) + F2(V)(RDOT - RDOTREF(V)
+ r.1(V)(D - DREF.R(V))

IS GONEPAST ZERO ?

ISGONEBY. û ? ay
.10)

pute N67 displ
a

Com
(See 5.6

Go to 380GONEPAST = 1

DNRNGER.R = MAXR,NG

Yes

No

Lf O = -LAD
GO TO GLIMITER

DNRNGERR = PREDANGL - THETA ATK

LID = LoD + 4(ATK THETA - PREDANGL)/F3(V)

GO TO GLIMITER
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VREF

FPS

994
2lo3
3922
6295
8531

I0101
I401 4
I595I
1 8357
20829
230 90
23500
3 5000

- 690. 9

-719
- 694
-60 9
-493
-416
-352
-41 6
-566
-781
-921
-82 0
- 820

41.15
60.
81.5
93 .9
98.5

102.3
118.7
r25.2
L20.4
95.4
28.1
6,4
6.4

DR / DR DOT

F2
NM/FPS

.002507

.003582

.007039

.01446

.0247 9
,0339 1

.06 1 39

.07683

.09982

.I335

.2L1 5

.3046

.3046

DR/DA
FI

NM/FPSS

-.0346
-.0555r
-.09034
-. 1410
-. I 978
-.237 2

-.3305
-. 3605x
-.4956x
-.6483x

-2.O2L
-3.354
-3.354

Ð. tî
10. 4*
23.6*
46.3
7 5.4
99.9

170.9
2I0.3
266.8
344.3
504.8
643.O
7 94.3

DR/DLlD
F3

NM

6.10 x2
10.9 I x2
21.64 X2
48.35 X2' 93.72 X2

r41.1 X2
329.4
465.5
t'82.7
980.5

1385
1508
1508

RDÛTREF DREFR

FPS FPSS

RTOGO

NM

qtl

{
I
t\to

*Changed by PCR #803

xRestored by PCR SL050

Figure 7.O-L4. Final Phase Reference (Sheet I of.2l



Interpgl?tion ProSedure

Start with table entries. See Figure 7.0-14, Sheet 1.

vREF(i) ,

RDOTREF(i),

etc

i = 1, 13

i = 1, 13

Vary the index i until velocity ma,gnitude lies between two
values in the table. That is:

vREF(i) <. V l_VREF(i+1).

Save the value i and form the linear interpolation factor

çRAD=ffi
Then form interpolated values. For example

RDoTREF(V) = RDoTREF(i) + GRAD IRDOTREF(i+1) - RDOTREF(i)]

Figure 7.0-L4, Final Phase Reference (Sheet 2 of.2\
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NOqE. -The portion of the
entry coding shown in this
figure is used for earth-orbit
entry (Skylab Mission).

NO vt3

NO

t/D.l.AD

Figure 7. 0- 15. Entry G-Limiter

- 0Pos?r3

IS GMAX-D POS?GO TO 3t0

r0GO 10
LI

x . soRT 
[2HS 

( GmAX- Ol( LK)/GISAX.!AO] + ( 2 HS OrOaru l' ]

tS ¡OOI+X POS?

GO 10 3r0

GO rO 3r0
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)
NOTE. -The portion of
the entry coding shown
in this figure is used in
earth-orbit entry
(Skylab Mission).

N

No

No

Figure 7.0-16. Entry Lateral Logic

)

310

LlDt LID

IS GONEPAST ZERO ?

Y=K VSQ + LATBIAS

rs ABS ( L/D )-L/ DCMINR NEG ?

Y=Yl2

IS K2ROLL LATANG POS ?

rlot = rl DCMTNR SGN (L/D)

Yes

IS KzROLL LATANG.Y POS ?

IS NO SWITCH = 1 ?

K2ROLL = -K2ROLL

Yes

Yes

No Yes

No

rs ABs (ularll,AD ) - 1 POS ?

(LIDLILAD) = SGN (L/D)
Y

ROLLC = K2ROLL COS-1 (LIDIILAD), NOSWITCH = O

380

OUT TO AUTOPILOT WITH ROLL COMMAND
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5.8 ERASABLE MEMORY PARAMETER LIST

This subsection presents a lj.st of selected CMC erasable parameters
required for Skylark program operation. It should be noted, however, that this
list is limited in scope. The objective of this selected list is to identify those
parameters that can be stored j.n erasable memory and that are required to
initialize the operation of programs and routines. Some parameters can vary
continually throughout the mission (for example, vehicle state vectors); others
are constant for any one mission phase, but can vary between mission phases;
and, fina11y, some can be constant for one mission, but can change for subsequent
missions. The parameters are listed according to the subsection in which they
mainly appear. The program mnemonic corresponding to the Section 5 notation
is also given.

Sub section Parameter Program Mnemonic

5.2 Ico' Iwo

Ico' Iwo

Ic con' Iw 
"ort

fc con' Iwcon

9c' 9w

!c' lw
tc, tw

,C' 'W
*c, *w

ô 
"MAx

ô uMAx

u""INT

varR

var_fl mln

WNDTIME

RRECTCSM, RRECTLEM

VRECTCSM, VRECTLEM

RCVCSM, RCVLEM

VCVCSM, VCVLEM

DELTACSM, DELTAI,EM

NUVCSM, NUVLEM

TETCSM, TETLEM

TCCSM, TCLEM

XKEPCSM, XKEPLEM

RMAX

VMAX

INTVAH

RVAR

RVARMIN

WRDTIME
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Subsection

5. 2 (con't)

5.3

FINCMPTM

Parameter

MINBLKTM

TBEFCOMP

BRNBLKTM

MAXWTIME

rr

rV

uttALT

Av (LV)

F'01

K

Program Mnemonic

MINBLKTM

TBEFCOMP

BRNBLKTM

MAXWTIME

FINCMPTM

WRENDPOS

\MRENDVEL

ALTVAR

DELVSLV

TIG

CSMMASS, LEMMASS

PACTOFF

YACTOT'F

EFIMPl6

EFIMPOl

EIMPlSEC

DVTHRESH

ETDECAY

EKPRIME

EMDOT

AZIMUTH

til

\¡/

:f
trc

m

p

v

Fto

1

K

Av (SPS)
p

attail_off(sPS)

m (SPS)

AZP

Az

5.8-2
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Subsection

5. 3 (con't)

5.4

5.5

tnt

tnz

ao, 41, ..., a6

Lat"

Lon"

AttI

Parameter

"1

,2

Ah

NH1

EL

L

Azo

to

LOS
0

C

PHASEC

Program Mnemonic

SATRLRT

RPSTART

POLYSTOP

POLYNUM+1

LATITUDE

PADLONG

PGNCSALT

TCS

EPSl

EPS2

DHNCC

DELHI

NH1

ELEV

LMATRIX

AZO

TEPHEM

LOSO

CMOD

CARG

rK

At

ahr
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Subsection

5.6

5.7

Parameter Program Mnemonic

EMS Altitude EMSALT

ø, (See GSOPSection3.) ALFAPAD

sFEl' SFE2' SFE3 PIPASCFX'Y' Z

BIASI' BIAS2' BIASS PBIASX' Y' Z

ADIAX. ADIAY, ADIA.Z

ADSRA.X, ADSRAY, ADSRAZ

NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ

Ieru NBOA +6D

3etu NBOA +12D

TREFSMMAT] REFSMMAT

CDU CDUX, CDUY, CDUZ

I

3td

r

LAT
SPL

LONGSPL

LADPAD

LODPAD

FiXTIME

RTRIDOT

SVEC +4

LAT(SPL)

LNG(SPL)

r
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5. I FIXED MEMORY CONSTANTS

Paragraph 5. 9. 1 contains those fixed memory constants-and their
values-discussed in subsections 5. 2 through 5.6, but not speclfied elsewhere in
this document. Those constants considered to be control data are so indlcated
by listing their source referenees, given in the list of references, paragraph
5.9.2. Those constants needing further elucidation also list a reference to the
explanatory material in paragraph 5. 9, 3. The fixed memory constants listed
here are referenced by the subsection in which they are mainly discussed,
although they may appear el$ewhere in this section of the GSOP,

5. 9.1 Fixed Constants

Sub-
section Value

Reference
(Par. 5. 9. 2)

Comments
(Par. 5. 9. 3)

5.2 l.L

Constant Unit

m 3 
f "u.2

0.3986012 x 1g
15 2,3

0.10827 " 10-2 2,3

2,3

2,3

2,3

E

Jzn

J 3E -0.256 * 10-5

4E -0.1õ8 " 10-5

"E
m 6, 378, 160, 0

csec 3.0

u*rIMU (mr) 2 0. 04

atc sec 20

MAXRATE deg/sec 0. 1

€

J

k

t

5

RL

va'.sxT

nm/trit

(mr')2

0. 01

0. 04

6

4
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Sub-
s ection

Reference
(Par. 5. 9. 2)

Comments
(Par. 5.9.3) IC onstant Unit Value

1.62405 x 10

pounds 20,500

sec 180.00

2
_tt

-19

-35.3 J 32

o

o

F

20

t4

10

15

SPS

L

FRCS pounds 196.568 or 393. 136

F pounds 19?

V.(SPS) m/sec 3151.0396

deg 130. 005,4 crlt

ôt

5.5 (Kepler) e ,

(Lambert) e,

€

2

rl2m, 2-t2

2 -23

k
1

"E
radf 7.29211514667 x1o
u. sec

6, 378, 166. 0

6,356,784.2836 'Q

6,373,338 11

0.397833274

-5

I2

L2

L2

t2

t2

2,3

x

c
€

2
2

a

b

"LP

Kt

Kg

m

m

m

5

5

7

7

0. 91 7457730
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Sub-
section

5.5
(cont)

Reference
(Far. 6.*,9, ?).

Comments
(Par. 5. 9. 3)Constant u'Ìi.t Yqly"

LOSR radf 1. 9909866b(10)- 7

u. sec

OMEGA radf 1. e9096877(10) -7
C u. sec

ft/sec 9.835712 x 10
I

"A
arc- sec 20.496

deg 0. 01

SS
sec 240

ôt sec 2.4

ov 30

sec

5. I Star Table See Figure 9.1-1.

5

5

7

7

c 2,3, 4

8, 15

€ ç

5.6 T 6

ft

95%

13
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CATALOGUE NO.
(octaI)

1

2
ö
4
5

6
7

10
11
t2
13
L4
15
16
L7
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
30
31
32
33
34

VISUAL
\IAGNITIJDE X COORDINATE Y COORDINAT.E Z COORDINATE

Ctl

(o
I
È

36
37
40
4t
42
43
44
45

1

2
2
6
1

4
oo
o

1

3
2
o

6
5
o

1

2
3

2
o
6
2
I
3
t
3
2
o

1

1

1
o

2
1

3
5
3

STAR NAME

a Andromedae (Alpheratz)
F Ceti (Diphda)
Y Cassiopeiae (Navi)
a E:idani (Achernar)
a ljrsae Minoris (Polaris)
0 Eridani (Acamar)
d. Ceti (Menkar)
a Persei (Mirfak)
a Tauri (Aldebaran)
Ê Orionis (Rigel)
a Aurigae (Capella)
a Carinae (Canopus)
d Canis Majoris (Sirius)
a2 Canis Minoris (Procyon)
Y V¿lorum (Regor)
¿ Ursae Majoris (Dnoces)
d Hydrae (Alphard)
a Leonis (Regulus)
Ê Leonis (Denebola)
Y Corvi (Gienah)
a Crucis (Acrux)
a Virginis (Spica)
4 Ursae Majoris (Alkaid)
0 Centauri (Menkent)
a Bootis (Arcturus)
a, Coronae Borealis (Alphecca)
a Scorpii (Antares)
a Trianguli Austr. (Atria)
u Ophiuchi (Rasalhague)
a Lyrae (Vega)
o Sagittarii (Nunki)
d Aquilae (Altair)
p Capricorni (Dabih)
a. Pavonis (Peacock)
o¿ Cygni (Deneb)
e Pegasi (Enif)
a Piscis Austr. (Fomalhaut)

,
,
t
0.
t
3.
2.
1.
1.
0.
0.

-0.
-1.

0.
1.
3.,
1.,
t
1.
1.
1.,
0.,
1.
1.,
0.,
0.
3.,
1.,
1.

+.8759127335
+- 9344221007
+.4792524242
+.4911095585
+.015O728422
+. 5461 199432
+.7065135180
+.4L427L7678
+.3552697275
+.2051938364
+.1416151994
-.0603437?71
-.1784151505
-. 4076Lt9204
-.3601048130
-. 4622023601
-.7717862824
-. 858327 L67 4
-.9649190792
-.9533561?30
-.4542931560
-.9189360613
-.5810208598
-.6928505073
- . 7 87 87 32623
-.5350048409
-.3561948806
-.1179551093
-.1163388632
+.1195024086
+.202L91t720
+. 4500934054
+.5479677261
+.31657O4246
+.4530708165
+. 81 18187290
+.8322543673

+.022176792r
+.1693349531
+. 1 143361938
+.2t82968779
+. 0077535749
+.529O559424
+.7O44331667
+.49696?1969
+.8910553149
+.9681249050
+. 6807526554
+. 6034300291
+.9412937204
+.9083859733
+.5763392844
+. 4795583503
+.6187078821
+.4674686420
+.0569171730
-.0550800729
-.04?3466895
-.3461098015
-.2883158?06
-.4151341670
-.5182718149
-.7136778495
-.8224933890
-.3394503938
-.9689823983
-.7708087413
-. 87290347 86
-.8799661957
-.7957767725
-.4450237255
-.54L263r657
-.5593567634
-.2429657768

+.4819596176
-.3133384932
+.8701978789
-.8433017695
+. 9998563354
-.6495019764
+.0679158478
+.7624975459
+.2824957457
-.1436302809
+.7186939246
-.795r294413
-.2865905892
+. 0932064683
-.733592225L
+.7459173994
-. t467 872297
+.2115361489
+. 2563037376
-.2967797042
-.8895931?63
-.1891150984
+.7611101885
-.5895946046
+.3326410200
+.452L435O28
-. 4434296246
-.9331988117
+.2180329804
+.6257579872
-.4440250795
+.1519059600
-.2578191213
-.8376974691
+.7083509163
+.167542L212
-.4983174684

35

Figure 9. 1-1. Unit Vectors of the Navigational Stars
(FK 4 Catalog at 1973.0 in 1950.0 BRCS)



5,9.2 References for Fixed Constants

Proj ect Apollo Coordinate System Standards, SE00B -001 - 1, Office
of Manned Space F light - Apo11o program, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Washingtotr, D. C. , June 1g65.

Natural Environment and Physical Standards for the Apollo Program and

1

2

3

theApolloApplicationsprogram, NASA-M-DE-g020-00gc, sE 015-001_18, July1969.

Tra'iectorv Prediction Parameters for Skv1ab. Space Station/ Space Shut-
tle. and Missions. MSC Internal Note 70-FM-121, Reyi-
sion 1, August 31, 1970.

Apollo Missions and Navisation Svstems Characteristics. Apol1o
Navigation working Group Technical Report No. AN-1.3, December lb,
196 7.

Airborne Guidance and Navipation Equrpment - Block II For Apollo
Command Module, Part I, MEI No. 201b000, MIT, June 21, 196b,
(c)"

Command Module Guidance Computer Electrical Interfaces - Block II
NAA-MIT, MHO1-0i380-216, North American Aviation, Inc.

7 Program Change Request SL408 Revision 1, page 9, Solar Ephemeris
Constants (Source: W. M. Robertson).

4

5

Õ

b

o

Explanatory Supplem ent to the Astronomical Ephemeris and the
American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. 1961.

GFE Guidance. Navipation. and Control Performance and Interface
speci-fication Block II, sID 65-2994, North American Aviation, Inc. ,
June 7, 196?"
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10. Performance Data Supplement to Mission Modular Data Book-

Block II Earth Orbital Mission, SID 66-1501 A, North American
Aviation, Inc., Revised March 15, 1967.

11. NASA letter of direction to MIT 67-FS55-91-329.

12. The Fixed Memory Constant s in the Conic Subroutines, W. M. Robertson,

MIT SGA Memo No. B-68, March 26, 1968"

1J" NAR-MIT Interface Document, MHO1-01301-116 (Rev. B) BlockII G& N

Navigation Base and Optics Assembly to Command Module Structure.

t4. Astronautical Guidance, Richard H. Battin, McGraw HiIl Book Co.,1964"

15" The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, Nautical Almanac

Office, U.S. Naval Observatory, 1973

16" Apol1o Spacecraft Weight and Mission Performance Definition,
Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA, December L2, t967"

l7 This reference has been deleted.

18. This reference has been deleted

19" NASA Letter of Direction to M. I. T" 68-FS55-19-172.

20. CS LMS cecraft erational Data Booþ Volume I, CSM Data

Book, NASA, SNA-8D-027, May, 1968

21 Vi erter Fu nda mentalkatalog (FK4), Veröffentlichungen des Astrono-
mischen Rechen-Instituts Heidelberg Nr. 10, Verlag G. Braun (1963).

FK4 Star Positions in 1950.0 Coordinates at 1973.0 for Use in the AGC

Skylark Programs, J. Marshall Reber,

Analysis Memo #t0-71 (March 1971)

22
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1

5. 9. 3 Comments on Fixed Constants

The quantity .t is the limit used for the minimum time step in
the Coasting Integration R,outine. When the time step drops below
ea , the routine is terminated.

NOTE. -Comments 2-4 have been deleted.

The Solar Ephemeris Constants K1, KB, LOSR and OMEGAg
were computed according to the method outlined in MIT/DL
Space Guidance Analysis Memo 8-71 dated March 16, 1971 and
Addendum 1 thereof dated April 20, L97L. The correction factor
to convert from ephemeris time rate to universal time rate as

explained on page 9 of the memo has been used. The time point
tO was chosen as July 1.0, t972. The constants Kl and Kg
are precisely valid at 1973.0 (January 0.4938182, 1973) which
is also the time-point to which the stars have been proper-
motioned. The constants LOSR and OMEGAç are preci.sely
valid at July 1.0, 1973, which is a convenient mid-point of the
overall SKYLAB program. The erasable constants LOSO, C,

and PHASEç should be made precisely valid at July 1.0, L973 also,

The quantity TSS is a rough estimate of the time between the
initiation of the Star Selection Routine in the IMU Realignment
Program (P52) or the Back-up IMU Realignment program
( P54) and the midpoint of the optical sightings on the two
celestial bodies.

NOTE. -Comments 7- t have been deleted.

10. The quantity Fl is ullage thrust using two RCS jets where consid-
eration has been made for the 10 deg offset of these jets.

NOTE. -Commcnts 11 and 12 have been cieleted.

5

6
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13.

L4.

15.

The direction of each of the 37 navigation stars in Figure g-1 is
expressed as the components of a unit vector in the Basic Reference
Coordinate System. These star directions are the mean places

of the stars at the beginning of the Besselian year 1973 and are
computed by MIT from the data of Reference 21. See Reference
22 for details.

The precise value of thnust is not available. This value is a good

workirag number.

Calculated using 
^T 

(1. 0 July L972) = 42.4 sec

aT (1973.0) = 42,9 sec.

16. This comment has been del.eted.
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Appendix A

PCR-PCN Checklist
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October 1971

The preparation of this issue of GSOP Section 5 reflects the implementation
of the Skylark Program PCRs and PCNs listed below.

1

PCR/PCN
003

008

009

010

011

012 (Note only)

013

016

017

018

019

021

022

025

030

032

033 (See also 043. )

034 (See also 043. )

036

039 (See also 043. )

042

043 (See also 034 and 404. )

050

400

402

404 (See also 043. )

405

408 (Rev 1)

40 g'k

PCN

Title
Improved Short Burn Logic

Routine 57 Deletion
Routine 33 Deletion
R,outine 05 Deletion
Programs 72-79 Deletion

Deletion of Lunar Surface Alignment Option
Program 3? Deletion
Program 23 Deletlon
Program 22 Deletion
Program 24 Deletion
Program 32 Deletion
Lock Out Moon Midcourse Perturbations
Extended Range Capability
Addltion of NCC Maneuver Computation Capability
VHF Range Rate Computation and Display
Fixed Coordinate System for Skylab

Improvements to Ephemerides
Compute ATM Star Tracker Gimbal Angles
DKI Maneuver Sequence (NC1, NH, NSR)
Computation Capability
Skytab Four Maneuver DKI Sequence

Moon Ephemeris Suppression in Skylab

Skylab Final Phase Gain Change

Program 15 Deletion
Eliminate 481 Day Limitation in Lunar-Solar
Ephemerides Routine
Lunar-Solar Ephemerides Routines

Transform Optics Angles to Tracking Angles
Astrod¡mamic Fixed Memory Constants
Modification to PCR 5L022

)
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PCR/PCN Title
Delete Lunar Capability
Delete HAM Targeting Program
Delete Ecsteer
ATM Orientation Determination Program (P50)

Docked Alignment Capability in P52

Add Gyro Trim to R50

Deletion of 9-Dimensional Capability
Display Separation Angle in N05

Allow Astronaut Overwrite of N59 (AIIOS) in P36

Initialize Rendezvous Navigation to Update the
CSM State Vector
Improve Minkey Gyro Torquing Logic
Modification of Skylark Memo #14; Preliminary
Skylab Rendezvous Targeting Plan for the Skylab
GSOP

Correct %.fVf in P50

Nominal Use of ATM Sources in P52 and P54

Incorrect Star Tracker Angle in P55

VHF Range Rate Filter Enable/Disable by Extended
Verb
Editorial Update to Skylark Memo No. 11

Modification to R22

Modification No. 3 to Skylark Memo No. 14

Modification No. 4 to Skytark Memo No. 14

Fundamental Astrodynamic Fixed Memory Constants
VHF.R Changes

Iteration Constant Change in Iter Routine

410':'

411'l'

4t2,:,

413

4t5
416

4l'7,t

420

42t
42z',i',

424

428

434

43 6'i'

43 B';'

439

44}',l'-

442'i'

44ï',i'-

448

458 (Rev 1)

459

463'l'

'r'PCN
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SKYLARK 1 (GSOP)

R693

Internal Distribution List

Group 234

Group 238

Group 238

Group 238

Group 23C

D. Lutkevich
Brennan
Brand
Gustafson
Higgins
Kachmar
Klumpp
Kriegsman
Levine (4)

C. Flynn
KIawsník
Nayar (11)

C. Taylor
Barnert
Beals
Brodeur
Cramer
Goode
I{amilton
Haslam
Lollar

J. Flaherty
AIbert
Berman
EngeI

M llrickson
Rairnsfather
BasiIe
Croopniclr
Fraser
Joncs
Kal an
Maybcck

DL?-211
Muller
Philliou
Phillips
Pu
Reber
Robertson
Tempelman

DL?.22LL
Reed

DL7 -22tL

(18)

( 13)

(15)

(6)

(13)

o McCoy
Neville
Ostanek
Rye
Smith
Whittredge
Zeldin

DL7.23BA
Millard
Rosenberg
Schulenberg

DL? - 21 5J

Penchuk
Potter
Schlundt
Turnbull
Womble
Work
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Group 23D S. I3eaulicu

Drake
Dunbar
Groome
Johnson
Kiburz

Group 23I{ R. Shane

Cook
Goldberger

Group 23N G. Grover
Blanchard
Johnson

Group 23P E. Talbot
Greene

Group 23P B. Hwoschinsky
Battin

Group 235 P. Amsler
Adams
Canepa
Felleman
Heinemann

Group 237 J. Grinnel
Edmonds
Grace
Kido
Lones

Group 23 D. Farrell
Larvrence

Group 33 J. Hargrove
Drane
Glick

APOLLO Library

CSDL'fcchnical l)oc:umentatíon Ccntcr
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Charles Stark Draper Labonatory
P. O. Box 21025
I(ennedy Space Center
Attn: Mr. R. OrDonnell

Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
Code EG/MIT Building 16
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas 77058
Attn: Mr. G, Sílver

NASA MSC HW
Building M?-409
Kennedy Space Center
Florida 32815
Attn: Mr. F. Hughes

Mr. A. Metzger (NASA/RO)

Delco Electronics Division
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
Attn: Mr. J. Stridde, Dept. 42-02

Mr. W. Siarnicki, Dept. S4-02
Building 2-C

Delco Electronics Division
P. O. Box 2t027
Kennedy Spacc Center
Florida 32815
Attnr Mr. J. Kaiser

Delco Electronics Division
P. O. Box 265
Betirpage, Long Island
Nerv )'ork Ll?L4
Att¡r: Mr. D. Dettmann

Dclco lllcctronics Division
P. O. Box ?34
I)orvnc.y, California 9024t
Attn: Ntr. D. I(arstedt

I(o1lsn'ran lnstrument Corporation
575 tjncìcrhiil Boulevard
Syossct, I..ong Island
New Yorli
Attn: I\'1r. I¡. N{c:Coy
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Raytheon Company
Boston Post Road
Sudbury, Mass. 01776
Attn: Mr. R. Zagrodnick

NASA/MSFC National Aeronautics and Splce A{ministration
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35812

Attn: J. Mack R-ASTR-5
V. Buckelew S&E-AERO-MFG
A. Deaton R-AERO-DG
F. Moore R-ASTR-N
H. Hosenthien R-ASTR-F
D. Germany I-I/IB-E
R. Barraza I-V-E
W. Chubb R-ASTR/NG
J. McCullough I-V'E/T

NASA/MSC National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Manned Spacecraft Center
APOLLO Document Control Group (BMB6)
Houston, Texas 77058
Attn: Mr. J. Garman, FS6

(letter of transmittal only)

BELLCOMM Bellcomm, Inc.
1100 1?th Street N. W.
W.ashington, D. C. 20036
Attn: Information Analysis Section

LINK LINK Group, GPSI SiMCOM
1740 A NASA Boulevard
Houston, Texas 77058
Attn: Mr. D. Klingbell

NASA/GSFC NationaÌ Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 2077L
Attn: Mr. P. Pashby, Code 813
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NASA/ RASPO
NAR

NASA/KSC

National Aeronautics and Space Adrninistration
Resident APOLLO Spacecraft Program Office
North American Rockwell, Inc.
Space and Information Systems Division
CSM Data Managemcnt
D/096- ?04 AEeg
t2214 Lakewood Boulevarcl
Downey, California 9024I

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
I(ennedy Space Ccnter
Florida 32899
Attn: Technical Docurnent Control Office

Gcncral Electric Conrpany
APOLLO Systcrns
P. O. lSox 2500
Da.ytona Bcach, li'lorirla 32015
Attn: N{r. Il. P. Pa<lgt-'tt, ,lr. /tlnit SOO
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NASA/I'IDO

NASA/LEWiS

NASA/FRC

NASA/LRC

NAR/KSC

NASA/RASPO
GAC

NASA/WSMR

NASA Ilcadquarters
600 Indcpcndence Avenue SW
Washington, D. C. 20546
Attn:

Mission Director, Code MA (1)
Robert A1ler, Code MAO (1)

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis lì.esear<:h Center
Cleveland, O), ro 44135
Attn: Library

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Flight Research Center
Edwards AFB, California 93523
Attn: Research Library

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center
Langley AFB, Virginia 23365
Attn: Mr. A. T. Mattson

Kennedy Space Center
Florida 32815
M. S. O. B.
North American Mail Station ZK69
Attn: Mr. D. Matteson

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Resident APOLLO Spacecraft Program Officer
Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Bethpage, Long Island
New York Ll7L4

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Post Office Drawer MM
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001
Attn: RH4Documentation
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